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PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AND THE ELDERLY: THE
HIGH COST OF GROWING OLD

MONDAY, JULY 20, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL CoMMiTTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, [Ion. John Melcher [chairman
of the committee] presiding.

Present: Senators Melcher, Heinz, Pryor, Grassley, and Simpson.
Also present: Max I. Richtman, staff director; Christopher Jen-

nings, professional staff; James Michie, chief investigator; Michael
Werner, investigator; Holly Bode, professional staff; Stephen Mc-
Connell, minority staff director; David Schulke, minority profes-
sional staff; Kelli Pronovost, hearing clerk; and Dan Tuite, printer.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN MELCHER, CHAIRMAN
CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This morning we are going to present this public hearing to de-

scribe what the effects of the costs of prescription drugs are on the
broad array of retired Americans.

Early this year I asked that the General Accounting Office pro-
vide for the committee a study on the catastrophic costs that affect
the elderly, and we've been able to obtain from the General Ac-
counting Office that portion of the study that covers prescription
drugs. I You know, when we think of catastrophic health care cov-
erage we generally think of somebody who is desperately ill and
bed-ridden; we think of patients who are incapacitated. But we're
finding out that for many Americans-in fact, upwards of 20 mil-
lion Americans-the highest unmet health care cost for them, is
the cost of prescription drugs.

Three-fourths of Americans over 65 years of age require one or
more prescription drugs. And three-fourths of the health care costs
of older Americans are for prescription drugs.

Between the years of 1980 and 1986, the cost of prescription
drugs went up 80 percent. None of this is covered by Medicare, and
because most of the private insurance policies that supplement
Medicare only cover what Medicare pays, not very many of the pri-
vate insurance pays for prescription drugs, either.

i See appendix, p. 101.
(1)
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I think we are looking at perhaps one of the most vexing, trou-
bling problems of the elderly of our country; how to pay for the
prescription drugs that they must take in order to maintain their
health.

Many older Americans on fixed incomes are faced with a rather
desperate choice. Because they often don't have enough money to
pay for the prescription drugs, they think "maybe I shouldn't get the
prescription filled;" or, "perhaps I will not take as much of this
prescription as the doctor ordered." They do this in order to stretch
out their investment, to help to alleviate the costs that they face at
the prescription counter at the drug stores.

They may be forced to choose between getting the prescription
drugs or paying the utility bill, or paying for food. Those are very
difficult choices, and choices that we on this committee do not be-
lieve older Americans should have to make.

We are going to hear from witnesses who are faced with these
problems. We want to learn from them in their testimony how
these costs affect them and what their suggestions for improve-
ment are. We will also hear from Dr. Helene Levens Lipton, coau-
thor of the soon to be released book, "Drugs and the Elderly," as
well as from representatives of the American Association of Re-
tired Persons, the American Pharmaceutical Association, the
American Medical Association, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association, and from the Administration.

That is our hearing today, and with it the Aging Committee will
take a step toward coming up with proposals for the Senate that
will help to correct what we believe is one of the most aggravating
and serious problems that older Americans face.

[The prepared statement of Senator Melcher follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN MELCHER, CHAIRMAN, SENATE SPECIAL COM-

MIrrEE ON AGING ON PRESCRIPTioN DRUGS AND THE ELDERLY-THE HIGH COST OF
GROWING OLD

Good morning. On behalf of my colleagues on the Special Committee on Aging, I'd
like to welcome everyone to this morning's hearing on the impact of drug costs on
older Americans and the need for expanded prescription drug coverage under the
Medicare program.

I called today's hearing to investigate how prescription drug costs affect the ev-
eryday lives of our elderly. Older Americans are always telling me about the terri-
ble financial burden prescription drugs place on their fixed incomes. During my
travels across the nation, too many of them have told me that they have been forced
to choose between taking the medicine that their doctors tell them they need and
eating a meal or paying an electric bill. These kinds of situations are totally unac-
ceptable and we cannot rest until we find the best ways to resolve them.

Today, I am releasing a letter report on the prescription drug issue which was
prepared for me by the General Accounting Office (GAO). GAO's findings confirm
that my conversations with the elderly about this issue were not the exception but
the rule.

According to the report, prescription drugs are the largest out-of-pocket health
care expense for three out of every four elderly person. Even more startling, GAO
cites a Public Health Service report which finds that 15.5% of every older American
who requires prescriptions say they are unable to pay for their drugs.

Though the elderly represent only 12% of the population, they consume 30% of
all prescription drugs. Further, the costs of the prescription drugs they are taking
have risen about 80% in the last six years (two and one half times faster than the
rise in consumer prices overall) and 25% of our seniors are taking three of more
prescription drugs. At a time when the American Association of Retired Persons re-
ports that over half of this nation's seniors receive no assistance from insurance or
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other coverage in paying for their prescription drugs, it's easy to see why our elder-
ly live in fear of needing yet another prescription.

These Americans know better than anyone that they cannot look toward the Med-
icare program for coverage of out-of-hospital prescription drug costs. While Medi-
care will pay for the drugs necessary to get our elderly out of the hospital, it won't
pay for the prescription drugs they need to stay out of the hospital. In other words,
we discharge our responsibility in this area upon the Medicare beneficiary's dis-
charge from the hospital.

After hearing today's testimony, it is my hope and expectation that there will be
absolutely no disagreement that there is a need for additional Federally-sponsored
prescription drug coverage. I've always believed that effective governing means
prioritizing the many needs that confront us. I hope that we will leave today's hear-
ing with the understanding that this issue is one of the highest priorities before us.

In the near future, the Senate will bring to the floor its version of the catastroph-
ic health care legislation. One of the most debated issues surrounding this impor-
tant bill will be whether or not to include a prescription drug provision. I believe
this hearing will provide important information for this debate.

I'm looking forward to the testimony of today's witnesses. I hope they will give us
a clearer picture of the prescription drug crisis and what can be done to give mil-
lions of Americans a cleaner bill of health.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, first I'd like to commend you on

holding these hearings. I know we have a very full panel of wit-
nesses today, and I'm anxious to hear from them. I congratulate all
of them-I know some of them have come a long way to be here-
for helping us build the case that we think is important if we're
going to succeed in developing an outpatient prescription drug cov-
erage benefit under Medicare.

As the Chairman may know, I am fortunate to serve on the
Senate Committee on Finance and on the Health Subcommittee of
Finance, and in conjunction with the development of a so-called
"catastrophic coverage" bill, I have proposed in that committee a
prescription drugs benefit. That benefit is at this point under
review by Senate Finance Committee staff, and it is my hope-
indeed, it is my expectation-that we will be able to develop, and I
will offer on the floor of the Senate, a workable, affordable, mean-
ingful and successful coverage program for prescription drugs
under Medicare.

The work of this hearing today is going to be very important, as I
mentioned at the outset, to elaborating the case. It is not simply a
question of statistics, although the statistics which suggest that al-
though the elderly are 12 percent of the population yet consume
some 30 percent of all prescription drugs, that of the $9 billion that
the elderly pay for prescription drugs each year, $7.3 billion-
roughly 80 percent, in other words-comes out of their pockets.
Those are compelling macroeconomic statistics, but equally compel-
ling are the cases, as evidenced by one of my constituents, who
must pay an average of $180 a month out of a rather modest Social
Security check, just to get the medications that he needs in order
to function.

The diseases that we're talking about these drugs combatting are
diseases like arthritis and hypertension. There is a certain irony
that, although we have spent billions of dollars in health research
developing treatments and cures for patients and the elderly, and
we have made a tremendous amount of progress, therefore, in com-
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batting many of these diseases, at the same time, many senior citi-
zens are road-blocked from obtaining access to these wonder drugs
that have been developed with them in mind.

One study within the last two years showed that cost was a
factor in one out of every three senior citizens deciding not to
follow their doctors' advice to purchase antihypertensive medica-
tion. And indeed, in a recent AARP survey cost overall was given
as the second most important reason for failure to fill a prescrip-
tion.

The most controversial aspect of prescription drug coverage
under Medicare is cost. It is considered by the Congressional
Budget Office and by the Office of Management and Budget to be
potentially a very costly benefit, and there is concern that either
we won't be able to pay for it or that the costs will be so great that
it will outstrip any estimate that anybody has. I don't think that
the news is that gloomy, Mr. Chairman, and I just want to submit
into the record some evidence that suggests that there are going to
be some important savings to Medicare to help offset some of the
costs. I brought here today the cost statements to, on the one hand,
Medicare, and on the other hand, a private insurer, of two patients,
a Mrs. G. and a Mrs. A.2 Both patients suffered from terminal
cancer; both needed chemotherapy. Mrs. G. received chemotherapy
in a local hospital and Medicare, of course, paid for it because she
was hospitalized, and the cost was, to Medicare, $1,900. Mrs. A. re-
ceived a very, very similar regimen; in her case, it was paid for by
private insurance, and the cost for that one treatment-and one
treatment was given by the hospital in the case of Mrs. G.-was
$800 less, or $1,100.

What that suggests is that if we can treat people, as Mrs. A. was,
on an outpatient, home-care basis, we can save considerable money.
Right now, Medicare is paying a lot of money because the only way
you can get this kind of drug coverage is to be hospitalized, and
that in itself is quite costly.

So I don't view, Mr. Chairman, the news on cost as all that
gloomy, and so far those people who have been critical of the costs
of the prescription drug benefit, at least as of a week or two ago,
were not taking into account the kinds of savings that are evi-
denced-to me, at least-in some of these case histories.

So in conclusion, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this
hearing. I look forward to it, and I think it's going to be very pro-
ductive.

[The prepared statement of Senator Heinz follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, RANKING MEMBER, SENATE SPECIAL

COMMITrEE ON AGING ON PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AND THE ELDERLY
Mr. Chairman, good morning. I want to thank you for calling this hearing today

to look at the issue of prescription drug coverage for older Americans.
Providing prescription drug coverage for America's elderly is a dilemma not be-

cause the need for coverage is an issue-the need for coverage is well documented
and highly quantifiable. Older Americans represent about 12 percent of the popula-
tion, but consume over 30 percent of all prescription drugs. Almost one in every
four seniors will have 5 or more prescription drugs in the medicine cabinet or on

2See p. 6.
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the bedside table at any given time. Of the $9 billion older Americans spent for pre-
scription drugs in 1985, $7.3 billion came from their own pockets.

It doesn't take an acute "catastrophic" illness to have catastrophic drug costs.
Chronic conditions such as arthritis, which afflicts 11.5 million elderly, or hyperten-
sion, which plagues 9.4 million, can lead to hundreds of dollars in drug costs annual-
ly.

One of my constituents from Pittsburgh is typical of millions of older individuals
facing large out-of-pocket expenses for drugs. He wrote that his income from Social
Security was "devastated by the costs of prescription drugs." His costs averaged
$180 per month for the past year and he knows of 'many others whose limited
means are similarly being ravaged."

By what twisted process of reasoning, Mr. Chairman, can we commend ourselves
for giant strides in combating and controlling disease with drugs, while roadblock-
ing access to these modern miracles with high costs?

Several recent surveys illustrate the impact of cost on drug use. In an AARP
survey, cost was given as the second most important reason for failure to fill a pre-
scription. In an earlier study, as many as 1 in 3 elderly patients reported economic
harriers to the purchase of antihypertensive drugs, both new and refill. And this
study predates the drug price surge of the 1980s.

Unnecessary hospitalizations, even deaths-certainly unwarranted suffering and
pain-have been tied to the failure to take prescription drugs. It's a simple equation
of need: subtract essential living costs from a limited, fixed income and nothing re-
mains for medications.

Mr. Chairman, I reiterate that the dilemma we face is not establishing the need
to cover prescription drugs, but the method. A drug benefit under Medicare, such as
I have proposed in the Senate Finance Committee, will be expensive. But prelimi-
nary studies suggest there will be savings to Medicare to help offset some of the
costs.

A simple, but graphic case in point is the case of Mrs. A and Mrs. G. Both suf-
fered with terminal cancer, and had essentially the same treatment regimen. The
difference in their care was that Mrs. G received chemotherapy in a local hospital-
because Medicare would pay only in the hospital-while Mrs. A was treated in her
home under a private insurance plan. The difference in cost is astonishing: Medi-
care paid out $1900 for Mrs. G's hospital treatment, while private insurance paid
$1100 for Mrs. A's one-day therapy-an $800 savings. I am confident that we can
harness these kind of savings to help pull prescription drug coverage through the
Medicare program.

When the catastrophic health care bill comes to the Senate floor, Mr. Chairman, I
and several other members of the Finance Committee intend to offer an amendment
to add that coverage under Medicare. The final details of this amendment are being
worked out now.

I want to thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for calling this hearing. You can count
on my support to find a legislative solution to the financial-and physical-burden
of the unwieldy cost of prescription drugs for older Americans.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Heinz.
Often, when I'm at a Senior Citizen Center, talking and visiting

with the people there, I ask them how many have to take prescrip-
tion drugs. And generally speaking, almost everybody raises their
hand. And on inquiry on what the drugs are for, it ranges from
prescriptions for heart conditions to diabetes to arthritis. When I
ask how much it costs them out of their own pockets, starting at
$30, almost the same number of people who raised their hands the
first time, raise them again. Going up the scale, many are locked
into costs of around $40 a month or higher. And of course, some
are over $100 a month.

We're going to review that situation today, and we're going to
ask our three witnesses to tell us exactly how it is for them and
what their situations are.

Our first witness this morning is Mrs. Faye Secrist; she's from
Front Royal, Virginia. Mrs. Secrist?

STATEMENT OF FAYE SECRIST, FRONT ROYAL. VA
Mrs. SECRIST. Thank you. I am here to represent my mother. She

is 83 years old; she will be 84-on December 2nd. I just got her out
of the hospital the 8th of July. The doctor wrote prescriptions, 13 of
them, that came to $251.87, and she's going to have to continue
taking this medication. And that isn't counting the Mylanta that
she has to take. Since the 8th, I have bought six bottles. She has a
bottle and a half left. That is $4.29 a bottle.

Her medications will run $264 a month. She worked 40 years;
she gets $460 a month Social Security. She has other utilities, like
her phone, her electric, her oil. Her insurance runs $69 a month;
that comes out of her check before she gets anything. And she is a
diabetic. She is supposed to be on a strict diet which she does not
stay on because it doesn't leave too much for groceries. She thinks
if you have a slice of bread and a potato you're not going to go
hungry, but that doesn't take care of your blood sugar when you're
on a diabetic diet.

Last year she paid out $227 having the furnace worked on, which
I think she's getting ripped off, but she won't change the oil compa-
ny. They come out and put a nozzle in it and charge you $30 for
labor, $4 for a nozzle, and she spent, during the winter, $227 for
this service. She has a gas bill that runs around $43 every other
month. Her electric averages $45 every month. She is on oxygen;
when she came home I had to get a new air conditioner put in her
bedroom so she could breathe. That was $379, which she owes for
that. And we had other problems. I had to get an electrician; the
light switch didn't work in her bedroom, and she has to have a
light out there but she wouldn't get it fixed because electricians
cost too much.

I used to help her when I worked. I would buy her groceries for
her; I would buy things for her that she wouldn't buy that I
thought she should be eating, but I had to quit work in 1985. My
husband had a stroke in 1982 and he's on disability. So financially,
I'm not able to help her any more.
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She has her fire insurance for her house, $122 a year. And the
telephone is about $17 a month; that she has to have. So that
doesn't leave but $27, I think, a month for her to buy her groceries.

The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Secrist, did you say that your mother re-ceives $460 from Social Security?
Mrs. SECRIST. Yes, sir. She worked at a textile mill in FrontRoyal for 40 years, and they closed it down when she was 65, sothat's how long she worked to get that amount on Social Security.

She'll be 84 the 2nd of December.
The CHAIRMAN. And she's living alone, in her own home?
Mrs. SECRIST. Yes, she had been living alone, but I'm with her

now because-when she went in the hospital she had stomach hem-
orrhages, and the doctor said that she could have another hemor-
rhage at any time. So my husband and I have been staying there,
taking care of her.

The CHAIRMAN. And out of the $460 she now finds herself withprescription drugs totalling $260 per month?
Mrs. SECRIST. It's $251, what I got for her. These are the drugs

that she got when she got out of the hospital.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that going to be the cost every month?
Mrs. SECRIST. That will be-$264 will be the cost every month be-

cause she has to have the Mylanta for her stomach.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, she has roughly $200 in income, then, over

and above the costs of her prescription drugs to pay all her other
bills?

Mrs. SECRIST. Uh huh.
Now, some of these drugs are-this one here is $57.95 a month. Alot of times, that is for her stomach. It's Zantac. And a lot of times,

she won't get that filled because it costs so much. She takes Napro-
syn for arthritis, and a lot of times she doesn't get that filled be-
cause that costs so much. She tries to stagger them so that-she
has three that cost $50-some a month. Or maybe one she's taking
for her stomach, that she takes four times a day, that's $25 dollars,
but it only runs you 17 days, 60 tablets, when you're taking four aday.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned a monthly bill that she has to
pay-I believe it was $69 for insurance?

Mrs. SECRIST. That's Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
The CHAIRMAN. Do they pay a portion of these prescription drugcosts?
Mrs. SECRIST. Yes, they do, they pay a portion. But she getsthat-she files at the end of the year, and she gets that, and then

she uses that money to pay her taxes-and like having her furnace
fixed, to have some in reserve for things like that.

The CHAIRMAN. She gets a rebate, then, at the end of the year
for a portion of her prescription drugs?

Mrs. SECRIST. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And out of that, she doesn't pay for the prescrip-

tion drugs; she pays for the--
Mrs. SECRIST. To pay her taxes-like, she was in the hospital; shewent in there in November, 1981. She was in there five and a halfmonths. She had knee surgery and they had to take the knee joint

out, so when she got her check back this year she got a-she had tohave shoes, and she wouldn't get them until the check came back,
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then they have to built up an inch and three-quarters. And things
like that that she really needs, she'll do without until she gets that
back from her Blue Cross/Blue Shield drugs.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I can understand that. She has to make
the choices, then, on how she meets the monthly charges for the
prescription drugs?

Mrs. SECRIST. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And that has an effect on the groceries that she

purchases--
Mrs. SECRIST. That's right.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. Or any other necessities.
Mrs. SECRIST. I use to-I quit buying her anything for Christmas

or her birthday, something that she could wear, and when I was
working I would buy her groceries and give them to her. Like
Christmas and Mothers' Day and Easter, instead of buying her
flowers I would go to the grocery store and buy groceries for her.

The CHAIRMAN. The necessities.
Mrs. SECRIST. But I don't do that now because I'm not working.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you, Mrs. Secrist.
Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mrs. Secrist, you are an example of a very loyal

daughter--
Mrs. SECRIST. Thank you.
Senator HEINZ [continuing]. Who has a mother who is getting on

in years, 84, and what you are also an example of is a much more
common occurrence in this country where we have a retired
person-you worked for all your life and retired; your husband is
disabled-and you are taking care of another retired person, in this
case, your mother. I suppose 30 or 40 years ago that kind of situa-
tion would have been relatively rare. We did not have that many
people who lived past 80. We had some, but not as many as we
would have liked to have had, and today there are literally hun-
dreds of thousands, going on millions, of families, of whom you are
a statistical example. And you, therefore, pose for all of us-both
as a specific case and as one representing many-a real challenge
for our society and for the Medicare program. And as you might
have gathered from my opening remarks, I feel that we have to do
something about that.

When you described the various costs that your mother is incur-
ring-utility bills, fire insurance, and so forth, and you detailed the
cost of her prescription drugs plus her Mylanta-I was keeping
track and I came out just about where you did, which is that she
has less than $30 a month for food and clothing. What that really
means is, she has less than a dollar a day for food and other neces-
sities of infrequent and hard-to-predict demand. And I suppose it
would be pretty darned hard for any Member of the Senate to say
that they had ever lived on a dollar a day for food. Could you de-
scribe for us what that really means to her? You said something
about if she eats a potato or a slice of bread, she thinks that's all
right.

Mrs. SECRIST. That's true.
Senator HEINZ. Is that about all she can afford?
Mrs. SECRIST. A lot of nights for dinner, she'll fix herself a bowl

of oatmeal. She gets her lunches from the Senior Center; they
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bring them to her. And for breakfast, she'll probably have a piece
of toast and a cup of coffee, and that's how she eats.

Senator HEINZ. So no vegetables--
Mrs. SECRIST. No.
Senator HEINZ [continuing]. No protein, meat, fish. Doesn't sound

like she has much of anything that's fresh except maybe that
potato. And you said that she is partially diabetic?

Mrs. SECRIST. She is a diabetic.
Senator HEINZ. She is diabetic?
Mrs. SECRIST. Uh huh.
Senator HEINZ. And what does her doctor say about this diet that

she's on, as opposed to the one that she's supposed to be on?
Mrs. SECRIST. Well, he doesn't know how she's been eating. When

she went in the hospital her sugar was way up, and they had to
give her insulin. So far she's only taken the diabetic pills at home.
But since I'm there-for instance, for breakfast she's supposed to
have a cup of skim milk, one ounce of meat or meat substitute, two
starches, and one cup of fruit or fruit juice. That's what she's sup-
posed to be eating. That's what she was supposed to have been
eating for the last three or four years.

Senator HEINZ. By failing to have this proper diet, has she either
run the risk of going to the hospital prematurely, or has she been
hospitalized, because of her inadequate diet?

Mrs. SEcRisr. No, she hasn't been hospitalized for that.
Senator HEINZ. Not yet. Do you think there's a risk that she

might have to be hospitalized because of that inadequate diet?
Mrs. SECRIST. Oh, yes.
Senator HEINZ. I would just note for the benefit of those who are

skeptical about a prescription drug benefit that that is another
kind of cost that Medicare incurs through its failure to cover cases
like your mother's. If she does get ill from an inadequate diet, she
will go to the hospital. She may have to have special therapy;
maybe it will be insulin therapy. I'm not a doctor and I don't know.
And that will cost many thousands of dollars. It's hard to get in
and out of the hospital for anything less than a few thousand dol-
lars these days, no matter how quick--

Mrs. SECRIST. Well, her bill-she just came out-for 15 days it
was $18,000-some. She was in there for three weeks.

Senator HEINZ. Well, Mrs. Secrist, I thank you for your testimo-
ny. I think you've really provided a very valuable service in help-
ing the committee, and I hope our colleagues in the Senate under-
stand just what the stakes are; not just for you, but for literally
hundreds of thousands of people like you, and how failure to attend
to the kinds of problems you've described can be very short-sighted,
very hurtful to people, and perhaps cost the taxpayer even more
money than they think by our failure to have an appropriate kind
of prescription drug benefit in place. I thank you very much.

Mrs. SECRIST. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I obviously can't ask any

questions of this witness because I didn't hear the testimony, but I
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do want to take advantage of your calling upon me to submit a
statement that I was going to give. The reason for my absence was
because I appeared before Senator Pryor's Subcommittee on Gov-
ernmental Affairs on whistleblowing legislation that I am sponsor-
ing with Senator Levin, so I ask permission to insert this in the
record.

The highlight of my testimony, Mr. Chairman, is only that as we
consider legislation that would determine the necessity and our
ability to provide for the payment for prescription drugs through
some of our existing Medicare and Medicaid programs, that we are
cognizant of the fact that these programs tend to grow much more
rapidly than we anticipate. And I think we need to take that into
consideration. I know you've done that through your request to the
General Accounting Office.

I think we also need to be mindful of the fact that as we set out
on Medicaid and Medicare, it got way beyond what we anticipated
it would cost; and then, through prospective payment systems, we
tried to put some sort of brakes on, and in the process it seems like
we got every hospital, every health care official as well as every
doctor and Medicare beneficiary, mad at us in the process. So I
think it falls upon us, the necessity of considering, really, where
we're headed here. And I think you need to be commended for
opening dialogue on this issue and your emphasis upon that
through your request for the General Accounting Office study.

[The prepared statement of Senator Grassley, along with the pre-
pared statements of Senators Pryor, Bradley, Shelby, and Domenici,

follows:]

PREPARED SrATEMEN'r OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY ON PRESCRIPTION DRucs
AND THE ELDERLY

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This hearing is certainly relevant and timely, given that both the Senate and the

House of Representatives are considering catastrophic health care cost legislation
that includes prescription drug benefits.

I think that none of us can doubt that the high cost of prescription drugs does
concern older people. I get a lot of mail on this subject from older constituents who
are dismayed and discouraged at what they have to pay for prescription drugs.

I don't think many of us doubt that, for some of the elderly, at least, out-of-pocket
expenses for prescription drugs are a significant hardship.

With respect to any legislation to address this problem, however, I think we need
to proceed with caution and make sure we address a number of concerns.

We need to decide whether we are trying to develop a program to deal with costs
that are truly catastrophic, as opposed to a program that adds a convenient and
helpful benefit that is not really necessary to prevent hardship.

If it is a truly catastrophic benefit we are after, we need to identify the population
we are trying to help as exactly as we can. Although the price of prescription drugs
and increases in those prices may seem reasonable, and may be unreasonable, it
does not follow that they necessarily cause a financial hardship for particular older
people.

It's not clear to me that we should end up with a program that helps middle and
upper income older people who find the high cost of prescription drugs a nuisance,
but not really a hardship.

Finally, if we go forward with this program, we need to make sure we don't prom-
ise more than we can deliver. If I have learned anything in the years I have spent
as a legislator at State and Federal levels, it is that we have a genius for underesti-
mating the future costs of Federal programs. On this point, the General Accounting
Office assessment for which Chairman Melcher asked included a brief review of pre-
scription drug programs run by several States. The GAO was emphatic on one
point-that the cost of several of those programs had doubled and tripled in rela-
tively short periods of time.
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If this is to be the experience of any new Medicare Pharmaceutical Drug Pro-
gram, we need to ask ourselves whether we will be heading down the same road we
have followed with the Medicare prospective payment system. To judge by the mail
I receive every week, it sometimes seems that we have managed to make unhappy
every hospital, every physician and every Medicare beneficiary, and every new cost-
cutting initiative we and the Health Care Financing Administration undertake in-
creases their unhappiness.

I am saying that, if we are going to proceed with a new pharmaceutical Medicare
benefit, I hope we do so in a way that doesn't overpromise what we can deliver, and
thus lead to more broken promises generating more ill will and disaffection.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have nothing more, and look forward to the testimo-
ny of our witnesses.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVID PRYOR ON PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AND THE
ELDERLY-THE HIGH Cosr OF GROWING OLD

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to thank you for the scheduling of this hearing today.
There has been a great deal of interest expressed this year in a number of issues
related to prescription drugs and the elderly, interest which has been fueled by
action on the catastrophic health care packages currently pending in the Congress.
You could not have picked a more opportune time to begin the aging committee's
inquiry into the prescription drug area.

Recently, during Senate Finance Committee consideration of the catastrophic
health care package, the many complexities of trying to provide adequate prescrip-
tion drug coverage for the elderly became increasingly clear to me. I have received
an unprecedented number of letters this year regarding the catastrophic health care
package, and by far prescription drugs is the single most mentioned and requested
benefit. Ilowever, many of my constituents have also expressed concerns about the
deficit, and have urged that benefits not be expanded to the point where our deficit
difficulties are increased. In addition, we hear a great deal about the high cost of
drugs, and about the rapid increase in prices.

The basic catastrophic package which the Finance Committee has reported has
been designed to pay for itself through an increase in the part B premium. Al-
though we would all, for the most part, like to provide as much as possible in the
way of prescription drug coverage for older Americans, the prospect of expanding
coverage to include outpatient prescription drugs raises a number of very serious
issues:

What level of annual prescription drug costs for an elderly individual is actually
catastrophic in nature?

How accurate are the cost estimates we've been provided?
Is the public aware of the increased coverage costs to beneficiaries such a benefit

will require?
How accurately can we estimate costs of this benefit in future years, particularly

in light of the rapid inflation rates in the prescription drug area?
How do we keep administrative costs of such a complex program within a man-

ageable range?
If we can finally develop an affordable and manageable benefit, how many indi-

viduals will it really help? How many senior citizens will end up with increased out
of pocket health care costs as a result?

These questions deal primarily with expanded coverage, but lead to the need to
examine other, related prescription drug issues, including overutilization and under-
utilization, substitution of generic equivalencies, and the like.

Another related area of major interest to me is the rise in the cost of prescription
drugs. For a number of years now the rise in the cost of prescription drugs has far
outpaced the general rate of inflation, and has even outpaced the rate of inflation
for general health care costs (the most rapidly rising of all costs). In fact, some stud-
ies have shown that over the last two years the rise in the cost of prescription drugs
has been four times the general inflation rate. Although the pharmaceutical manu-
facturers claim their increased charges are due to increased research and develop-
ment, some studies show that only one-third of these increased corporate revenues
have gone for additional R&D. These inflation issues must be examined as part of
the entire prescription drug debate.

Mr. Chairman, I realize we will not be able to fully delve into all of these areas
today, but I believe this panel will be making a very useful start with our hearing
today. I regret I will be unable to stay for the entire hearing as I have another gov-
ernmental affairs subcommittee hearing I must chair. However, I expect to fully ex-
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amine the testimony of all of out witnesses, and would like to extend my thanks to
them for their willingness to testify.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BILL BRADLE:Y ON PREscRIPrioN DRUGS

The cost of prescription drugs to the elderly is undeniably a problem of para-
mount concern. If America's senior citizens are going to receive the quality health
care services that they deserve, they must be able to afford essential drug therapy. I
commend you, Mr. Chairman, for having this very, very important hearing. It is
only through hearings such as this that we can carefully define the problem so that
an appropriate solution can be devised.

Personal health expenditures for drugs and sundries amounted to $28.5 billion in
1985, almost one percent of GNP, about $150 for each man, woman, and child. The
lion's share of these expenditures were incurred by the elderly. Although they rep-
resent only 12% of the the U.S. population, the elderly use 30% of all prescribed
drugs. Outpatient prescription drugs represent the largest out-of-pocket health care
expenditure for 75% of the elderly; 2.7 million of them incur out-of-pocket drug ex-
penditures of $500 or more each year.

At present, Medicare does not cover outpatient prescription drugs, except for im-
munosuppressives which are required for organ transplants. Because privates "med-
igap" policies which cover drugs are expensive and purchased by only a portion of
the elderly, 60% of the elderly lack any coverage for home prescription drug ther-
apy. And as the price of drugs continues to outpace general inflation, fewer and
fewer elderly will be able to afford private insurance coverage of prescription drugs.

Most older Americans suffer from some form of a chronic condition, and many
suffer from multiple conditions. Arthritis affects 53% of the elderly, and hyperten-
sion affects 42% of the elderly. That means that a large percentage of elderly re-
ceive regular medication for chronic therapy. We know that many elderly need reg-
ular medication but simply cannot afford it. As you know, just last year this Com-
mittee received testimony from the President of the Arkansas Home Health Asso-
ciation who said that many patients discharged after hospitalization for strokes
have reported that they couldn't afford the hypertension pills; some patients were
cutting their pills in half themselves to make prescriptions last twice as long!
Nurses have reported lack of coverage for home medications as a primary reason for
hospitalization and re-hospitalization among the elderly.

Prescription drugs are one of the most cost effective medical care components
today. Compliance with prescribed medication cuts down on more acute health care
costs. Noncompliance leads to otherwise avoidable physician visits, hospitalization.
re-hospitalizations, and increased health care costs, not only for the elderly but for
everyone.

Mr. Chairman I'm sure you agree that the Congress is ready to protect the elderly
from exposure to catastrophic health care costs. Protection from huge prescription
drug costs should be part of the solution, particularly for America's poor and near
poor elderly. As a member of this Committee as well as the Senate Finance Commit-
tee, I hope to work diligently with my colleagues to see this goal achieved. Once
again, I would like to commend you, Mr. Chairman, and the Committee for its ef-
forts to further our knowledge on this most compelling and serious problem.

PREPARED STATEMENT BY SENATOR RICHARD SHELBY ON PIR5CtIPTION DRUGS AND
THE ELDERLY-THE HIGH COST OF GROWING OLD

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding this hearing this morning, and more
importantly, I thank you for placing this vital issue of coverage for prescription
drugs on the agenda of this committee. I know that I along with the rest of my col-
leagues on the committee staff have invested in this 100th Congress. Mr. Chairman,
you are truly a leader in our quest to find answers to the most pressing problems
facing our nation's elderly.

I am unable to be at t e hearing this morning due to a previously arranged trip
to Alabama. I will be holding town meetings in six counties in my home state today.
The open forum format of a town meeting allows many individuals the opportunity
to voice their concerns directly to me. Sometimes, if we are lucky, we can begin to
resolve their problems immediately. Other times, however, a more long-term effort
is called for,

Recently, in my travels through out the state and at a catastrophic coverage field
hearing I chaired for the special committee in Birmingham, I have heard more than
appeals for help or assistance. I have heard cries for survival from many of the
senior citizens I have met. And that, I believe, is what has brought this committee
together today-survival. We have gathered to address the high cost of growing
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old-particularly with respect to the incredible expenses our elderly face when pur-
chasing necessary prescription drugs.For years now many of the cognizant policy makers here in Washington havebeen focusing on the need for expanded Medicare coverage for some of the astro-nomically high medical costs faced by the elderly. In January, 1987, during his Stateof the Union Address, we first received word of the President's intention to offer acatastrophic health care proposal. While the Administration's proposal was a wel-comed first step, it does not come near my expectations or the expectations of count-
less senior Americans throughout this country for adequate coverage.One of the more obvious provisions inherent in a comprehensive plan is more ex-
pansive prescription drug coverage. Validity of the need for inclusion of a prescrip-tion drug proposal in any major plan considered rests on three simple points. First,
all available statistics indicate that persons over age 65 use; on the average, threetimes the number of prescriptions used by those in the under age 65-population.
Secondly, persons over age 65 generally live on fixed incomes. And finally, there is
relatively little private prescription drug insurance for this group.

What conclusions can we draw from these principles? Like many of the problems
we face, we can clearly identify the need. The solution, however, will be more diffi-cult to reach. Sometimes, we need to look at facts and figures to help us determine
to what extent we need to modify our current approach to the problem.

In Alabama, a state of just over 4 million people, the elderly make up 12 percent
of the population. In 1985, 228,136 people received Medicaid assistance to purchase
their prescription drugs-a good many of these individuals were senior citizens. Theapproximate number of prescriptions processed by Medicaid in Alabama during that
same year was 3,303,229. In 1986, the average price for a prescription in Alabama
was $11.46 closely matching the national level of $11.84.

Added to these state figures are statistics which indicate that some 6.7 million
older Americans are taking three or more medications daily and one third of thepatients in nursing homes receive eight or more drugs in the same time period.Survey results provided by the American Association of Retired People, reveal that55 percent of the nation's elderly receive no assistance from insurance or other cov-erage to help pay for their prescriptions. And still, prescription drug prices have
been skyrocketing since 1981 and far outpace other items considered in the Con-
sumer Price Index (CPI). Between 1981 and 1985, prescription drug prices rose 56
percent compared with the rise in the overall CPI of just 23 percent.

These facts although startling, lead to an even more unpleasant reality. The in-creasing cost of prescription drugs has left many of our elderly with no other choicethan to alter their medication regimens to stretch their supply. This unconscionable
situation will become less the exception and more the rule in the coming years asboth the over age 65.population experiences significant growth and the ever increas-
ing cost of medication dictates life threatening choices to this vulnerable group.

Sometimes, however, the figures,-statistics, and numbers, mean nothing if we
have no understanding of their effect on a personal level. That is why we need tohear from a witness like Mrs. Cleo Lovell from Trussville, Alabama, who can tell usof the financial devastation associated with the high cost of prescription drugs. Weare privileged to have Mrs. Lovell share with us her very personal story-the storyof a daughter caring for her mother the best way she can and sacrificing years ofher own savings to meet her mother's medical needs. I wish to extend a personal
thank you to Mrs. Lovell for travelling all this way to appear before the committee.
She is an excellent representative of the good people all over this country who pro-
vide care to countless senior citizens and I am proud to have her here in Washing-
ton.Mr. Chairman, as work on a catastrophic coverage plan advances in the Congress,
I am pleased that this committee has the opportunity to help voice the concerns of
many of our nation's elderly on this issue. By being able to show how these prob-
lems actually affect many senior citizens and how, under current law, the problems
will not cease or subside, but rather will become more pervasive in coming years,
our task and the task of our colleagues in both the Senate and the House is clear.This hearing serves to reinforce something we all know, something we have heard
over and over again from the senior citizens of our state, and something that wewill not allow to be overlooked when legislation is passed. Mr. Chairmen, it is up tothe members of this 100th Congress to insure that our elderly are never forced to
choose between prescription drugs and survival.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI ON PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AND
THE ELDERLY

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that you are holding this hearing on the financial
impact of drugs costs on the elderly. This is a serious problem for many of our
senior citizens. I hope that the testimony we hear today will help us to understand
it better.

We are embarking on a new era of Medicare coverage. Protection against cata-
strophic health costs is a top priority of Congress and the administration. Both the
House and the Senate are fast approaching passage of a catastrophic bill. We com-
mend the efforts of President Reagan and Secretary Bowen for bringing this issue tothe forefront.

This issue is not new for me. In 1979, 1 introduced a catastrophic health insurance
bill. Perhaps we were a little ahead of our time because now, nearly 8 years later,
Congress appears ready to Act.

The Finance Committee bill offers excellent protection against acute care cata-
strophic health costs. It leaves, however, two major liabilities unprotected: outpa-
tient prescription drug costs and long-term care.

Drug costs are a major liability. Although people over 65 represent only 12 per-
cent of the population, they consume over 30 percent of the prescription drugs. Over
75 percent of the elderly use drugs, yet only 40 percent have adequate health insur-
ance against this high cost item. When added to the cost of medical care, this can
truly result in major financial difficulty. Clearly something needs to be done.

We should consider adding a catastrophic drug benefit to the current Finance
Committee bill. I stress, however, that the benefit must be truly catastrophic in
nature. It must cover the extraordinary costs of prescription drugs.

We need to be cautious as we design this benefit. HCFA estimates that coverage
could cost between $5 and $7 billion per year. When this is added to the current
catastrophic package, it could put the premiums out of reach for many elderly and
possibly jeopardize the entire program.

We must be conscious of future drug use and cost. Prescription drug prices have
significantly outpaced inflation in recent years, and any new benefit may encourage
unnecessary or overuse. Perhaps the best way to proceed would be to design a bene-fit with a high deductible and modest coinsurance. This would ensure that the bene-
fit be truly catastrophic and that it not endanger the financial viability of the entire
Medicare program.

I look forward to working with you and my other colleagues as we design this
protection.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. And thank you, Mrs. Se-
crist, for your testimony.

Our second witness will be Mrs. Carrie Morris from Troy, Virgin-
ia.

STATEMENT OF CARRIE MORRIS, TROY, VA
Mrs. MORRIS. Good morning I am Carrie Morris. I live at Troy,

Virginia; my address is Route 2, Lot 35. I am 72 years old.
I have some bills here. First of all, it's my tax for my mobile

home; I live in a mobile home at the trailer park, and that is
$14.85. My electric bill is $50.13. I have life insurance, $14.95. I also
have a budget fuel bill for $50.00 a month. I have another policy of
life insurance for $12.90, and my rent is $70.00, which goes up
every year. And then there are some more cancelled checks here.

I go to my meeting, because I am one of Jehovah's Witnesses,
and the person charges me $18.00 a month for transportation.

The Health Foundation at Charlottesville, the University of Vir-
ginia, charges me $10.00 a month, which I owe them $259.00. And
also-the gas company is about $30.00 every three months.

So my income is $487 every month, and it really is up to me,
now, between my medicine or my food. I have to decide on whether
to buy medicine or buy food, because after all these expenses I
have about maybe $30 a month.
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The CHAIRMAN. Out of the $487-is that income from Social Se-
curity?

Mrs. MORRIS. That's from widow's pension.
The CHAIRMAN. And the bills that you have listed add up to over

$400?
Mrs. MORRIS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, wait a minute. What about prescription

drugs?
Mrs. MORRIS. Well, I have angina and a heart murmur. I take

Corgard, which my last prescription was supposed to be $14, and I
had to give half, which was $7. In curiosity I opened the bottle and
poured the pills into my hand, and it was seven pills. So that
means that I will have to wait until I have a pain real bad that I
can't stand it before I can take the medicine. And then if that don't
work, then I have to take nitroglycerin.

The CHAIRMAN. How often are you supposed to.take your Cor-
gard?

Mrs. MORRIS. Every day, one every day. But I haven't been
taking it, only waiting until I have a pain to take it.

The CHAIRMAN. How much does one Corgard pill cost you?
Mrs. MORRIS. It must be a dollar because I paid $7 for the half

prescription, and I looked in the bottle and there were seven pills.
The CHAIRMAN. Does your doctor know that you're not

taking--
Mrs. MORRIS. Yes-he doesn't know that I'm not taking it be-

cause I didn't tell him. But I asked him when I was up there about
it, and he said, well, just get-I told him, I said, I don't have
enough money to get all this medicine. He said, well, just get half
of it, then; that will be all right.

The CHAIRMAN. But you're not taking even half of it, are you?
Mrs. MORRIS. No, I'm not taking half. I'm taking only one when I

have a pain.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Secrist's mother, who happened to have

about the same amount of income per month as you do, had to
make the terrible choice of either eating or paying for all the pre-
scription drugs.

Mrs. MORRIS. Well, that's the way it is with me.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it's also a choice, maybe, of whether you

live or not.
Mrs. MORRIS. That's the truth.
The CHAIRMAN. I would advise you that you should consult again

with your physician. Does he say it's all right for you to take one
every other day--

Mrs. MORRIS. No, he told me in the beginning to take one every
day; because, you see, the valve to my heart closes and the blood
can't go through. So this pill opens it up so that the blood can flow
through.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I understand where you're at; you just
simply don't have the money. It's reprehensible that you should be
taking the chance on your life by not following your doctor's rec-
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ommendation of taking one tablet of Corgard every day in order to
be able to buy the food you also need.

Mrs. MORRIS. May I say something else?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, please do.
Mrs. MORRIS. I still need the Mylanta. I need calcium tablets, but

I don't have the money to get them. I have a slight case of osteo-
porosis. I fall and break my bones. And that, you know, is for my
bones. And then the Mylanta is for my stomach because I have eso-
phagal hernia.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think we will want to do something to
help you, Mrs. Morris, because I believe your choices are too harsh,
not compatible with decent, ordinary compassion of Americans. I
think you testify to the situation that we must correct.

Mrs. MORRIS. And may I add something else, too? I would rather
buy my own food, but I've had to go to Mrs. Kelly to bring me food
to last me, because the last week in the month I don't have any-
thing. And this last month, before my check came in, I ate jelly
and bread and tea; that's what I had for each meal.

The CHAIRMAN. For the last week?
Mrs. MORRIS. Yes. I called her, and she brought me in enough

food to last me until my check came in.
The CHAIRMAN. That's deplorable that you're forced to do that,

Mrs. Morris.
Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Morris, as Chairman Melcher said, you have a very similar

situation to the previous witness, Mrs. Secrist.
Listening to you recite your costs and the tough choices you are

making, I gather you are not only skimping on medicine, you're
also skimping on food?

Mrs. MORRIS. Food. That's true, I am.
Senator HEINZ. You're not eating properly and you're not taking

the medication you're supposed to take, either.
I realize that the total cost of your medication-at least, that

you're supposed to be taking right now, the dollar a day drug, Cor-
gard-would, of course, be about $365 a year. And you would prob-
ably have some additional drugs that you should take that you
mentioned.

Mrs. MORRIS. Yes, I would.
Senator HEINZ. And it occurred to me that the legislation that

most of us have been talking about with respect to coverage for
prescription drugs would probably have a deductible of around
$500 a year, which would mean that if you spent $360-as you
would like to, but can't-you would get no help from that legisla-
tion because you would have to have in excess of $500 to get any
help, and then only to the extent that your drug costs exceed $500.
Now, that would help Mrs. Secrist, whose drug costs are much
more substantial than yours; hers are roughly $258 a month. Yours
currently are $30 a month.

And secondly, because of the way most people have been talking
about financing this prescription drug benefit, even though it
didn't benefit you, you would still have to pay-as insurance-your
fair share of that cost, which would likely be around $5 or $6 a
month, which would be in addition to-it would be deducted from
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your Social Security check, which I gather is modest enough al-
ready.

And it seems to me that most of the prescription drug bills and
coverage that we're talking about, if my understanding and analy-
sis is correct, would not help you; indeed, in a sense it would hurt
you, because you would not get-at least, right now-any benefits
from this legislation, but you would nonetheless pay for it. Is that
correct?

Mrs. MORRIS. I guess so, yes.
Senator HEINZ. Now, there is another idea that some of us have

explored, and I have offered an amendment like this in the Fi-
nance Committee, and that is for States to be required to have a
Medicaid buy-in for people at, say, 125 percent or less of the pover-
ty line. That would, for example, have a State pick up as part of its
Medicaid program the costs of prescription drugs for people who
met their poverty line test. In the case of 125 percent, that would
be about $6,700 a year.

If that was the level at which States made people eligible for
Medicaid drug coverage, would that help you? Is your income less
than $6,700 a year?

Mrs. MORRIS. Yes, I guess it would. But I was denied the Medic-
aid. I went to see about it. I had a hearing, and they denied it. For
what reason, I don't know; but for one thing, they thought at that
time my income was too much, which it wasn't, at about $200-
some. So it would help, and I've tried to get it, but I was denied.

Senator HEINZ. What I've described wouldn't make you eligible
for Medicaid in its entirety-

Mrs. MORRIS. No, but it helps.
Senator HEINZ. What I have described would be a special eligibil-

ity window that would be more generous for prescription drugs for
people at, below, or near the poverty line, which the States would
at some level be required to cover, and above that level to, say, 150
or 175 percent of poverty, have the option of covering. That $6,700
a year, if that was the income level above which eligibility was
denied, would you be below $6,700 a year in income?

Mrs. MORRIS. I probably would be, yes.
Senator HEINZ. You probably would. So that approach might

help you?
Mrs. MORRIS. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Very well.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions at this

time.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
I thank you very much, Mrs. Morris, for your testimony.
The next witness will be Mrs. Cleo Lovell from Trussville, Ala-

bama.
Please proceed, Mrs. Lovell.

STATEMENT OF CLEO LOVELL, TRUSSVILLE, AL

Mrs. LOVELL. It's not far from Birmingham.
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I am honored to be asked to come here and speak on behalf of
my mother, who has passed away. I'm still very emotional; it only
happened the 5th of May.

My mother had to retire in 1973 because she had emphysema
and was a diabetic and had high blood pressure, and three doctors
advised her to retire. My mother's dream was always to own her
own home; and since my father drank, that never happened, until
he got killed in 1959. She got an income-her policy and every-
thing, burial policy and everything-came to $2,500. So after my
mother paid for my father's burial, she took the balance of that
and paid down on a Jim Walters shell home. In case you don't
know what a shell home is, it's all outside and no inside.

She was only making-I don't know exactly how much she was
making at the time that she bought the home, but she was only
making $2.55 an hour in 1973 working in the linen room at a hospi-
tal. They had a credit union, and she borrowed $200 a month from
the credit union and would pay it back at $25 every two weeks
when she would get her paycheck. We would take that lumber, and
her relatives and friends built most of the inside of her home.

Gentlemen, the reason I'm telling you this is because I have tried
many times to get help for my mother. I have never had any help
except for Medicare and Home Care; thank God for them, because I
don't know what I would have done without them.

My mother had a stroke in 1983 that paralyzed her left side, and
then later in 1983 she had a stroke in her throat, and she couldn't
talk. Between the therapist and myself, we worked with my mother
until we could get her to where she could speak. The first thing she
wanted to do was to go home. She could walk with a walker, so I
called to try to find out what she would have to have in her home
that she might be able to go back home. At the time they had
something out with the Government that would help pay the
people that couldn't afford it to fix things for the crippled people in
their homes so they could live at home.

They came out and told me my mother was eligible, told me to
get three estimates and send it in to them; told me what my
mother would need in order to stay home. She would need furnish-
ings, of course, things for the commode and the bath and a place to
go up the steps. I got the three estimates and sent them in. They
sent back six months later and said that their funds had run out
and that I could try again next year. I could not leave my mother
in that shape in her home, so I carried her to my home. Oh, and
my mother's home is right behind ours; we gave her a lot to build
this on.

On May 20, 1984, my mother had a heart attack and was back in
the hospital, so I did not call back the next year. I was afraid for
my mother to stay in her house, but I did call Medicaid, welfare,
and food stamps to try to get my mother some help. By then, her
medical bills were ridiculous, more than she could pay. They told
me that my mother could not get help from these three because
she owned her own home and was not living in it.

On November 7, 1985, my mother was back in the hospital with
a hernia. Gentlemen, I'd like you to remember that each time she
came out of this hospital, she came home with at least three more
prescriptions, at the very least, and sometimes more.
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When they operated on her for the hernia, they found what they
called a "jelly substance" in her stomach. The doctor felt that it
was cancer. They sent it off; it came back negative, but he told us
that he still felt that my mother had cancer.

On May 11, 1986, my mother was back in the hospital with a gall
bladder attack. Her doctor told us that he could not operate that
soon; my mother's health just wouldn't stand up to it. He gave her
another prescription and said, "Now, this is very high, and she'll
probably have to stay on it the rest of her life if it works. If she has
another attack, please immediately bring her back."

On June 3, 1986, she had another gall bladder attack. We carried
her in and they operated the next morning. They sent off an-
other-some more-to see if she had cancer. This thing came back
negative. Her doctor told us he was most positive that she had
cancer. She had a jelly substance in her stomach, but it would not
show up that it was cancer.

We brought my mother home, and I tried again to get some help.
Every place I called told me that if I would sell my mother's home,
that I could get some Medicaid help for my mother; or if I would
put her in a nursing home, they would sell her home and every-
thing in it to help pay for her nursing home. I carried my mother
home while I was doing the work in her house, twice a week, got
her up the steps, and let her stay in her home.

On August 25, 1986, my mother had a massive brain stroke. I've
got to tell you something about this. They didn't think she'd ever
talk again, but she did; but what I wanted to tell you, we were sit-
ting up with her one morning and this nice gentleman came to the
door, and he said, "Good morning. How's your mother?" I said, "I
believe she's much better this morning, thank you." My aunt said,
"Who is that distinguished-looking gentleman?" I said, "I don't
know; somebody who has someone in the hospital, I guess." So
when I got home, I got five bills from doctors I didn't know, which
you will get every time you come home from the hospital. So I
picked up one and decided I'd just call and see who this Dr. Perrine
was. So I asked, and they told me, they said, he's the one that came
to see your mother on such-and-such a day in the hospital.

Gentlemen, it was the distinguished-looking guy who stuck his
head in the door and wanted to know how my mother was feeling.
His bill was $175, and Medicare and Blue Cross paid $150 of it. I
paid the other $25. I've got a receipt to show it.

We carried my mother home. I tried again to get some help.
They told me the same thing. We found out on May 29 that m
mother had a hemorrhage from diabetes behind the retinas in bot
eyes, that she would have to have laser beam operations. I carried
her on May 29, 1986, and got one in her left eye-we couldn't keep
her out of the hospital to get them the way we should. On June 30,
1986, I got another one in her left eye. On July 10, 1986, I got one
in her right eye. When she went back for an examination about a
week after that they told me that they didn't work, she was losing
her sight.

I took my mother back to her home for a last look around. She
looked at me and she said, "Thank God for being so good to let me
work and have a beautiful home like this, and all the things in it.
If I never see it again, I'm real proud I still have it." And then
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they looked at me and had the nerve to tell me that my mother's
not eligible for help because she owns her own home. Her own
home that, I might add, had no kitchen cabinets; only a sub-floor,
and no inside doors.

Excuse me.
My mother's medicine bill-I told you all this because I want you

to know how important it was to me to have my mother, to keep
her in the home that she had worked and done so much to have.
When we started talking about me coming to Washington, we were
talking two years. As I said, my mother had to retire in 1973, but I
got it down for two years. Her medicine bill was $3,900.13. Her
doctor bill that Medicare and Blue Cross did not pay was $1,560.13.
My mother had many things that all shut-ins have to have-this is
prescription medicine. She had to have needles, vitamins, cold med-
icine, medicine for constipation, underpads-12 diapers cost $14.49;
you can imagine how often you have to change those-Carrington
Gel for bedsores. My mother was in the bed for a year.

I had to carry my mother back to the hospital on October 10th
with twisted intestines. They found her cancer. They called in a
cancer doctor. We hadn't told my mother. He came in one morning
to the door and called me out in the hall and told me who he was,
that they had called him in to see about giving my mother chemo-
therapy.

My mother was real sick. I told him that I would like to wait
until the next morning so I could talk to her surgeon, and then all
three of us made up our mind that my mother was too sick to take
chemotherapy. She stayed 21 days in the hospital, and we carried
her back.

The second time she had to go back in the hospital-I got that
wrong, sir-the first time that she had the twisted intestine-I'm
right, sorry. We carried her home on April 10, 1987. We had to
carry her back to the hospital; she had twisted intestines again.
The doctors told us that they could not operate again because she
would die. They gave her her medication through glucose. She was
hemorrhaging at the time when we carried her back in. They gave
her her medicine, and she was in the hospital a total of 103 days in
the past year. She was furnished her medicine in there, so you add
that to the $3,900.13 we paid-if you had added this other 103 days
on it, it would have been much more.

We kept my mother-Blue Cross sent us a letter saying that they
would help my mother on her medicine. They sent us a card. We
went to our drug store, presented the card, got my mother's medi-
cine for a $3 prescription. I thought, Lord, will miracles never
cease? This was the most wonderful thing that has ever happened
to my mother. Six months later I heard from the drug store that
Blue Cross would not pay it-no, it wasn't six months; it was a
little over a month-$300-something in debt. Blue Cross wouldn't
pay it. My mother had to retire on disability before Blue Cross
passed this, so she was not eligible for her medicine, is what Blue
Cross told me. I never got any help from Blue Cross on her medi-
cine. I never got any help from anyone.

My mother wasn t like the others. She didn't go hungry. My hus-
band and I worked hard; we had managed to save back a little for
our old age, and we were more than glad to spend it to keep our
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mother as long as we could. We had put in $9,809.70 in the last two
years to help pay my mother's bills. That was the insurance over
her house, gas we had to use in the winter to keep things from
freezing up, light bills at my mother's house to keep people from
breaking in at her house, paying on her medicine. We never told
my mother that we were putting money in her bank, because when
she lost her sight I had to take over writing all of her checks. My
husband is driving a 1968 Falcon, and I'm driving a 1978 Fairmont
because we can't afford better cars. That's fine; I'm not complain-
ing about this. What we've spent, we were more than glad to
spend. But gentlemen, there are a lot of senior citizens out here in
this world today that are like these two people said, that go hungry
because they cannot afford to buy medicine and food. I was a
Center Manager for three years, and I went in homes; when the
heat stroke hit (over 102 degrees)-I don't remember what the year
was, but when the heat stroke hit they called us and told us to
check in our neighborhood to find out the senior citizens that had
no fans. Because of the crime rate, I go in these homes and they
have the windows locked down, no fans. I tell them, "Well, we're
going to loan you a fan. You're going to die in this heat." "Oh, I
can't run a fan. With my doctor bill and my medicine bill, I can't
afford to run a fan and run my light bill up because I'm not paying
my bills as it is."

I told this one couple, I said, "Please, if you will run this fan for
the next few days, I'll try to get you some help on your electric
bill." I never got it, but I did get a little help that winter on their
gas bill.

I've gone in homes in the winter where older couples would have
their bedroom and their kitchen open, with heat; the rest of the
house, cold. In their .bathroom they'd have a little electric heater
that they would turn- on only when they took a bath; at other
times--they-went to the bathroom in a cold room. All this, trying to
pay their doctor and medicine bills.

Gentlemen, I think it's time we did something to help them. I'd
be glad to answer any questions you have to ask.

The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Lovell, I agree with you that the life-long
desire of your mother to have her own home was one that should
have been respected, and I would have done no differently than
you did under those circumstances.

I think that what we've heard from you, as well as from Mrs. Se-
crist and Mrs. Carrie Morris, bears out the results of the General
Accounting Office study that I mentioned at the outset of this hear-
ing. For most older- Americans, the highest out-of-pocket health
care cost that they face is prescription drugs. It works out that way
in the case of each of the three witnesses; you with your mother,
and Mrs. Secrist with her mother, and Mrs. Morris with herself.

Medicare currently isn't providing the type of protection that
older Americans need for prescription drugs. The fact that many
older American must make choices between paying for prescrip-
tions and buying other necessities is intolerable.

Senator Heinz mentioned that without adequate nutrition, there
is an increased risk of very serious medical problems. For example,
controlling the complications associated with diabetes very much
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depends on a proper diet. And in Mrs. Morris' case, not taking the
drug provided for her heart valve inadequacy could result in death.

So I think perhaps what's coming out of this hearing is that we
need a prescription drug benefit under Medicare, and that such a
benefit may well have to be income-tested. After all, your mother,
Mrs. Lovell, while not commanding high wages during her working
years, still contributed to Medicare with the idea that it would be
available to her in retirement.

Mrs. LOVELL. May I say, sir, she drew $381, and had to pay this
out. And I also forgot to mention that during the course of two
years she was taking 36 different drugs.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it's an impossible situation for her and for
you to try to meet all the costs of living and pay for needed pre-
scription drugs. I think that Americans should be reassured that in
the future their contributions to Medicare, which are roughly 1.5
percent of their gross wages will be going for the type of protection
that they think they're going to need in their older years.

Mrs. LovxLL. I'd also like to mention that I've paid out $796.86-
my mother left a balance of $345 after we had put all this money
in her checking account. She drew $250 for burial. She had insur-
ance with Vice s Insurance, and they went bankrupt; all of her in-
surance was paid up and she couldn't afford to take out any more.
So I paid out $796.86 since her death, and I've got in bills of
$1,236.41 that have come in, and she died May 5th. And if you
know anything about hospitals, they just now started coming in for
her last trip. So Heaven knows how we're going to pay it, but we
will pay it.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Lovell.
Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mrs. Lovell, you paid out nearly $10,000, as I

recall your testimony, of your husband's life savings, to help your
mom. Did that put a pretty big dent in your life savings?

Mrs. LOVELL. It almost broke it.
Senator HEINZ. It almost consumed all of it?
Mrs. LOVELL. Almost all of it, yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Now, if you hadn't had those savings, what would

have happened to your mother? You described how she had to have
cataract operations, and you implied that she was going to go blind.
In your statement you indicated that her house was really every-
thing that she had. Is it fair to say that she would have had to get
rid of the house and go blind, into some kind of a nursing home on
Medicaid?

Mrs. LOVELL. There are two things my mother asked me to do; to
try to hold onto her home, and not to send her into a nursing
home. As you know, she had emphysema real bad. She would have
to raise up morning, noon and night, several times; I would raise
her up in bed because she'd get to where she couldn't breathe. And
she always had a fear that if I put her in a nursing home they
would tie her down and she wouldn't be able to get her breath.

Senator HEINZ. And that would have been even if she had been
able to see?

Mrs. LOVELL. Yes sir.
Senator HEINZ. So the situation would have been, to her, a

frightening situation, made all the more frightening, but she would
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never have been able to see where she was if you hadn't been
there?

Mrs. LOVELL. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. How are you going to provide for yourself, with

all of your life savings having been exhausted, should you at some
future time-or your husband at some future time-lapse into the
same situation?

Mrs. LOVELL. My husband is retired now. We're living on a fixed
income. He has a small retirement pension, plus he gets a Social
Security check.

If we get into the situation that my mother was in, I'm hoping
my trip today to Washington will take care of a little of that.
That's how I'm planning on getting by.

Senator HEINZ. But other than that, no way? Is that right?
Mrs. LOVELL. No way.
Senator HEINZ. Last question. Were you surprised that Medicare

didn't help pay for the very high drug costs of your mother?
Mrs. LOVELL. I sure was, sir. I called many times. What would

get me more than anything else is because they said that "Because
your mother owns a home and does not live in it," when she's prac-
tically on death's bed-she thinks she should be living in her home
in order for them to help us.

Senator..HEINz. At the outset I said that Mrs. Secrist was an ex-
ample of a 65-year-old retired -person who had another retired
person, a parent, and who was a care-giver of that parent, and that
was a growing group. You are part of another very large group.
About three out of four senior citizens, according to the surveys
that have been done-principally by AARP-think that Medicare
covers most of the costs of long-term care. That's what most people
think, and you know that it does not. You found out the hard way.

Mrs. LOVELL. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. LOVELL. Medicare pays a certain part of it, whatever they

agree to pay, and Blue Cross pays 20 percent of the balance, and
the individual pays the remainder, whatever it is.

Senator HEINZ. Did you think it was that way five years ago?
Mrs. LOVELL. I don't know, really, because I had no experience

back then.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Simpson.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALAN K. SIMPSON
Senator SIMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I thank you. I do want to con-

tinue to try to participate in this committee's activities and I thank
you for going forward with the agenda, and I will be participating,
as I say.

I'm sorry, Mrs. Lovell, I missed some of that earlier testimony,
but I heard Senator Heinz say that you had expended some $10,000
towards the care of your mother, and I didn't hear-what was the
amount of that that went toward prescription drugs?

Mrs. LOVELL. In the last two years-we were picking it up over
the last two years so that I would have all the receipts to prove
that I had put that much money in there. And her prescription
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drugs-now, I can't tell you exactly-her prescription drugs were
$3,900.13 for those two years. I can't tell you exactly what part of
that money went for that. It did go for medical, because we were
buying groceries and we were buying this for mother and buying
that for mother. And the upkeep on her house-now, we were
keeping her house up, paying the insurance and things that have
to be done at her house.

My mother was old, and she was like -most-senior citizens; she
worried, all the time worrying about something. And you try to
keep them from worrying as much as you can when they are as
sick as my mother was. We would put money as we could into her
checking account, and then when mother would say-before she
got where she couldn't see at all-"How are we paying for these
doctor bills? How are we paying for this medicine?" I said,
"Mother, look, you've got so much left in your checking account, so
let's don't worry about it." She didn't know that we were putting it
in there.

Senator SIMPSON. I know that feeling. My wife's mother is 86 and
my mother is 86, and they worry a lot. And we're very fortunate. I
don't pretend that's not the case; I am very grateful for that. My
wife's mother, that's a different story. She had very little, and we
are helping there in every way. I

But I'm just trying to get to the actual percentage of cost that
would be directed to prescription drugs, because that is the subject
of the hearing. These other things are very important, but the
Budget Committee has told us-and this is not a partisan issue-
that we need to reduce the cost of Medicare by $1.5 billion. It is
now $79 billion spent on Medicare, and 10.7 percent of the gross
national product is spent on health care in this country.

Now, I have been around here long enough to know that I am
not saying that I don't care; I promise you that. I am saying that
we need to do something with prescription drugs. I'm not saying we
don't need to address that. However, I think there certainly should
be a means test. That's what's happening in this Medicare game,
there's no way to relate the benefit to the amount of actual need.
Until we get to a means test we're not going to get problems with a
new drug benefit resolved properly because people give us different
figures on what the cost of it is going to be.

What will this cost? What will a new entitlement program cost?
What does it mean to the drug companies? You know, I'm not in-
volved with the drug companies, but I understand they put in
about 16 percent of their gross income toward research and devel-
opment. If we're going to create a whole new system, I think we
want to be very careful because the cost of it is going to fall back
on the Federal Government. And if we end up controlling drug
prices, they don't continue with research and development toward
the kinds of new drugs that ease the pain and the anguish of senior
citizens, I think we want to watch that, too.

I'm just relating my experience here, especially with Part B of
Medicare which was originally to be paid 50/50 by the beneficiary
and by the Federal Government. Now it's 75 percent by the Feder-
al Government and 25 percent by the beneficiary. We tried to raise
that one percentage point a few years ago, and the mail room
broke down.

77-493 0 - 87 - 2
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I'm just saying that when we get to this-and I'm ready to go to
some degree of means testing on prescription drugs- but when we
get there, the cost will be more than we anticipated. We know that.
And when the costs go through the roof we will not allocate that
additional cost to the beneficiary; that we know, too. That's the
way it is.

So I think we want to be prepared to decide who will bear that
cost. The costs, obviously, should be falling on those who can afford
to pay, including those within the beneficiary rolls, in my mind.
And people like you and your mother and these other people have
testified, let's target the assistance. And somehow the word "tar-
geting" doesn't always get said in this committee, and I think it's a
very critically important thing that we do, and that is target the
resources of the United States on a means test basis to people like
yourself in your particular extremity.

With that, I really don't have any--
Mrs. LOVELL. Well, you asked me a question, if I thought how

much of that money that I contributed went to my mother's medi-
cine-let's just take what my mother made, up until the first of
this year, $381; that she paid $253-that's a month-she paid $253
a year on her house insurance; her light bill, when she did not live
in her home, ran about $10 to $14 a month; her fire insurance ran
$83 a year; her Blue Cross insurance ran, with the last raise, $52 a
month. My mother, eating as a diabetic eating on a diet, give her
$10 a week to eat; maybe $20 a month for clothes, because she
didn't have to have much, mostly gowns. You take all this out of
her $381, there's not much left to pay that $3,900.13. So' I imagine
most of it went for it.

Senator SIMPSON. No, I hear what you're saying, but the issue
today is prescription drugs, not things purchased at a drug store
and not medical things. The issue is-

Mrs. LOVELL. They still have to be bought.
Senator SIMPSON. I agree with you, but we are talking about pre-

scription drugs, and I think that's what we have to limit ourselves
to. I would like to see what that is, and I hear you completely, and
we will proceed, as I know the Chairman will; but I think a target-
ed approach is something that at least I'm going to be paying close
attention to.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Lovell.
Mrs. LOVELL. Thank you for giving me the privilege, Mr. Chair-

man.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a rather unusual message that was

handed to me a few moments ago. Bill Haddad, Chief Executive Of-
ficer of the Danbury Pharmaceutical Company of New York, and
also Chairman of the Generic Pharmaceutical Industry Association,
wants the witnesses who still need assistance with prescription
drugs to know that he will supply each of them with a year's
supply of the required drugs. He knows this gesture doesn't deal
with the problem, but he was so moved by their testimony that he
wants to do this. He will be in touch with the witnesses through
the committee staff.

So we have heard from people who have been right there in the
trenches, facing the problem of how to pay for prescription drugs,
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and now we'll hear from witnesses who perhaps can contribute to a
solution.

The first witness is Dr. Helene Levens Lipton, co-author of
"Drugs and the Elderly: Clinical, Social and Policy Perspectives."

Dr. Lipton.

STATEMENT OF HELENE LEVENS LIPTON, ASSOCIATE PROFES-
SOR, DIVISION OF CLINICAL PHARMACY, SCHOOL OF PIIARMA-
CY, AND SENIOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, INSTITUTE FOR
HEALTH POLICY STUDIES, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Ms. LIPrON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning.
Ms. LIPTrON. It is indeed an honor to be called to testify before

the Senate Special Committee on Aging on issues related to medi-
cations and the elderly.

By way of introduction, I am an Associate Professor in the Divi-
sion of Clinical Pharmacy, School of Pharmacy, and a Senior Re-
search Associate at the Institute for Health Policy Studies, School
of Medicine, University of California at San Francisco. My observa-
tions today are based on research and policy analysis that I've done
for about a decade, in collaboration with my colleague, Dr. Philip
Lee, culminating in a book, "Drugs and the Elderly," that will be
published by Stanford University Press this year. Much of my testi-
mony this morning is drawn directly from that-work.

The issue before us this morning is to analyze the impact of the
high cost of prescription drugs for older Americans and to deter-
mine whether there is a need to provide expanded Medicare and
Medicaid coverage to meet the elderly's needs for prescription
drugs. These are critically important questions.

Drug costs have long posed problems for millions of our Nation's
elderly, especially the 80 percent of our country's elders who are
afflicted with one or more chronic illnesses, usually requiring long-
term maintenance medications. In my testimony I'll try to describe
briefly the issues surrounding drug costs for the elderly and the
reasons why the elderly-particularly the elderly poor and near-
poor-are especially at risk for drug misuse.

I am going to be providing you with what I hope you will find to
be relevant facts and figures. But as a colleague of mine once ob-
served, "Statistics are nothing more than people with the tears
washed away." After listening to the testimony of the three wit-
nesses preceding me, I think it's fair to say that in my testimony
this morning I'll corroborate in statistical terms what they have so
poignantly shared with us in personal and human terms.

To appreciate the impact of drug costs on the lives of our older
Americans, I think it is necessary to understand the rapid rate at
which drug prices have been increasing over the past few years. In
recent years, drug prices have escalated dramatically. They rose
faster, relative to inflation, in 1982 than for any year in the entire
1965 to 1981 period. Since 1982, increases in prices for prescription
drugs have grown two to three times faster than the Consumer
Price Index.
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The elderly are adversely affected by these rising drug prices be-
cause their burden of chronic disease requires them to take more
drugs than people in any other age group. This is borne out by a
household survey conducted in 1977 by the National Center for
Health Services Research which found that, on average, people use
about seven prescriptions per year; but for our Nation's elderly, the
corresponding figure was 14 prescriptions. These data have been
borne out by other national surveys conducted by HCFA and the
FDA. They show, once again, that the elderly are twice as likely to
take medications as are their younger counterparts.

The elderly, then, use more drugs-and, by the way, pay more
for each prescription-than does any other age group. As a result,
they are much more likely to incur, as we have heard this morn-
ing, high drug costs.

An important factor related to prescription drug costs is the per-
centage of those costs borne by elderly consumers themselves. The
elderly pay larger out-of-pocket costs for drugs than do people in
any other age group. Expenditures for outpatient drugs for the el-
derly are second only to the cost of their long-term care.

In examining the out-of-pocket drug expenses incurred by the el-
derly, it is important to determine their economic status. It is only
through that examination that we get some sense of what the fi-
nancial burden they face is actually like.

In 1980, a national HCFA-sponsored survey analyzed prescription
drug expenses for the elderly poor, the near-poor, and the non-poor.
It found that all three groups had to pay over half their drug ex-
penses out-of-pocket. The near-poor, those above the poverty
threshold but below 200 percent of that poverty threshold, had to
pay 75 percent of their outpatient drugs out of pocket.

In sum, those who are poor or living slightly above the poverty
level are most likely to incur out-of-pocket drug expenditures
beyond their means. They suffer from diminished finances and in-
creased incidence of health care problems which create a need for
chronic prescription drug use.

Do these high drug expenditures influence the elderly's drug-
taking ability? We find, on average, about 50 percent of the elderly
do not take their medications safely-and effectively. Noncompliance
is a complex problem caused by many factors, including drug costs.
When we look at the data to try to understand the relationship be-
tween drug costs and compliance, the data came from several
sources. Information comes from health professionals who have
been caring for geriatric patients for many years and who have
documented in the literature how the high costs of prescription
drugs, particularly those faced by the poor and near-poor, are ad-
versely affecting the health care status of our Nation's elderly.

We also have some literature looking at the relationship between
drug costs and compliance. There aren't many studies, but the few
that exist suggest that drug costs for our Nation's elders constitute
a major economic barrier to their safe and effective use. For exam-
ple, in one study of about 300 chronically-ill patients who were dis-
charged from a general hospital, researchers found that the finan-
cial burden imposed by drug costs was the primary reason offered
by elderly patients for their inability to comply with drug treat-
ment. Results indicated that the average monthly cost of drugs pre-
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scribed for patients who did not comply with their physicians' drug
instructions were three times greater than the cost of drugs of pa-
tients who did comply. These studies examining the relationship
between drug cost and compliance are few in number. They are
limited by small samples of elderly patients and by less than pre-
cise definitions of compliance. But this research is important be-
cause it shows that drug costs do play a role in the drug therapy
decisions made by elderly patients.

I should like to add that there are many studies showing that the
number of medications taken by the elderly also affects their drug
therapy decisions. The more drugs taken, the greater the probabili-
ty of noncompliance. Why is that? Patients on multiple medica-
tions are more likely that are other patients to suffer from side ef-
fects and adverse drug reactions. They are also more confused and
less likely to understand how to take multiple medications appro-
priately. But it is also fair to say that people on multiple medica-
tions-and a significant minority of our elderly patients fall under
that category-do not comply because their total drug expenditures
are so excessive.

To summarize, there is not a great deal of evidence establishing
a direct link between high drug costs and elderly patients' noncom-
pliance with drug regimen. But the problem is not that research
has failed to demonstrate such a link; rather, the problem is that
researchers have paid insufficient attention to what is really a crit-
ical problem.

Coming from academe, I am usually one who finds a need to call
for an additional study when a great deal of "hard" data are un-
available. (I guess it's kind of an occupational hazard.) But this is
one instance in which I really believe that we do not need addition-
al research. If we take the views that have been widely chronicled
by health professionals caring for the elderly, that is, that their pa-
tients' drug care costs adversely affect health care outcome; if we
link that evidence with surveys of patients showing that high drug
costs are associated with subsequent noncompliance; if we link that
data with personal patient accounts and testimonials which we've
been hearing ever since the issuance of the Task Force Report on
Prescription Drugs in 1969; and if we add that to what we know
about the economic status of the elderly and their burden of out-of-
pocket drug costs, I think it is fair to conclude that the elderly are
unduly burdened and adversely affected by prescription drug costs.
And the poor elderly, and particularly the near-poor elderly, are
deserving of financial protection in this regard.

I should like to close by noting that less than safe and effective
drug use and inappropriate drug prescribing-which, by the way, is
another factor contributing to high drug expenditures for the elder-
ly-can have disastrous clinical and economic consequences: Poor
outcomes from drug treatment, increased incidence of adverse drug
reactions, and increased use of health care services, especially hos-
pital admissions. Epidemiologic information informs us that con-
servatively, at least 10 percent of geriatric inpatient admissions are
drug-induced and potentially preventable. Some have estimated
that these drug-induced illnesses resulting in hospitalization and
their subsequent treatment run as much as $4.5 billion per year.
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These are the financial costs, but the human costs in terms of
impaired quality of life, the inability to afford even the bare neces-
sities of life, and needless deaths, can never be fully chronicled.

Thank you for your attention. I'd be happy to answer any ques-
tions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Lipton follows:]
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TESTIMONY

1. introduction

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to testify before the Special Corittee on

Aging of the United States Senate on issues related to medication misuse and

the elderly.

I a. an Associate Professor in the Division of Clinical Pharmacy. School

of Pharmacy, and a Senior Research Associate, School of Medicine, at the

University of California, San Francisco. The views that I enpresS today are

my own and do not necessarily represent the niews of those who have funded my

research or of my employeer. My observations are based on a decade of study

in collaboration with my colleague. Dr. Philip Lee. Dr. Lee and I hane

examined a wide range of research and policy issues related to geriatric drug

use. The results of our anelyses--Druos and the Elderly--will be published by

Stanford University Press this year. Much of my testimony this morning is

drawn from that work.

The purpose of this hearing is to analyze the impact of high drug costs

on the lives of older Americans and to determine whether there is a need for

expanded Medicare and Medicaid coverage of prescription drugs. These are

critically important questions. The cost of prescription drugs has long posed

problems for millions of the elderly, especially for the 80 percent who have

one or more chronic illnesses. In my testimony this morning. I would like to

analyze the issue of drug costs for the elderly and the reasons why the

elderly--particularly the elderly poor and near poor--are especially at risk

for drug misuse.
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11. Escalating Onrs Prices

In order to appreciate the impact of drug costs on the lives of older

Ahericans, it is necessary to understand the rapid rate at which drug prices

have been increasing over the years. Prices for drugs rose at rates

substantially below the overall inflation rate from 1965 to 1974. Between

1974 and 1982. however. prices increased at about the same rate as overall

inflation, 7.5 percent.

In recent years drug prices have escalated dramaticaily. Drug prices

rose faster, relative to inflation, in the federal fiscal year ending

September 30. 1932 than for any year during the entire 1965 to 1981 period.

Prescription drug prices rose 11.9 percent during the year ending 1992, while

overall Inflation rose 7.4 percent (Freeland and Schendler, 193). The same

trends continued in fiscal year 1983, when prescription drug prices rose 11.5

percent. and overall inflation, 3.5 percent; in 1984, when prescription drug

prices rose 9.6 percent. and overall inflation, 4.3 percent; and in 1985, when

prescription drug prices rose 9.5 percent, and overall inflation, 3.6 percent.

Thus, in recent years increases in prices for prescription drugs hove grown

two to three tines faster than the Consumer Price Index (CPI) (The Ecoonmi.t.

1985; U.S. Subcommittee on Health and the Environment, 1985).

Ill. Fe, C2ito Prescription Drug Use and costs for the Elderly

The elderly are adversely affected by rising drug prices because their

burden of chronic illness requires them to take more drugs than do people in

any other age group. A household survey, conducted in 1977 by the National

Center for Health Services Research (NCHSR), found that the number of

prescriptions received by each person using drugs varied markedly with age.

Children under 6 years of age received an average of four prescriptions each

year, whereas people 65 years of age and over received an average of fourteen

prescriptions (Kasper, 1982).

The relationship between the number of prescriptions received and age was

further established in a study conducted in 198t by the National Medical Care

Utilizotion and Expenditure Survey (NMCUES). This household survey of

noninstitutionalized Medicare beneficiaries found that the number of

prescription drugs received Increased with age, even within the elderly

population itself. Medicare beneficiaries 65 to fit years of age received an

average of ten prescriptions per year, whereas those 70 to 74 years received

twelve prescriptions, and those 75 to 79 received fifteen prescriptions

(LaVange and Silverman, 1985). More recent estimates also confirm greater use

of drugs by older Americans (Baum, Kennedy and Forbes, 1985).

Not only does the average number of drugs prescribed increase with age
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but so does the average price per prescription (Fisher, 1980; Rasper, 1982

Trapnelli 1979). This price difference is probably the result of two factors:

(1) The elderly are wore likely than are younger people to tate

medications for chronic illness. These medications are usually

given In more doses per prescription than are Wedications for acute

conditions.

(2) The elderly are more likely than other people to take

cardiovascular, antihypertensive. and nonsteroidal antiinflaratory

medications--medications that are among the most expensive drug

products available.

The average price per prescription for the elderly has increased steadily

from $4.00 in 1957 to $8.05 in 1980, This represents a 101 percent increase

in price between 1967 and 1980 (LaVange and Silverman, 1985). We estimate

that it was about $14 in 1985, based on observed trends in price increases per

prescription for the entire population.

The elderly. then. use more drugs and pay higher prices per prescription

than do people in other age groups. Thus the aged are outh more likely than

are others to incur large drug costs (tasper, 1982; LaVunge and Silverman,

1985).

An important factor related to orescripion drug costs is the proportion

of costs borne directly by patients, The elderly pay larger out-of-pocket

costs for drugs than do people in any other age group (casper. 1982).

Expenditures for prescription drugs are a maJor out-of-pocket cost for the

elderly, second only to the cost of long-term care. Recent estimates indicate

that in 1i86 the average annual drug expense for all elderly persons was $195;

for those elderly using at least one prescription drug, the average annual

cost was $210. five percent of the elderly incurred total drug expenditures

of $600 or nore, and approxiuately 80 percent of these expenditures were paid

out-of-pocket. This 5 percent of the elderly accounted for a quarter of total

outpatient drug expenditures incurred by the elderly population (Ray, 1987,

personal cormunication).

National surveys conducted by the American Association of Retired Persons

(MRP) in 0985 and 1986 provide additional information about the elderly's

aut-of-pocket drug cost burden. Survey results revealed that over half of

those aged 65 and older who were tahing prescription drugs on a regular basis

received no assistance in paying for drugs from insurance or other health

coverage, In 1985, 24 percent of this uninsured group incurred out-of-pocket

drug expenses in excess of $480; in 198, 34 percent incurred expenses in

excess of $480. This represents a precipitous increase from the preceding

year (Testimony of the American Association of Retired Persons. Subcomlittee

on Health and the Environment. U0.. House of Representatives, April 21. 1987).
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In examining out-of-pocket drug expenditures for the elderly, it is

important to determine the economic status of people in this age group to

understand fully the extent of the financial burden. In 1980, the NMCUES

survey analyzed prescription drug expenses for the elderly poor (people luving

in families whose income was less then or equal to the poverty level), the

near poor (people in fanil ies whose ivcome was above the poverty level but

less than -equal to twice the poverty level), and the nonpoor (people living

in families whose income was greater than twice the poverty level).

All three groups, including those 111vng below the poverty level, had to

pay over half of their drug expenses out-of-pocket. The near poor were

particularly vulnerable to the burden of out-of-pocket drug costs: almost 75

percent of their drug expenses were paid for out-of-pocket. However, the

elderly poor incurred higher average drug expenses, and higher out-of-pocket

drug expenses as a percent of family income than did the near poor and

monpoor. In fact, the financial burden of out-of-pocket drug expenses was six

times greater for the poor elderly than for those elderly who were not poor

(See Table I) (Iatange and Silverman, 1985).

Table I
Percent distribution for payments for prescriptIon drugs used by poor,

near-poor, and nonpoor' noninstitutionalied, aged Medicure beneficiaries:
United States, 1980

Source of payment
Poverty level

Private Out-of- Unknown
Total Medicare Medicaid plans pocket Other source

or
unpaid
amount

Total 100.0 3.1 10.8 13.9 68.2 3.6 0.4

Poor 100.0 3.0 28.4 7.7 58.7 ( ) 0.5
Near-poor 100.0 2.7 8.3 10.7 74.1 3.9 0.2
honpoor 100.0 3.6 3.8 20.6 67.4 4.1 0.5

Categori1ation of poor, near-poor, and nonpoor beneficieries is based on
annual family income relative to the 1800 U.S. Bureau of the Census definition
of poverty level.

..Relative standard error is greater than 50 percent, or sample size Is less
than 20.

Source: National Medical tare Utilization and Expenditure Survey (LaVange A
Silverman 1985).

Thus, those who are poor or are living only slightly above the poverty

level are most likely to incur out-of-pocket drug expenditures beyond their

means. They suffer both from diminished finances and increased incidence of

health problems, which create a need for chronic use of prescription drugs.
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Clearly, it is Important to take into account income amd financial status

when analyzing the elderly's total drug charges and out-of-pocket drug

expenses. If we eoamine expenditures only for the elderly as a whole, we

obscure the marked disparities In economic status that exist within the 65-

and-oner age group.

Iv. Noncompliance with Drug Regimen: a Prevalent Probirs Among the Aged

Do the elderly take their medications appropriately? To what extent do

drug costs influence older Americans' drug-taking decisions?

Patient noncompliance with precribed drug therapy (i.e, underuse,

overuse, or Inappropriate use of drug therapies) is widespread among

ambulatory elderly patients, especially those with chronic conditions

requiring maintenance medications. the extent of noncompliance among the

elderly is generally estimated at about S0 percent (Lipton and Lee.

forthcoming), although a recent study has placed the estimate as high as 75

percent (Ostrom et al., 1985). Studies document the nature of the problen:

omnssion of prescribed medication is the major kind of noncompliance among the

elderly followed by errors in dosage and timing (Schwartz et al., 1gb?; Keeley

and Patrick, 1968: Lundin et al.. IPRO). Factors associated with

noncompliance by the elderly are presented in Table 2.

Table 2

Factors Associated with Noncompliance among Geriatric Patients

--Multiple drug regimen

--Drug costs

--Duration of drug treatment

--Types of drug prescribed

--Health status

--Social Isolation

--Knowledge of the drug regimen

--Patient deference toward health professionals

Given the Committee's interest in the relationship between dreg costs and

noncompliance, we will concentrate on the economic barriers to safe and

effective drug use.
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A. Relationship between Drug Costs and Noncompliance

Widespread among health professionals is the view that if elderly

patients are unable to afford drugs, their health can be adversely affected.

Particular concern has been expressed about the elderly who are on minimal,

fixed incomes. Their inability to purchase necessary drugs may cause them to

discontinue necessary drug therapy (Smith. 1979; Lamy. 1980; Sleonson, 1984).

These concerns have been corroborated by elderly patients personal accounts

provided in Congressional hearings (e.g., Testimony submitted by senior

citizens before hearings on Prescription Drug Price Increases.' Subcomoittee

on Health and the Environoent, U.S. Congress. July 15. 1985).

The relationship betwen noncompliance and drug costs has not been the

subject of euch empirical research. The studies that are available. however.

indicate that drug costs play a significant role In noncompliance. For

example, In a study of 290 chronically ill patients who were discharged from a

general hospital, researchers found that the financial burden Imposed by drug

costs was the primary reason given by patients for noncompliance with drug

treatment (Brand, Smith and Brand, 1977). This study was unique in that

researchers developed independent estimates of patients drug expenditures to

exanine whether there was a relationship between drug expenditures and

patients compliance. Results revealed that the average monthly cost of drugs

prescribed for patients who did not comply with their physicians instructions

was almost three times higher than the cost of drugs for patients who

complied.

Another study of 82 chronically ill patients discharged from three acute

care hospitals found that patients who were noncompliant cited the cost of

drugs as reason for their inability to follow physicians instructions about

medications (Donabedian and Rosenfeld, 1964). However, researchers made no

independent assessment of actual drug costs.

More recently. a study of 155 elderly residents of an urban subsidized

apartment building revealed that 6.4 percent of those surveyed reported drug

expense as a problem, even though only 24 percent had Insurance covering drug

expenditures (Darnell et aul., im), However, the researchers did not

determine whether those who considered drug costs a problem were the

individuals most likely to be noneompliant- Nor did they attempt to assess

actual drug expenditures and relate these figures to ctrpliance.

These studies are limited by small samples of elderly patients and vague

definitions of compliance that mabe it difficult to assess whether the

subjects failed to purchase needed prescriptions because of financial

constraints. However. these studies are ioportant because investigators made

efforts to take cost factors Into account. Drug costs-are often neglected in

studies designed to elicit information about patients drug therapy decisions.
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S. Relationship between Multiple Drug Ileomen and nLoncontliance

There are, however. cany studies documenting the relationship between

noncompliance and multiple drug regimen--that is. a treatment plan that

requires a patient to take a number of drugs. Studies of drug use

consistently find that the greater the nmber of drugs taken by patients, the

nore likely they are to oe noscoopliant (Malahay. 1966; Francis, torsch, and

Morns, 1969; Latiolais and Berry, 1969; Weintraub. Au, and tasagn 15973; lulka

et al., 1975; Parkin et al., 1976; Caplan et al., 1976; Carnell et al., 1986).

Because at least 25 percent of the elderly use three or more drugs on a daily

basis, the elderly are particularly at risk for noecumpliance.

Why does a multiple drug regimen lead to inappropriate drug use?

Patients on multiple medications are core likely than are other patients to

suffer fron side effects and adverse drug reactions, more likely to be

confused about how to take their drugs safely and effectively, and, more

pertinent to this discussion, more likely to incur large drug expenditures.

Thus, we have suggestive evidence, once again, that the elderly's drug costs

contribute to inappropriate drug use.

To suimnarize, there is no definitive research establishing a direct link

between high drug costs and elderly patients noncompliance with drug regimen.

The problem is nut that research has failed to demonstrate a link, hut rather

that researchers have paid insufficient attention to this critical prhblem.

Coaing from academe, I an usually the first to call for additional study

when hard data are unavailable. However, In this Instance, I do not believe

that additional research is necessary. If results from the studies exaniving

drug costs and compliance are examined in conjunction with health

professionals concerns, patients personal reports, and data on the economic

status of the elderly and their out-mf-pocket drug expenses, a compelling case

con be nude to support the assertion that the elderly are unduly burdened and

adversely affected by the high costs of prescription drugs.

V, Imappropriatn Physician Prescribing

Rising prices are not the only factor contributing to the high drug

expenditures incurred by the elderly. Inappropriate physician prescribing

also causes increased expenditures. Inappropriate prescribing occurs because

many physicians do not recognize that the elderly are especially at risk for

drug-related problems. Drug-related problems can occur because of the changes

in drug distribution. metabolisn, excretion, and receptor site sensitivity

that accompany aging. Consequently, dosages of such coanonly prescribed drugs

as digoxin and cinetidine are frequently excessive for elderly patients,

resulting in toxicity. aure insidious and probably much more coaonn are the

subtler drug effects that often escape detection. Chronic excessive

prescribing of aedications can result in fatigue, confusion. loss of energy,
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ard a host of synnptcos that nay either remain completely undetected or be
dismissed as 'the ratural decline of old age.'

Education of medical students In geriatrics is. quite simply, inadequate.
As a result, most Physicians practicing today have never been thoroughly

educated About the effects of drugs on the aging body and, conversely, the

aging body's response to drugs. It is essential not only for financial
reasons but also for the quility of life of our elderly citizens that we
develop educational programs about geriatric pharmncotheropy for medical
students and 

f
or Dracticing physicians.

hI. Cotsequences ef ilappropriate Geriatric Drug Prescribing and Use

Less than safe and effective geriatric prescribing and use can have
enormrous clinlcal and econumic consequences: poor outcones from drug
treatment, increased incidence of adverse reactions, and an increased use of
health care services. including hospital ad'issions. Elderly patients
noncompliance with prescribed drug therapy is associated with appreciable

mortality: it has been reported, for exaumple, that there are approximately
125,000 deaths each year because of nonconpliance with cardiovascular drugs
(Levine. 1s84). Further, epidemiologic evidence indicates that about 10 to 15
percent of geriatric hospital admissions are drug-related (Graham and Livesley
l93oi Frisk, Cooper and Campbell, 1977). The costs of such ilmnesses are
significant: the estimated annual cost of drug-related hospital admissions of
the elderly, along with their subsequent treatment, was SJ S billion In 19S3

(Pennsylvneia Blue Shield, 1985).

Yii. leniatve Iools

Legislation designed to provide financial protection for the elderly who
pay high drug costs must take into account the following vulnerable groups:

-- Those elderly on Medicaid who live tn states where enormous cutbacks

have been made in necessary drug coverage;

-- Those elderly persons lining at the poverty level who do rot qualify
for Medicaid because they live in the 44 states in which the income

eligibility for Medicaid is set at a lenel less than the federally

designated poverty threshold--$5,360 for a single person in 1987

(Hill, 1987);

-- Those elderly living slightly above the poverty lenet--that 1i,

people whose incomes are at or below 125 percent of the federal
poverty level (estimated to be approximately 2,250,0C0 people in

1985) (8.S. Bureau of the Census, 1985).

Moreover, legislativn designed to provide financial protection for those
In greatest need of drug coverage should simultaneously provide incentives to
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pranmote appropriate drug prescribing by physicians and safe and effective drug

use by elderly patients. if we provide only drug benefits to elderly

patlents.-vithout concomitant incentives to improve geriatric prescribing and

use--we may compound already critical drug misuse probleims among the elderly

and inadvertently add to the nation's counting health care bill.

I have raised a number of lssues for consideration by the Cotmattee and

hope that this presentation has been informative as well as provocative. I

thank you for your interest, and will be happy to answer any questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Lipton.
Now, your background and experience have built a solid founda-

tion of credibility for your testimony. Is it fair to say that you be-
lieve that means testing should be used to cover the costs of pre-
scription drugs for the elderly?

Ms. LIPrON. I would give that careful consideration in addition to
other policy options because I believe that the burden of prescrip-
tion drug costs falls disproportionately on the poor and near-poor
groups, who are those living between 125 percent and 200 percent
above the poverty line.

I believe that there are certain vulnerable groups, Senator, that
might not be helped by the current catastrophic health bills before
Congress. I am speaking about those elderly poor covered by Medic-
aid who are, in fact, not fully eligible because their States have
slashed Medicaid coverage quite precipitously. Eleven States do not
allow Medicaid recipients to receive more than three drug prescrip-
tions a month. Others limit the number of refills to three per
month. I think these are very short-sighted policies, and in the long
run we will incur greater expenditures because of the cutback in
necessary drug coverage.

I think another very needy group is people living below the pov-
erty threshold who are ineligible for Medicaid because they happen
to live in the majority of States that have income eligibility criteria
for Medicaid that are below the Federal poverty threshold.

And finally, I think those elderly-and they number about 2.25
million-living slightly above the poverty threshold should also be
targeted in any legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. The previous testimony we heard involved
women, and their income was $500 or less per month. I don't think
any of these witnesses, and millions of other Americans, would
want to be called impoverished but those are the people you're
talking about, are they not?

Ms. LiP-rON. Yes. Further, I think you are quite right in noting
that they are all women because about 30 percent of all elderly
women have incomes below the poverty threshold. When you exam-
ine the total number of elderly poor in our country, almost half of
them are women. This is a particularly vulnerable group not only
because of their diminished finances but also because of their
burden of their chronic illness. Elderly women are prescribed-and
take-more medications than do their male counterparts. This is a
group particularly in need of attention in public policy.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you have established a summary of the
facts as you see them and as you know them to be. Did I under-
stand you correctly that we don't need more studies, we just need
to act on the facts as they exist? Is that correct?

Ms. LIPTON. Yes, I certainly think-in terms of the need to pro-
vide financial protection of those elderly with high drug expendi-
tures, that is the case.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Mr. John Stallworth, Secretary for the American Association of

Retired Persons. Mr. Stallworth.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN STALLWORTH, SECRETARY, AMERICAN AS-
SOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS, ACCOMPANIED BY JUDITH
BROWN, POLICY ANALYST
Mr. STALLWORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Speaking before

you today is a double pleasure because I, this past Saturday, with-
out your permission, used your name before a House Committee on
Aging hearing in Boston and pointed to you as one of our champi-
ons in view of legislation regarding Supplemental Security Insur-
ance that you sponsored now pending in the Senate. So I guess I
owe you; thanks for the use of your name.

The CHAIRMAN. I am flattered, Mr. Stallworth. Please continue.
Mr. STALLWORTH. And thank you again, Mr. Chairman, on behalf

of the 25 million members of the American Association of Retired
Persons. On my left is Ms. Judith Brown, who is the in-house
expert on drug affairs, who will be here to help me answer ques-
tions that may come from your committee.

I wish to thank you for this hearing to focus attention on pre-
scription drug costs and coverage. I have sent in a copy of my testi-
mony, complete with statistics on recent price increases and other
pertinent data, but I intend to use this time also for some personal
comments.

Only 41 percent of Americans over the age of 65 have the protec-
tion of insurance coverage for outpatient prescriptions. Prices for
prescription drugs began to skyrocket in 1981 and have far out-
paced the overall Consumer Price Index ever since. Last year, for
instance, prescription drugs rose almost 9 percent, while the gener-
al inflation increased by less than 2 percent. High prices affect
both the willingness of private insurers to cover drugs, and the be-
havior of older Americans. An AARP national survey taken in
1986 showed that older consumers cite the cost of drugs as the
second most important reason for not getting a prescription filled
as ordered by their doctors. As recently as 1982, the cost of drugs
was given as the fourth reason.

Since drugs are one of the most cost-effective medical care com-
ponents, this change may have the poor result of increasing more
costly physician visits, or even hospitalization. Perhaps as much as
any type of medical care expense, prescription drugs create bur-
dens in most elderly families. Over three-fourths of the elderly use
prescription drugs, and among those with limitations due to chron-
ic health conditions, the proportion rises to 90 percent. Interesting-
ly, many of those with high drug expenses are not the same per-
sons who would have high expenses from a hospital stay. Rather,
older Americans with chronic conditions seem to be the heaviest
users of prescription drugs. This is a group that we must be sure to
protect. A relatively healthy older person suffering from four
common but chronic conditions-arthritis, high blood pressure,
angina and an ulcer-would pay over $1,000 in drug costs alone.

I feel triply qualified to speak on this subject. I've been a
member of the Massachusetts Board of Pharmacy for 12 years; I'm
75 years old, and I have high blood pressure. I've been taking In-
deral for many years, and the price for that drug has recently gone
up 118 percent. It has had seven increases in the past four years.
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The heaviest users of these drugs are likely to be women living
alone. Chronic conditions are problems of the very old, a group
that is dominated by widows who are the most financially vulnera-
ble of all the elderly.

Currently, eight States have implemented programs to cover out-
patient drugs for elderly residents who meet eligibility require-
ments. New York, the ninth State, will begin coverage for its plans
starting this October. Congressional efforts to implement a drug
benefit program under Medicare could be enhanced by studying
these successful State programs.

AARP recommends including a prescription drug benefit under
Medicare that would provide meaningful coverage to beneficiaries
who are faced with catastrophic prescription drug costs. This bene-
fit would include, first, a deductible no higher than $500, with a
minimum or no co-insurance payment.

Two, continuation of Medicare's existing prescription drug bene-
fit and Medicaid coverage of individuals up to 100 percent of the
Federal poverty level.

Three, we further recommend that beneficiary deductible and co-
insurance payments be counted toward the comprehensive cata-
strophic cap.

Our recommendations for implementation and financing such a
benefit are as follows:

Cost containment and systems to encourage generic substitu-
tion of equivalent drugs are essential;

A fair pricing mechanism which takes into account average
wholesale prices, administrative costs, and other reasonable
factors;

Administration of the benefit through participating pharma-
cies;

The benefit should be phased in over a period of several
years; and

The benefit should be financed through a premium and by
bringing all State and local employees into Medicare.

The high deductible of this benefit and inclusion of the deducti-
ble and co-insurance in the total catastrophic cap are compatible
with the principle of catastrophic coverage. The minimum co-insur-
ance would offer a beneficiary significant relief when the cap is
reached.

In conclusion, we hope that 1987 will be the year of meaningful
catastrophic coverage for older Americans. We recognize that after
this year we will have far to go in protecting the Nation against
some of its most burdensome health care costs; but in the area of
prescription drugs, we can take steps this year to provide a benefit
that is fiscally sound and administratively manageable.

I sincerely hope this committee will consider our recommenda-
tions and be magnanimous in their help, as you have been gracious
in listening to my testimony. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Stallworth follows:]
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I am pleased to be here today to represent the American

Association of Retired Persons. AARP is a mcmbership organization

of 25 million Anericans age 50 and older. We are encouraged by

your inteiest in prescription drugs and look forward to working

with you to expand protection for older Americans in this vital

area.

Before discussing some possible approaches to expanding

rpedicare to cover prescription drugs, my testimony will discuss

some facts that help establish the nature of the problem.

Specifically, we will discuss:

1. Drug costs and overall use;

2. specific areas of need; and

3. Some recent state efforts to help with drug expenses.

Prcscription Drugs and Dider imericans

RARP has always maintained a keen interest in pharmaceutical

issues; older Americans consume a disproportionately high amount

of prescription drugs and are less well protected in this area

than younger members of the population. In the U.S., persons

aged 65 and older represent only 12 percent of the population,

but they consume 30 percent of the prescription drugs. And while

three-fourths of all adults age 19 to 64 have insurance coverage

for outpatient prcscriptions, only 41 percent of Americans over

the age of 65 have such protection. Although a 1977 survey

showed that 41% of the older population have outpatient drugs

covered by insurance, it is difficult to ascertain the depth of

that coverage or whether that kind of coverage still exists.

Since this 1977 figure precede.s the dramatic increases in drug

prices we have experienced since 1981, we know that many

insurance plans have cut back coverage of this troublesome

benefit. Further, many of the plans that still exist contain

large co-pays, low ceilings and heavy deductibles. The high

costs of drugs and the failure of the private sector to offer

solutions underscore the need for legislation to protect older

Americans.

The reluctance of private supplemental policies to cover

drugs surely arises in part from the tremendous growth in the

price of pharmaceuticals. Prices for prescription drugs began to

skyrocket in 1981 and have far outpaced the overall Consumer

Price Index. Between the years 1981 and 1985, prices for
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prescription drugs rose 56 percent, compared to 23 percent for

general inflation. Last year, prescription drugs rose 8.6

percent, while general inflation increased by only 1.9 percent.

Some individual price increases that have contributed to the

overall burden of high drug costs are listed below and their

rates and frequencies are alarming:

Product Number of Price Increases fTtal %
(Manufacturer) Increase

Inderal 40 mg 7 increases from 1/83 - 10/86 118t
CAyersti

Lanoxin .125 mg 5 increases from 9/83 - 3/86 168%
(Burrougjhs-Welicome)

Lopressor 50 mg 6 increases from 3/83 - 7/86 79%
(Geigy)

Dyazide (cap) S increases from 6/83 - 3/86 70%
(SKF)

Tenormin 50 mg 7 increases from 6/82 - 9/86 57%
(Stuart)

We have seen no moderation in price increases when the patent for

a brand product expires and the product is subject to generic

competition. Contrary to accepted market theory, brand name

prices continue going up when met with competition. In a rush to

offset decreased market share, many companies raise prices

significantly in the time period before the brand product goes

off patent. In this way, consumers get burned twice: they must

pay whatever price demanded while the manufacturer has a

monopoly, then they must pay an artificially inflated price for

the coming generic product, since generics are usually priced as

a percentage of the brand name.

These high prices also affect the behavior of older

Americans. An AARP national survey taken in 1986 showed that

older consumers cite the cost of drugs as the second most

important reason for not getting a prescription filled As ordered

by their doctors. As recently as 1982, this reason was fourth.

Clearly, cost has become an increasingly important factor in

patients' non-compliance with recommended treatment. Since drugs

are among the most cost-effective of medical care components,

this increasing noncompliance with prescribed drug regimens may

have the untoward result of increasing more costly physician

visits or even hospitalizations.
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Perhaps as much as any type of medical care expense,

prescription drugs create burdens In most elderly families. over

three-fourths of the elderly use prescription drugs, and among

those with limitations due to chronic health conditions, the

proportion rises to 90 percent. Interestingly, many of those

with high drug expenses are not the same persons who would have

expenses fromn a hospital stay. Rather, older Americans with

chronic conditions seem to be the heaviest users of prescription

drugs.

Acute and Chronic Conditions and Drug Use

Some who would try to introduce drug benefits gradually

would limit the benefit to specific types of drugs. Problems

arise here, however. when, for example, do we assume one type of

drug is more essential than another? Meaningful distinctions

between "life-saving' and other essential drugs are difficult

indeed to make. A careful look at drug use suggests that we must

be careful to protect the chronic user. Although available data

does not offer a clear cut look at the relationship between

medical conditions and drug use, we can discern a number of areas

where the elderly are likely to be particularly vulnerable to

high drug costs. For example, according to AARP's mail order

pharmacy, the ten most commonly dispensed drugs are all for the

treatment of hypertension and/or heart conditions. More than a

third of all elderly persons suffer from hypertensive disease; in

fact this is the second most cormon chronic condition following

arthritis. Moreover, costs of such treatment are not cheap. One

common anti-hypertensive drug at the AARP pharmacy (where prices

are likely to represent an underestimate of costs to most

consumers) is S24.45 for 100 taolets--about a one month supply.

Since many older Americans suffer from multiple chronic

conditions, the costs of prescription drugs can multiply quickly.

For example, a relatively healthy older person suffering from

four common but chronic conditions--arthritis, high blood

pressure, anrgin. and an ulcer--would pay over $1000 per year in

drug costs alone. (See attached Table I1.

As already mentioned, older Americans are very likely to

suffer from arthritis or hypertension. In addition, more than a

fourth of all the elderly suffer from heart conditions (see Table

2). Diabetes also ranks high among the elderly--affecting over 8

percent of those over age 65. All of these chronic conditions

)
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are likely to require considerable outlays for prescription

drugs. The heaviest users of these drugs are likely to be women

living alone. Chronic conditions are problems of the very old, a

group dominated by widows. And these women are the most

financially vulnerable of all the elderly. For example. one-

fifth of such women live below the poverty line.

Thus, while we hear a lot about iumunosuppressant drugs and

other extremely expensive pharmaceuticals, it is likely to be the

more common ailments that lead to high drug expenses, and the

burden will be greatest on those least able to pay. The most

common prescriptions are for cardiovascular problems, pain

relief, and central nervous system problems (see Table 3). These

are not the glamorous drugs--merely the ones needed by the

elderly to help sustain a reasonable life style. Moreover, three

of the four chronic conditions in our example above are life-

threatening if essential medications are not taken.

We should not discount the burden of drug costs on those who

are acutely ill. Although only a few will be affected by the

imeunosuppressant drug benefit in current law, the drugs are very

expensive. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the

costs of providing irmunosuppressant drugs to 9000 Medicare

beneficiaries with kidney transplants will approach $35 million

in 1987 (or about $4000 per transplant beneficiary). Restricting

any new drug benefit to the expansion of i-Luno-suppressants

would constitute only a very minor improvement in Medicare

coverage.

Some Medicare beneficiaries could avoid hospitalization or

be discharged earlier if certain drug therapies were covered on

an outpatient basis. For example, recent studies suggest that

Medicare hospital expenditures could be reduced significantly

through coverage of at-home antibiotic infusion for several

categories of Medicare patients (i.e. those suffering from

diseases such as osteomyelitis. endocarditis, and cellulitis

which typically require a several-week course of intravenous

antibiotics). This limited expansion of the Medicare benefit

could be made now, even in the absence of additional funding.

State Efforts

Currently eight states have implemented programs to cover

outpatien] drugs for elderly residents who meet eligibility
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requirements. New York, the ninth state, will begin coverage for

its plan starting this October.

All programs have differing co-pays and eligibility

requirements, but basically all serve to cover marginally poor

older persons whose incomes are too high to qualify for Medicaid.

AARP believes that Congressional efforts to implement a drug

benefit program for the elderly under Medicare would he enhanced

by studying these successful state programs. We conclude that

these programs demonstrate the feasibility of providing drug

coverage under Medicare.

For example, the Pennsylvania system, PACE (Pharmaceutical

Assistance Contract for the Elderly), was started in 1984 and now

has 458,000 enrollees. PACE covers all drugs that are available

by prescription only. In their first two and one-half years of

operation, PACE provided S234 million in benefits and spent only

$15.5 million (about 6 percent) on administrative costs. Two

categories of drugs, cardiac and gastrointestinal, account for 6i

percent of the PACE budget.

AARP Recommendations

AARP recommends a Medicare prescription drug benefit that

would provide meaningful coverage to beneficiaries who are faced

with catastrophic prescription drug costs. This benefit would

include:

o A deductible no higher than $500 per year with a minimal

or no coinsurance payment;

o Continuation of Medicare's existing prescription drug

benefit; and

o Medicaid coverage of individuals up to 100 percent of the

federal poverty level.

o Further, we recommend that the beneficiary deductible and

coinsurance payments be counted toward the total

catastrophic cap.

Little data exists on the potential utilization of a full

Medicare prescription drug benefit, its cost, or its

administration. AARP recognizes the seriousness of these

considerations and, therefore, is proposing a benefit that is

fiscally responsible, administratively manageable, a source of

useful data, and, most importantly, a benefit of real value.

Accordingly, our recommendations for implementation and financing

are as follows.
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Cost Containsent

Cost contairme.t mechanisms and systems to encourage generic

substitution of equivalent drugs are essential to any program

that seeks to implement or expand a prescription drug benefit.

Pricing and Reimbursement

A fair pricing mechanism should be developed which allows

for reasonable profits for manufacturers and reasonable

dispensing or administrative fees for providers of pharmacy

services .

we should look to the rather unsuccessful experience in the

MAC/SAC (Maximum Allowable Cost/Estimated Acquisition Cost)

program for Medicaid prescription drug reimbursement to avoid a

similar experience. Under MAC/SAC, reimbursement limits to

pharmacists were set for a number of multiple and single-source

drugs. These limits did not take into account the frequent and

sharp rises in prices for drugs at the manufacturers' level and

therefore, the burden of this difference tell solely on the

pharmacists. We believe that the impact of cost containment

strategies should be shared by the manufacturer. Recent

Congressional hearings have focused attention on price increases

at the drug manufacturers' level, which have skyrocketed out of

proportion to the overall inflation tate and show no signs of

abating.

It is generally accepted that in the single-source drug

market there is neither rhyme nor reason in pricing policies.

Virtually every country except the U.S. employs some mechanism to

control prescription drug prices. AAR? recommends implementing a

reimbursement system for single-source drugs similar to systems

that operate in many countries whereby manufacturers submit data

on manufacturing costs, research and development expenditures and

other-factors that relate to the costs associated with a new drug

product. Reimbursement rates for individual products are then

calculated to include other factors such as reasonable

advertising and promotional expenditures.

we recognize that traditionally, the U.S. market has been

vital to drug manufacturers in recouping the costs of bringing

new drugs on the market. Consequently, we do not wish to peg or

target reimbursement at the same aqsolute level as some other

countries, many of which are especially austere.

I
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For multiple-source drugs, market factors should prevail and

reimbursement could be set as a reasonable percentage of the

lowest-priced equivalent product that is generally available to

all pharmacy outlets. Alternatively, reimbursement levels could

be pegged at the median average wholesale price (AwP) for all

equivalent products, with the pioneer products price serving as

the highest price considered. Another approach would set the

multiple-source product reimburse.ent limit at 50% of the brand

product's AWP as listed in January, 1987.

Administration

Admin~stration of the benefit would employ the concept of

participating pharmacies. Beneficiaries would enroll with a

participating pharmacy or pharmacies each year. Pharmacies would

batch claims by individual beneficiaries and submit them together

when the deductible has been met. Beneficiaries themselves could

batch claims and bill Medicare directly if desired. Conditions

of participation by pharmacies should not restrict any current

providers of pharmacy services who wish to participate.

T imel ne

The benefit should be phased-in over a period of several

years to allow for proper implementation mechanisms to be put

into place.

Financing

The benefit would be financed through a premium and by

bringing all state and local cmployces into Medicare.

The high deductible in this benefit and inclusion of the

deductible and coinsurance in the overall catastrophic cap are

compatible with the principle of catastrophic coverage. The

minimal coinsurance would offer a beneficiary signitfcant relief

when the deductible is reached. In addition:

o The approach we propose is more equitable than drug

specific approaches in that it covers both medication

needed by patients with chronic conditions and the very

high cost of medication needed for treatment of acute

care conditions.

o Because the benefit covers the tull range of prescription

drugs, it can be used to develop data on utilization

(types of drugs prescribed/price) by those who meet the

deductible.
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o The benefit would be easy for beneficiaries and

physicians to understand, since coverage is not based on

specific types or classes or drugs prescribed.

Implementation of the benefit we propose would yield

information about utilization levels, cost and cost-

containment, and administration. If actual experience in

administering the benefit falls within reasonable

projections, then we believe it would be appropriate to

lower the deductible in years to come. Ideally, the

deductible should be no higher than $200.

Conclusion

We hope that 1987 will be the year of meaningful

catastrophic coverage for older Americans. We recognize that

after this year we will still have far to go in protecting the

nation against some of the most burdensome health care costs.

But in the area of prescription drugs we can take steps this year

to provide a benefit that is fiscally sound and administratively

manageable. AARP applauds the leadership of this committee in

addressing this issue.

We look forward to working with you to achieve passage of

the Medicare prescription drug benefit and urge you to call on us

for any information we can provide.
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TABLE I

Rx DRUC COSTS EXAMPLE

Even If one is not catastrophically ill, one can incur rather
catastrophic prescription bills. 1he exasple below is of a
rela-isely healthy older person who suffers from four comron, but
chronic conditions: arthritis, high blond pressure, angina and
an ulcer. All drugs le.ted are cowmonly prescribed but aiso
newer drugs so that generic copies are not yet available.

Price per 100 at AARP Pharea.c
Diagnosis: Arthritis
Treatment: Feldene (pirooican) 20 mg. q.d.' $102.45

Diagnosis: Hypertension (high blood pressure)
Treatment: Dyazide (triacterese 6 HCT) I cap. q.d. $ 19.65

Tenurmin (arenolol) 50 eg. q.d. $ 39.15

Diagnosts: Angina (heart pain)
TreaLnus : Procardia (nifedipine) 10 mg. t.:.c. $ 24.45

Diagnosis: Ulcer
Treateent: Tagamet (cio.tidine) 300 og. (q.:.d for $ 39.95

6-8 weeks, thee 300 eg. q.d.)

Occasionil use of over-the-countcr preparations:
Metaoucil
Milk of Magnesia

Daily prescription drug costs: $ 3.93 (for 2 month., then $2.73/day)
Monthly prescription drug Costs: $117.90 (for 2 months, then $81.90/month)
Yearly prescription drug costs: $1,054.80

Nore: Dosages listed are conservative. Prices are also on the cosservatine
side since the AMRP Pharmacy is both not-for-profit and buys in large
quantities. Prices are accurate as of Octnber 1986.

5
q.d. - once a day
t.i.d. - three timaes a day
q.i.d. - four times a day
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TABLE 2

PREVALENCE OF TOP CHRONIC CONDITIONS

AMONG OLDER AMERICANS

Condition Total persons 65 Rate per 1000 persons
years and older for those 65 years 6 older

Arthritis 11,547.889 464.7

Hypertensive disease 9,406,958 378.6

Hearing impairments 7,051,238 283.8

Heart Conditions 6,883,416 277.0

Chronic sinusitis 4,562,037 183.6

Visual impairments 3.395,397 136.6

Orthopedic impairments 3.185,565 128.2

Arteriosclerosis 2.410.125 97.0

Diabetes 2.073.037 83.4

Varicose veins 2,067.311 83.2

Hemorrhoids 1,637,487 65.9

Frequent constipation 1,471,915 59.2

Disease of urinary system 1,395,187 56.1

Hay fever 1,290,449 51.9

Corns and callositles 1,289,933 S1.9

Hernia of abdominal cavity 1,220,156 49.1

Source: "DataWatch . Health Affairs, Spring 1985.
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TABLE 3

PERCENT DISTRI8UTION OF PRESCRIPTIONS BY THERAPEUTIC FUNCTION

FOR ACED NON-INSTITUTIONALIZED MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES

(1980)

1. Cardiovascuiar/Ranal 39.4i

2. Pain Relief 11.3

3. Affecting Nervous System 8. 3

4. Hormonal Agents/Hormones 7.3

5. Respiratory/Allergy 7.0

6. Gastrointestinal 5.6

7. Homeostatic/Nutrient 5.0

8. Antimicrobial 4.9

S. Ophthalmological 3.1

10. Others 8.1

Source LaVange, Lisa (Research Triangle Institute) and Herbert
Silverman (HCFA). 'Prescription Drug Utilization and Expenditure
Patterns of Aged Medicare Beneficiaries". Draft Report NMCUES
Series (in press), September. 1984.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stallworth.
First of all, do you recommend means testing?
Mr. STALLWORTH. No, sir, AARP does not. And if you don't mind,

I'd like for Ms. Brown to speak to that issue.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Ms. Brown.
Ms. BROWN. We think that the poor should certainly have the

drug benefit paid for them by Medicaid coverage for those persons
living at up to 100 percent of the Federal poverty level. But we
think that all Medicare beneficiaries, regardless of income, should
be entitled to the same benefit.

The CHAIRMAN. Therefore, you want more Medicaid patients to
be eligible for it?

Ms. BROWN. Since the prescription drug benefit is paid by premi-
ums, we want the premiums and co-pays for those who are poor to
be paid by Medicaid. Everyone else who is a Medicare beneficiary
who happens to have catastrophic drug costs over whatever the de-
ductible is set at-we hope it's $500 a year, no higher than that-
would be entitled to the benefit. They wouldn't have to have a spe-
cific means test to be entitled to the drug benefit, just the fact that
they have spent a certain amount for outpatient prescription drug
bills in any given year.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what about the States which don't permit
Medicaid beneficiaries to have their prescription drugs paid for?

Ms. BROWN. The States are all over the map on what Medicaid
will or will not provide pay for. Some States have taken it upon
themselves to provide for the marginally poor elderly who do not
qualify for Medicaid, and we certainly support those State efforts
to help people pay for prescription drugs. However, what we'd like
to see is the Federal poverty level be the standard for all States
under this program. Those poor people that are under the Federal
poverty level, 100 percent of it, would have their premiums and co-
pays paid.

The CHAIRMAN. Not at 125 percent, but at 100 percent of the pov-
erty level?

Ms. BROWN. We recommend 100 percent of the poverty level at
this time.

The CHAIRMAN. Then anything under that would be a Federal re-
sponsibility through Medicaid?

Ms. BROWN. A Federal and State responsibility-yes.
I would have to get back to you if you would like more informa-

tion on the technical aspects of how the Medicaid program in the
States and their variability would interplay with the Federal pro-
gram. Generally, however, we would like poor people to have their
costs covered; and those people with high out-of-pocket expenses for
drugs who are Medicare beneficiaries, not because of any means
test, but because they've incurred catastrophic expenses-should be
entitled to benefit from the prescription drug plan.

The CHAIRMAN. And then for the rest of the people, prescription
drugs coverage would be financed through a premium?

Ms. BROWN. Yes-well, the premium would basically finance ev-
erybody.

The CHAIRMAN. The premium would finance everybody, but not
Medicaid?

77-493 0 - 87 - 3
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Ms. BROWN. Yes, you're correct. There are provisions to link
State Medicaid programs to the Federal Medicare catastrophic pro-
visions and financing varies a bit there.

The CHAIRMAN. And Mr. Stallworth, do you have an estimate on
what that premium would be? I think you ended up saying you
hoped it wouldn't be over $200.

Mr. STALLWORTH. Yes, there are estimates. I think the $200 you
are referring to is what AARP hopes the deductible will be able to
be reduced to in time.

Ms. BROWN. CBO has an estimate and HCFA has an estimate,
and they will be testifying later. We prefer to let those responsible
for the official estimates speak for themselves. They certainly have
been part of our calculations, but we have been more concerned
today about documenting the need for the program as opposed to
the more technical aspects of how it will be structured.

The CHAIRMAN. And it would have a deductible?
Ms. BROWN. Yes. In fact, an additional co-insurance is not alto-

gether objectionable to us. We think that co-insurance, in the form
of a percentage of the cost, can be important in helping to keep
down program costs because it encourages the consumer to be a
more prudent purchaser in that they would have to pay a certain
percentage of the bill. That would encourage generics, for example,
over a brand name drug where the brand product is not medically
necessary.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. And you believe it's time to act? That's
the final question.

Ms. BROWN. Absolutely. Bottom line.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you both very much.
Ms. BROWN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate your testimony.
We have a statement prepared by Mr. Walton Francis, who is Di-

rector, Division of Policy Analysis and Regulatory Review from the
Department of Health and Human Services.

STATEMENT OF WALTON FRANCIS, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
POLICY ANALYSIS AND REGULATORY REVIEW, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Mr. FRANCIS. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, we have sub-

mitted a complete statement for the record. I would like to summa-
rize it for you and hit the high points.

The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed. Your prepared statement will
appear in the record immediately following your oral presentation.

Mr. FRANCIS. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to
discuss the Administration's views on Medicare coverage of pre-
scription drugs, and more specifically, on whether prescription
drug benefits should be included in the catastrophic protection leg-
islation.

I am filling in today for our Assistant Secretary for Legislation,
who had hoped to be here to present testimony on this issue, a
subset of your hearings on the larger issue of prescription drugs
and the elderly in general.

The Administration strongly believes that catastrophic health
care legislation should provide acute care protection for the elderly
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against catastrophic health events. Expansions to Medicare unre-
lated to this should not be included in a catastrophic bill. In what
follows, I will focus on issues of need, financing, and administrative
costs.

Almost all elderly citizens use prescription drugs. However, drug
expenses do not usually represent catastrophic costs. For those who
spend the most, these costs are often picked up by other insurance,
such as Medicaid, or Medigap policies for those who don't have
Medicaid. Furthermore, proposals to restructure Medicare would
alleviate most of the residual out-of-pocket liability. Beneficiaries
who incur significant costs for drugs are usually those who have
high costs for other Medicare-covered services. Therefore, adding a
catastrophic "stop loss" provision to current Medicare benefits
would greatly reduce the burden of drug expenses.

According to our actuaries, preliminary estimates of the various
drug proposals under consideration have been severely understat-
ed. Our own estimates are that the major prescription drug propos-
als offered in the House of Representatives would cost from $5 bil-
lion to $8 billion by 1989. Ongoing administrative costs could
exceed $500 million a year. This would be approximately 7 percent
of the benefits paid out under this program expansion. Thus, the
drug benefit is very costly to administer compared with other Med-
icare services, for which administrative costs average 1.3 percent of
service costs.

We have analyzed the various proposals in the House and we es-
timate that, for prescription drugs alone, the premium increase
would range from $15 to $24 per month the first year. This is
added to the basic Part B and catastrophic premiums. The initial
cost to the beneficiary, we feel, would be overwhelming. We cannot
help but point out that some critics denounced the Part B premium
increase already proposed by the Administration as being unaffor-
dable. It is one-fourth the cost of the premium we are discussing
today.

It is also doubtful that costs of this magnitude could be designed
into a self-financing benefit package which would stay budget-neu-
tral over time.

I would like to turn now to the question of our ability to adminis-
ter a program as complex as drug coverage.

We believe the administrative problems would be immense.
Much further analysis is required before we could even recommend
an appropriate strategy. Foremost among the problems of design-
ing and implementing a Medicare drug benefit is determining
which drugs are to be paid for and how much one should pay for
their coverage. A difficult choice would need to be made between
covering all drugs requiring prescription, or establishing a Federal-
ly-prescribed formulary, a list of drugs that Medicare will or will
not cover. While a formulary may seem desirable in terms of limit-
ing the benefit to cost-effective drug products, the administrative
process and political controversy entailed in distinguishing among
these products could outweigh any benefit savings. Yet, without a
formulary, program costs would rise because of inevitable substitu-
tion effects. Such medications as vitamins and skin ointments, now
sold as over-the-counter remedies, would surely decline and be re-
placed by prescribed forms of these medications.
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We all want Medicare to get the best possible deal for its dollars
while paying a fair amount. To accomplish this, however, even
more work would be necessary. HCFA would have to do extensive
surveying, data-gathering and auditing to assure our beneficiaries,
who would be paying for this coverage, that they are getting the
best possible deal.

You should be aware that, ultimately, the result could be to
move Medicare in the direction of administered pricing.

Regardless, a new drug benefit would necessitate the establish-
ment of a complex and costly claims processing system. Depending
on its design, Medicare may have to process as many as 300 million
claims per year and monitor about 67,000 pharmacies.

As I indicated earlier, the ongoing costs for administering a drug
benefit would be in the range of one-half billion dollars a year.
Since an average drug claim would only be $10 to $20 in 1989, the
ratio of administrative costs to benefit costs would be very high.
We estimate that the average per-claim cost to Medicare, primarily
for claims processing, would be about $1.72 per claim. This does not
include the additional costs of audits, medical review, and other ad-
ministrative tasks.

To reduce the number of claims that HCFA would process, one
suggested approach that we have heard advanced would be to insti-
tute the concept of "participating pharmacies." This would not
only create confusion on the part of beneficiaries, but significant
resources would be required to audit the benefit to ensure that
claims were submitted only for valid prescriptions. Under this ap-
proach, pharmacists would have to keep comprehensive records
that would stand up to post-adjudicative audits. Since pharmacies
would be required to keep track of individual beneficiary drug ex-
penses, their costs would be substantial. Only 13 to 19 percent of
beneficiaries might meet the deductible, so eventual billing and
payment to the pharmacy for its effort would be limited.

Pharmacists may be willing initially to accept a set administra-
tive allowance of, say, $4.50, which has been suggested. However,
they might later expect to receive a higher amount, especially if
payment for product costs is tightened. Moreover, not all pharma-
cies have the capacity for electronic recordkeeping or mail claims.
Only about 40 percent do, and they tend to be the larger pharma-
cies.

Another approach would be to require Medicare beneficiaries to
hold their drug bills until they reach the deductible, and then
submit them to Medicare. While this would reduce the number of
separate transactions, all of the other time-consuming problems of
screening for eligible drugs, applying cost limits, and so forth
would remain. Furthermore, maintaining such records would be a
burden on some persons of advanced age or infirmity.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the Department of Health and
Human Services recently spent over a year analyzing approximate-
ly 50 different proposals for catastrophic health insurance pro-
grams. In the end, the President decided on a plan which would
provide peace of mind and which would be affordable to both tax-
payers and beneficiaries. Whether new benefits such as prescrip-
tion drugs are advantageous or not is a separate question from that
of simply and directly adding catastrophic coverage to our Medi-
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care program. We do not believe that a catastrophic protection bill
is the appropriate vehicle on which to place additional and worri-
some costs that may eventually threaten the entire Medicare pro-
gram.

Secretary Bowen has signaled to the House leadership that inclu-
sion in the legislation of a drug benefit, which-if it could be craft-
ed-would run into billions of dollars in expenditures per year,
could cause recommendation of a Presidential veto. I hope the com-
mittee will keep these issues in mind as you weigh this serious
question.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate your holding this hearing today
and studying a very crucial issue of interest and importance to the
elderly in our Nation. It is clear to us that a great deal of study
must be devoted to this issue, and your examination today is an im-
portant step in that process.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Francis follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Conmnttee:

Thank you 'or tne opportunity to discus.s the Ade±n~tsrrati~on's

views on Medicare coverage of prescription drugs, and more

specEfically, o01 whether a prescrjotion drug benefit should

be included in catastrophic oroect-ion legislatron. As you

ment;oned, I a. filling ;n today for our Asststant Secretay

for Leurslarion, who had hoped to be here to present testimony

on this issue, a subset ot your hear ing on the larner issue

of prcscripthon drugs and the elderly in general.

The Adn~istration strongly believes that catastrophic nealth

care legislation should prnoide acute care protection tor the

elderly agai-st oatastrophtc health events. Expansions to

Medicare unrelated to this should not be included in a catastrophic

bill. The Secretary of Health and Huan Services has cnv-eyed

to the House leadership that inclusion of an outpatient prescrip-

tion drug benefit alone onuld lead to a veto recoresndatton by

the President's senior advisors. The merlts of such a benefit

expansion are debatable --and this hearing will help foster

that dialogue --but it should not be included in a catastrophlc

bil Isent to the Prestdent.
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Specifically. we should consider the following questions relating

to a prescription drug benefit: Is it needed? Is it catastrophic?

Would it be self-finiancing? What would it cost the Medicare program?

Is it administerable? Is it appropriate as a Federal Medicare

benefit, or is it ore appropriately placed in the private sector?

What is the Need for a Prescription Drug Benefit?

Almost all elderly citizens use prescriptions drugs. However,

drug expenses do not usually represent catastrophic costs. In

fact, we estimate that 50 percent of the elderly will spend less

than $175 on drugs in 1989, and 20 percent will spend nothing.

For those who spend the most, these costs are often picked up by

insurance.

o prescription drugs for low-income beneficiaries are

paid for by Medicaid in all but two States; and

o thirty percent of non-Medicaid beneficiaries have

Medigap policies with at least some prescription drug

coverage.

Furhermore, proposals to restructure Medicare would alleviate

most of the residual out-of-pocket liability. beneficiaries who

incur significant costs for drugs are usually those who also

utilize a great deal of other Medicare services. Therefore,

adding a stop-loss feature to current Medicare benefits should

serve to reduce the burden of drug expenses.

Would it be Self-FinanCing?

According to our actuaries, preliminary estimates of the various

drug proposals under consideration have been severely

understated. Our estimates are that the major prescription drug

proposals offered in the House of Representatives would cost from

55.28 to $8.4 billion -- that's with a 'b' -- in 1989. Ongoing

administrative costs could range from $470 to $577 million,

approximately 7 percent of the benefits paid out under this

program expansion. Thus, a drug benefit is very costly to

administer, compared with other Medicare services, for which

administrative costs average 1.3 percent of service costs.

We have analyzed the various proposals in the House and we

estimate that, for prescription drugs alone, the premium would

range from $15 to $24 per month the first year. This is added to

to the basic part B and catastrophic premiums.
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The initial cost to the beneficiary, we feel, would be

overwhelming. I cannot resist pointing out that some critics

denounced the part B premium proposed by the Administration as

beinq unaffordable. It is one-fourth the cost of the premium we

are discussing today.

It is doubtful that costs of this magnitude could be designed

into a self-financing benefit package. Even if five-year

estimates could show It to be budget-neutral, there would be, no

doubt, a tendency at some future time to look toward general

revenues to subsidize the benefit, rather than increase the

beneficiary's premium to keep pace with inflation. Consequently,

the Medicare program would be at risk for continuing a high cost

benefit package.

I would like to turn now to the question of our ability to

administer a program as complex as drug coverage.

Admin:stration

We believe the administrative problems would be immense. Much

further analysis is required before we could even recommend an

appropriate strategy.

There are a number of significant issues I would like to

highlight for the Committee:

a Payment and Coverage

forexost among the problems of designing and implementing a

Medicare drug benefit is determining which drugs are to be paid

for and how much one should pay for their coverage.

A difficult choice would need to be made between covering all

drugs that require a prescription and establishing a ioderally

prescribed formulary. A fornulary could be either A list of

drugs that Medicare will cover -- a positive formulary -- or a

list of drugs that Medicaum will not cover -- a negative

formulary. While a fornulary may seem desirable in terms of

limiting the benefit to cost-effective drug products, the

administrative process and political controversy entailed in

distinguishing among these products could outweigh any benefit

savings.
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Without a formulary, other significant problems would arise.

First, would be the issue of program costs. Any prescribed drug

approved by the Food and Drug Administration such an antibiotics

and cough medicine would be covered under Medicare, including

drugs used only episodically for short-term illnesses. Second.

another adverse consequence would likely occur without a

formulary because of inevitable substitution effects. Such

medications as vitamins and skin ointments now sold as over-the-

counter remedies would surely decline and be replaced by

prescribed forms of these medications.

We all want Medicare to get the beset possible deal for its

dollars while paying a fair amount. To accomplish this, however,

more work would be necessary. HCFA would have to do extensive

surveying, data gathering, and auditing to assure our

beneficiaries, who would be paying for this coverage, that they

are getting the best possible deal.

You should be aware that, ultimately, the result could be to move

Medicare in the direction of administered-pricing.

o Claims Processing

A new drug benefit would necessitate the establishment of a

complex and costly administrative system. Depending on its

design. Medicare may have to process as many as 300 million

claims per year and monitor about 67,000 pharmacies. As I

indicated earlier, the ongoing costs for administering a drug

benefit would be significant.

Since an average drug claim will be only $10 to $20 in 1989, the

ratio of administrative cost to benefit cost-would be very high.

We estimate that the average per-claim cost to Medicare,

primarily for claims processing, would be $1.72. This does not

include the additional costs of audits, medical reviews, and

other administrative tasks. Total start-up costs would be about

$110 million.

o Participating Pharmacists

To reduce the number of claims that HCFA would process, one

suggested approach we have heard advanced would be to institute
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the concept of -participating pharmacies.' This would not only

create confusion on the part of beneficiaries, but significant

resources would be required to audit the benefit to ensure that

claims were submitted only for valid prescriptions. Under this

approach, pharmacists would have to keep comprehensive records

that would stand up to post-adjudicative audits.

Since pharmacists would be required to keep track of individual

beneficiary drug expenses, their costs would be substantial.

Only 13 to 19 percent of beneficiaries might meet the deductible,

so eventual billing and payment to the pharmacy for its effort

would be limited. Pharmacists may be willing, initially, to

accept a set administrative allowance of, say, $4.50, which has

been suggested. However, given their increased record-keeping

burden, they might soon expect to receive a higher amount,

especially if payment for product costs are tightened.

Coordination of records to keep track of beneficiary expenses is

also an important issue. It would be especially complicated for

beneficiaries who use more than one participating pharmacy. Not

all pharmacies have the capacity for electronic mail claims. In

fact, only 40 percent do, and they tend to be the larger

pharmacies. Clearly, pharmacies in rural areas do not generally

have this capability.

The alternative to the participating pharmacy concept is for

beneficiaries to submit claims directly to Medicarc. Medicare

would then have to process hundreds of millions of additional

claims, most of which would not be eligible for payment. In

addition, based on our experience, we would expect that many of
the claims would be submitted with incomplete information.

Beneficiary dissatisfaction with this process would be

noticeable, since only a few of the claims submitted would be

eligible for payment.

Another approach would be to require Medicare beneficiaries to

hold their drug bills until they reach the deductible, and then

submit them to Medicare. While this would reduce the number of

separate transactions, all of the other time consuming problems

of screening for eligible drugs, applying cost limits, and

obtaining missing information would remain. Further, maintaining
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the record system would be a burden on some persons of advanced

age or infirmity.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, as you are aware, the Department of Health and

Human Services recently spent over a year analyzing approximately

50 different proposals for a catastrophic health insurance

program. In the end, the President decided on a plan which would

provide peace of mind, and which would be affordable to both

taxpayers and beneficiaries. Whether new benefits such as

prescription drugs are advantageous or not is a separate question

from that of simply and directly adding catastrophic coverage to

the Medicare program. We do not believe that a catastrophic

protection bill is the appropriate vehicle on which to place

additional and worrisome costs that will eventually threaten the

entire Medicare program. Secretary Bowen has signaled to the

House leadership that inclusion in the legislation of a drug

benefit, which -- if it could be crafted -- would run into

billions of dollars in expenditures per year. could cause

recommendation of a Presidential veto. 1 hope the Committee will

keep this in mind as you weigh this issue.

Mr. Chairman and Members of tho Cormmittee, we appreciate your

holding this hearing today and studying a very crucial issue

of interest to the elderly in our Nation. It Is clear to us

that a great deal of study must be devoted to this issue, and

your examination today is an important step.

Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Francis.
I believe it is fair to say that while the Department may not be

ready to act on the high costs of prescription drugs, I believe Con-
gress is ready. And the reason Congress is ready is because of the
literally millions of constituents who have told us, all 535 of us-
100 in the Senate and 435 in the House-that this is really what's
affecting them the most. They are shocked to learn that as they get
into their retirement years, what they thought would be covered or
assisted by Medicare is not.

More and more people are saying that Medicare doesn't have the
right kind of program for us. We in Congress are beginning to re-
spond to that.

I think we've had a lot of studies and people are ready now for
prescription drug coverage, it's up to us here in Congress to find
out how to provide it, and how to pay for it.

Thank you very much.
Mr. FRANCIS. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Raymond Scalettar?
Dr. Scalettar is a Board Member of the American Medical Asso-

ciation. Doctor, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND SCALE'TAR, M.D., BOARD MEMBER,
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY BRUCE
BLEHART, DEPARTMENT OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION
Dr. SCALETTAR. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I am Raymond Scalettar, M.D. I am a physician

in the practice of internal medicine in Washington, D.C. I am also
a member of the Board of Trustees of the American Medical Asso-
ciation. Accompanying me is Bruce Blehart of the American Medi-
cal Association's Department of Federal Legislation. The AMA is
pleased to have this opportunity to testify concerning expansion of
Medicare to cover outpatient prescription drugs.

Prescription drugs are essential in providing quality patient care,
particularly for senior citizens. Prescription medicines are often
the most effective treatment regimen and can be the most cost-ef-
fective.

While many Medicare beneficiaries have drug coverage available
through Medigap policies or other coverage plans, the majority are
not currently so protected. As a result, many Medicare benefici-
aries incur significant and potentially catastrophic out-of-pocket ex-
penses for outpatient prescription medications. As you have heard
today, this also may prove catastrophic in a real medical sense if
patients do not fill prescriptions or take medications according to
instructions because of cost.

Due to the health benefits of prescription drug use and the
severe financial burden such drug costs may place on some benefi-
ciaries, proposals to provide coverage for outpatient drug costs de-
serve careful consideration.

It is well established that a drug product may be effective and
safe for one patient but may not be the drug of choice for another
patient. In order to assure optimal success in treatment, physicians
and their patients must have available to them the full range of
drugs from which to choose and the freedom to be able to prescribe
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and use the drug that, in the professional judgment of the physi-
cian, is most appropriate for the patient.

The AMA vigorously opposes the establishment of a national or
State drug formulary or other mechanism to restrict drug avail-
ability. Restricting the availability of certain drugs would have a
detrimental effect on patient care.

For Medicare drug coverage to be affordable, it is important that
the benefit be limited to truly catastrophic costs. To accomplish
this, any legislation should provide for a reasonable deductible. In
addition, if the deductible is set at a relatively low level, we would
support reasonable beneficiary co-insurance for this benefit.

We believe strongly that the premiums should be means-related.
Relating a premium, deductible or co-insurance to the beneficiary's
financial resources would guarantee that those elderly who can
afford to pay more for the drug benefit would do so. It is important
to recognize that the elderly do have different levels of resources
and that the needy elderly should not be denied benefits in order to
maintain equal costs among all beneficiaries.

Mr. Chairman, we want to emphasize one additional point. The
continued development of and research into new and innovative
drug therapies is extremely important to quality patient care.
Under no circumstances should a catastrophic drug benefit pro-
gram operate in such a way as to discourage this essential research
and development. Failure to recognize and maintain the benefits
from continued drug development would be both short-sighted and
counterproductive.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the AMA supports the inclusion of
outpatient prescription drug coverage as a part of a program to
provide catastrophic coverage if the drug benefits are tailored
along the lines we have described.

We stand ready to assist the committee in any way that we can.
I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Scalettar follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Menbers of the Committee:

My name is Raymond Scalettar, M.D.. and I on * physician ia the

practice of Internal MediciSne it shinsgton, D.C. I Am also a member of

the Soard of Trustees of the Americs Medical Ao ociation. Accospanying

.e is Rrute Rlahart of the Aqa's Departmeot of Pederal Legislation. Tha

A is pleased to bave this opportunity to testify concerning expansion

of Medicare to cover outpatient prescriptioa drugs.

Prescription drugs are a vitally important clesent in providiog

quality patient care, particolarly for senior citisaus. Prescription

aedicines are ofteo the most effective treatment regisen asd con be the

most cost-effective. Th. a ilability sod use of proper medications

often reduce the need for other ore eapeasive sodnor iovaive types of

therspy such ea surgery.

While any Medicare beneficiaries hays drug coerage availsble

through Mdigap policies or other coverigs plans, the majority are not

curreotly so protected. Approristely 601 of Anericas orer age 65 lack

insurance covarags for outpatient prescription drugs. As a result, many

Medicare beseficiaries iacur significant and potentially catastrophic out

of pocket expenses for outpatient prescription medIcations. This also

aY Prove catastrophic in a real sedical sense if patient# do not fil

prescriptions because of cost.

Due to the health benefits of prescription drug use and the se-re

financial burdes such drug cost. nmy plece on e beneficiaries, tha ANA

beliees that proposals to provide coverage for outpatient prescription

drug coats desrve careful consideration by Congress. To be truly

beneficial, sy such legislation should -eet the foliiug principles:

o the full range of prescription drugs must be available to
the patient;

o the patient's physician oust be alloed to prescribe the
drug of choice that, in his or her professional judgment, is
deemed meat appropriate for the patient;
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o the bi~llu;t not includa a faomulary that would limit the
vailabiitry of drugs;

o the program should provide for a reasonable deductible, and
coiosurance my alao be desirable If the deductible is at
at a relatively low level;

o the premium, deductible or coinsurence ahould be related to
the beneficiary'a financial reanurces in order to ensure
that the program is not too arpenasi for lar iac-
beneficiarie; snd

o I viu e of the serious budget constraintsa a Medicare
outpatient drug program should be budget neutral.

Prescription a rn Astlh#ibIty

It La ell established that a drug product may be effective and safe

for one patient but my not be the drug of choice for another patient.

In order to assure optlaal aucceas In treatment, physitci and their

patients maust hab aealable to theb the full range of drugs from whiLc

to choose and the freedom to be able to prescribe and use the drug that.

in the profesasional judgment of the physician, 1 most appropriate for

the patient.

The AMH vigorously opposes the establishnt of a national or atate

drug formulary or other mchanism to restrict drug availability.

Restricting the avilability of certain druga would heaw a detriSantal

effect on patient care.

l neble Dedctible and Coinsurance

For Medicare drug coverage to be affordable, it is taportant that the

benefit be lImIted to truly c tastrophic conta. To accompliab thisa any

lagialation should provide for a reasonable deductible. In addition, if

the deductible s eect at a relatively low level, would support

reasonable beneficiary coinsurance for this benefit. HR. 2470. the

House Medicare catastrophic coverage bill that also providea coverage for

prescription drugs, aets a deductibla of t500 with coinsurance at 201.

Financing

In vie, of the aesive federal budget deficit and the eriou-

financial problems of the Medicare program, it ia easentiel that any neu

benefit be budget neutral. Drug prices along with the number of

preacriptious written and diapensed are likely to rite in future years.

in order to enaure that ael ne benefita are completely and adequately

funded through new revenues, the prenium for prescription drug coverage

ahould be adjusted annually either upward or donward.

Income-elated Premium, Deductible or Coinsurance

We believe strongly that the program should be mans-related.

Relating a premium, deductIble or coinsurance to the beneficiry's

financial resource. would guarantee that those elderly wbo can afford to

pay ore for the drug benefit would do so. rns. wuld ensure thet the

program is within reach of lower income beneficiaries. Exempting
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beneficiarIes with Incoes below * certain level froz being liable for a

pre.1 should also be considered. It is important to recognize tbat the

elderly do hav different levels of resources and that the needy elderly

should not be denied benefIts in order to maintain equal coats among all

beneficiaries.

Other Isaues

Mr. Chairman, other issues need to be resolved before nedicare is

expended to covr the catastrophic costo of outpattent prescription

drugs. For sample, concerns bav been raised by the Adnisstrction

about the administrative costs and complexities of moth a program. In

facts Secretary Bon has alleged that the adeinlotrrttve costs alone

wold ncoed a half-billon dollaa par year. We recosend that any drug

benefit progr sbould be designed to be as administratively simple as

possible in order to keep costs relativly low nd realistic in relation

to the benefit.

Mr. Chelmea, we want to emphaselm one additional point. The

continued development of and research into new and innovative drug

therapies is estrely important to quality patient care. under no

circumatances should a catastrophic drug beefit proger operate in such

a wy m to diScourage this essential research and delopent. Failure

to recognise and aintain the benefIts from continued drug development

would be both short-sighted end counterproductive

Conclusion

In conclusion, the ANA supports the Inclusion of outpatient

prescription drng coverge as a part of a program to provide catastrophic

coverage It the drug benefits or tailored along the linese bhe

described.

Mr. Chairman, the AMA comends the Comittee for itc interest In this

important health Issue. we stand ready to sasist the Cosittee in sy

yw cen. I will be happy to sonr any questions you or other Menbers

of the Connittee may have.

3-13p
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The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, AMA believes that there should be a
means test?

Dr. SCALEWTAR. Yes, sir, that's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. No matter how we say it-means-related or

income-related-we're talking about looking at what the situation
is. And if the people cannot afford it, or have to forgo other essen-
tials of life, we ought to have a mechanism that pays for those pre-
scription drugs.

Dr. SCALETrAR. We heard very compelling testimony today, sir,
and we know that there are individuals who can't afford to pay for
their drugs and their medications. There are those who are
needy-the poor and the near-poor that we heard of today-we
have to have compassion for these people and recognize their
plight.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that's correct, and I believe that to
provide older Americans with the type of health care they need,
we're going to have to consider using some type of income-based
benefit.

AARP, the American Association of Retired Persons, does not ad-
vocate means-testing. However, I do find that an increasing
number of people, both in Congress and among older Americans
groups, are now changing their attitudes and saying that this is the
only way we're going to be able to pay for needed benefits.

I want to commend you, Doctor, and the AMA for what I believe
to be very pertinent and very pointed and constructive testimony
on this matter. I have looked through your entire testimony; while
it is relatively short, I think you have covered the issues that are of
significance, and have given us rather apt guidance on how we
should proceed on this matter.

I want to thank you very much.
Dr. SCALETTAR. Thank you very much, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. John Schlegel, President, American Pharma-

ceutical Association. Please proceed, Doctor.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SCHLEGEL, PHARM.D., PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. SCHLEGEL. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. We have submit-
ted more lengthy and comprehensive testimony; I will abbreviate
it, hitting the high points, but I'll start off by commending you on
selecting a hearing witness list that certainly has brought forth the
critical issues related to this emerging problem in our society.

Our testimony focuses on three major points: the issue of patient
compliance with treatment and the economic and social factors
which influence it; the central importance of pharmaceutical serv-
ices and prescription drug products in patient care-this is particu-
larly true, as we have heard this morning, of the elderly popula-
tion, and therefore, coverage for those services and products in any
Federal health care initiative is of fundamental importance to us;
and finally, the role of the pharmacist in the areas of rational drug
use, compliance, and therapy monitoring. This role serves both pa-
tients and the health care system in promoting cost-effective drug
therapy.
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As the committee is well aware, the Nation's elderly population,
which is steadily increasing, is the major consumer of health care
services. Just to reiterate a few points that you've heard this morn-
ing, those over 65 years of age are consuming slightly over 30 per-
cent of the Nation s prescription medications, yet they only repre-
sent 12 percent of the population. One projection of drug expendi-
tures for the elderly indicated that $9 billion was spent for pre-
scription medications last year, with $7.3 billion-or about 81 per-
cent-being paid directly by the patient.

A recent study has shown that 15 percent, conservatively, of the
elderly population take four or more medications concurrently.

And finally, it is estimated that 70 percent of the medications
prescribed for the elderly are for chronic therapy, and that one-
third of the elderly population have more than one chronic disease.

These and other data with which the committee is familiar
amply demonstrate the central role played by drug therapy in the
care of elderly patients.

As the health care system's most readily-accessible professional,
the pharmacist has always played an important role in the care of
the elderly. We have a long-standing interest in cost containment
going back into the 1970's when APHA led repeal of the restricted
State anti-substitution laws, thus allowing pharmacists to work
with physicians and patients to select the least-costly prescription
drug.

Also, pharmacists play a pivotal role in the drug regimen review
process, or the review of the patient's medical record for drug-relat-
ed problems, therapeutic duplications, significant drug interactions,
and inappropriate or unnecessary therapy. The Federal Govern-
ment already recognizes pharmacists as the health professional re-
sponsible for drug regimen review and skilled in intermediate care
facilities. And as you well know, the primary population of these
facilities is the elderly.

Drug therapy is the most common and most cost-effective form of
treatment in health care. Effective and rational drug use can serve
to forestall the need for expensive inpatient diagnostic and thera-
peutic services, as we've heard this morning. To artificially sepa-
rate medical and pharmaceutical services by reimbursing for one
and not the other is, in our view, illogical, costly, and just plain
foolish.

The committee's focus on compliance is very important. A, recent
report has estimated that some 100 million prescriptions go un-
filled each year. The report further suggests that there are as
many as 125,000 Americans that die each year as a result of drug
problems, and that perhaps there are as many as 20 million lost
work days.

Put simply, better compliance with drug therapy results in re-
duced costs. One recent study demonstrates this well. Utilization of
Medicare services was analyzed in two areas of the northeastern
United States. One area has a Pharmaceutical Services Assistance
Program, and the other does not. Preliminary data showed that a
lower average expenditure for inpatient hospital services occurred
in the program which contained the outpatient drug benefit, and
the savings more than offset the costs of the drug program. It ap-
pears that because medication access for the elderly was facilitated
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in the one program, the resulting compliance with the medication
regimen resulted in less need for acute inpatient services.

In addition to compliance, better utilization of medications also
ultimately results in cost savings. Pharmacy services, such as pa-
tient counseling, interaction screening, and computerized record-
keeping, constitute the core of effective pharmacy practice in
today's use of complex and increasingly dangerous drugs. It's not
unusual for a pharmacist to determine that a prescription is either
a duplication of current therapy, or will interact adversely with
current therapy. The pharmacist will commonly call the prescriber
and review the problem, with the possible outcome that the pre-
scription may be voided. Such professional services serve both the
patient and third party paying interests. Patients recognize this,
for even today in our mobile society data indicate that patients
return to the same pharmacy 86 percent of the time.

Rational drug use is not an insignificant issue. Approximately 15
to 20 percent of hospital admissions are related to problems with
drug therapy of one type or another.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we believe that health care is a
combination of good medicine and good pharmacy. The services
must be supported together to assure good patient care and cost-
effective care.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Schlegel follows:]
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fr Choi~nio. my as I.s Dr. John Schlegel As a phar.n-cst ond President of

the Aericas Phriceotic-l Association (APiA), I a pleased to appear before

the Special CGamettee today to share our views on the need for irproved

prescription drug benefits for elderly Americans AMbA so the sativvsa

professionel society of pharmacists. reprn i 6'l third largest health

prof ess ion.

our testimany today foconos on three nD or points

o The inn-n of psti nt r javir aith treatmtnt osd the

economie and nonia1 factorn ehieb inflsene it. W. spl-id

the vorittee for ree.gn.etsg the maror sgnifieonee of this

a The central importasee of pharracest.iol survices and preseription

dr-g p-o1-els i paLi-nt ore This is partLcolarly tro- of the

elderly popsltion. Therefore, .o.erae f-i these s..-vic as ad

prodocts is any federal health care initiati-o in of fsndementsi

importene.

o The role of the pharmacist in the areas ot ratiosal drug usc

esoplisnee and therapy T.nitorlng this role serves both patients

and the health sre system in promotiss os effect ivr drog therapy.

We recognize and share the esneenso aboot osts, and coat.effecteesea. that

ebh-s of ChA Congress haoe eapressed aith regard to the care of elderly

ptients. And -e ere pleased that pharneuti-al -sroies and prescription

drug praducts a r both reivinie enewed attention by the Conress, for they

represent p-rhepo the most affection end efficient compovent of the health

care systen.

hEDICATIOlS ASiD r MtcRotLY

A- the C itti is wel are the nation's elderly popolstion. whih io

ateadily increasingS is a ajor co-nreer of health care services. At the rick

of repeating informtio presente4 by thers, let m point out just a fee

brief fcts:

o Those over 65 yee.r of aSe conmene slightly mare than 30 per -eat

of the nativ's prescription iedications, aIthoagh they represent

only 12 per .eat of the total paplaiLlo-'v
1
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o One projection of drug eopandituree for the eldarly i rdlet ed that

t9 billion oId be spent for prescription medicatio- end services

in 19856 with $r.3 billion (Sll) being directly p.id by the patient.
1

o A study t the University of Michigen College of Pharmcy h.e shoon

that 151 of the elderly population take four or =re medications

concurrently Z

o It is estioated that 70S of all nedicatione pre.cribed for the elderly

are for chronic therapy and that 30-40S of the elderly population

have --re than one chronic di.ea...

Th.eo end other data with which the Conrittee is failiar aoply 4donntrate

the central role playe4 by drug therapy in the care of elderly patiento.

PHAfMACIITCA. SRiVICRS

As the health care nyataa us-t ra-dily accessible professional, the

pharmacit h.a always played an important role in the care of the elderly.

Practices ouch as counseling on the proper 000 of edicatlone and potental-

drug inte-actlono ae well cc aJaple, effectiv. services such as home delivery.

enQarancy er-Ieand aenior citiken reduced fee progra are provided by

pharcists.

Phareaclata a-l- play s pivotal role in the drug regimnnn revi process. This

involves the review of the patienuts medica1 record by a phara-ciat for drug

related probltev therapoutic duplication, aignifice-t druS interectiona and

inapproprlate or onoce..ary therapy Hesltb Care Financing Administration

(HCPA) rogaltlone, shich just last month onr- roiaaoad and etrengthend, have

reinforced this role. Pharaciate are recogn.ied .a the h.alth professional

respo.sible for drug rgsan reciew in killed end interediate care

facilities. And es you eIl know. the priary population of theae facilitles

is the elderly.

It in very laprtant to stress that any progr= which encourages the

aep-ratlon of medical and phacoutical aricee is -n.a and potntlally

costly. Such unbundling of copleterY coPeets of health care has been done

in other progras at gre-t cet to the progra and the patient. And the coat

I ap-ab of is both a dollar and health stat.a cost. Cong tharapy I- the meet

coono and oust cost effectve. fore of traataest In health care. jffective

and rational drug .. e can carve to forestall the need for expensive iopatient
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dlagnostic an therapeutic servies Following avceastian by the physician.

drug therapy usually serves to complete the cycle of the diagnostic and

therapeutic pro..., anod it therefore is an integral part of the oceroll core

of the patient. Phasacautical services and prescriptioc drg products are an

essential coopileentary aspVct to medical services To artificially separate

th-ri by reimbursing for one aed not the other is illagical. costly and just

plain foolish.

COMPLIANCEICOSTS/ACCESS

The Comittee's focus on the components of ca-pliaoce is very iportnt. it

is a central u s in oSt-eff.ctio h alth -re. A patient stopping an

antibiotic after only two or three days becausa he feels better say eperisre.

a relapse resulting in Vore sopenditaras. sootimes even honpitaliation.

The patient nbc dos not Lobe hi. high blood pressure medicatlon because he

has no symptoms nay develop corqiicstionn raqirinS hcspitalictions. A

patlent with limite4 resources my decide not to havo a proscription filled

becevoc the root has to be paid instead. The consequences can bh d-eaatating.

A recent report has estimated that sove 100 million prescriptions go

unfilled ach year Thu report further siggasts that, overall, medication

non complienca reults in the deatha of as many as 125.000 Acericacs each

year. elong with thousands ot unnecessary hosyitalicsticns and perhaps .s a-ny

as 20 m1ilon lost workdays.

A-ong mny lactors which infl uence coslianco. economics and access to

services e-rteinly are iportant. One recent stsdy Sdmonstrates a

probable relationship betaeen the Ovsilahllity of diatlos, copliance and

health care cots. The re-srchers co-pared the overall rates of

utilietios of iMadi-r . -rricca in two areas in the northa.st..r U.S. one

area h, 4 pharmaceutical services assistance proeram and one does not.

Preliionary data show that a lowter average epecditu-e fc, inpatient hospital

services occurred In the pVoro which contained the outpatient drur benelit

nd the sanings mre than offset the costs of the drug progro. The

outpatient drug benefit wao the only suhotot-ice change in either program

during the two tudy per ilt A case can be made that because madication

acess for the elderly we- faciliated in one progra, the resulting

compliance with the zedication regimen resulted In les .ed for acote

inpatient services Further dots in thin ares cill be forthcoming as emphasis

us heaIth m intenance and teelinesa programs in-reac. t.e wIould be happy to

provide the Ct-ittes with this and other rtudy data In the re.as of

rop I isnee
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The concerns e.preI.ed by sny regarding the cost of prescription drugs are

valid ones 
T
ncre"se in the ean-fact.rers prices of phormeceutical products

in recent years represent the eact eubstntlal increse in coats of practl-

for the phacrmacst. We would like the C-iLte. to iho. that our profe.si.n

he. been actively i-voived in cost containment strategies for many eare.

AmhA ass at the forefront of efforts to repesa restrictive state

entiouhbtItutien Iaw is the igl's and In prIsoting the roe of the

pharmatcist is drug prodct seIection. We believe thet the pharmacist is the

host quaiified hesith core profassional to evaluat end use 4rug product

information to ansist patients and prescribers in choosing the -sst rationai

and cost-effective drug therapy. often the patient is not swore of this role

bacasa the intecties takes piece privately between physician an4

pharcist. IncresaingLy, however, this cost saving role of the pharmacist

hoe been epriercd personally as pationts see pharmacists help then select

lowr priced drugs

l.ooernaent, or any third pertr pregram, should provide approprite economic

incentives in order to sleice the pharmcists participation and

effectiveness. The average phocincy practice operates in n extremely

cowaitice eccirosment. ith a net profit before tases of between 2.51 end

3.51 In fact copetition an4 increases in the mnufacturers prices of drugs

have caused this net profit to deli-e steadily over the past 10 pears.

Mistorical isadequ-ciro in prescription drug reimburseent approaches, both

with private nd governent program have often resulted in net loan

situations for pharmacists participatleg in these progras, either reducing

incentives to participeta oI forcing pharcists to shift their costs to

private p-y pat lts. Io particular when the rerburoeiset focus is

primarily on the product coot, ith only a token fee for professional service

(in sa. cese as littl oas *2 00), the pharmacist is not able to coser the

costs of sroice. These services include patient couneling, interaction

stresing coeputerieed record-kbeping, et. nd onstitute the core of

effecti-e pharmacy practice in today's use of co..p.s and increasingly

dangerous drus.

Of equal icpvrt-nc. censider the c-ve of a prescription order which the

pharmcist determines is eith.r duplication of current therapy or w11

interact adv-rneiy with corrent therapy. The pharmcit ciii coomonly contest

the prescriber and review the problam, with a possible outcome that the

prescription order is voided. Seth prfeossionli carries serves both the

patient's interest and the third party psyors interests. suh service occurs
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every day in manry phmcy practice settings ve. tith todayo mobile

population, data indicate that poti-nts retom to the *am pharmacy 86% of the

time for proscription services. Bit clarly the current reiborsement

strategies in programs such an Heditald ptvad. no support for ths pharmacist

In performing this nervice even though the savings shsotelted altO svoiding

en adverse drug int.r- tlon can be -ubstantial. Approsimately 15-20 % of

hospital admissions are related to problems tIth dru therapy of one type or

nother.

F.ilure to recogni.a the changing natore ond calvo of the srvies the

pharmacist provi4ds. end tharefore a lack of recognition of the n-ed for

.deq.ote reinburseeit for the eIrv.ces provided beyond the drug product.

could have the unfortonate effect of reducing the ffectlve particlpation of

pharmuacists in programs being cent.pited by the Congress. Suh i-ak of

Vprticipation Iould likely Lepat -nfavorably on a.c.ss to such services by

the elderly. ho have the greatest need for oar.ssive monitoring and

counseling in the use of modication.

We have spoken today on the need for a reomination of traditional thinking

in the area of pharmceutical services and prescription drug products, and

their Inclusion in fada 1 goosrocoest he.lth eernlcei strategy. We believe

the Pharnacist can offer the elderly patient itportent end needed services

that are clinically valid and cost- ffectice. We stand ready to rk titb you

and your soline..es In this Leportant are. Thank you for the opport-olty to

bh tith you todoy.
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The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Schlegel, you have testified that if patients
take their prescription drugs when they are supposed to, you be-
lieve that it cuts down on the hospital costs of the elderly?

Dr. SCHLEGEL. Absolutely, sir. And one of the difficult problems
is that many programs, including the Federal Government, have
what I call "unbundled" these natural services that go to one an-
other. So it makes it very difficult to determine the effect of one on
the other. That's why this Pennsylvania study that I referred to is
very, very important.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, it's a truth that you and I have known and
most members of this committee have known. Everyone on this
committee understands.

Dr. SCHLEGEL. Absolutely.
If I may just interject, sir, the average cost of a prescription is in

the $12 to $13 range, and all somebody has to do is decide not to
take one because they have to pay the rent or they have to pay
heating or whatever-it throws them into the hospital in an acute
care situation. And how much does that cost per day? Several hun-
dred dollars.

The CHAIRMAN. Right. Without prescription drugs, you might an-
ticipate the eventual hospitalization cost would be about 10 times
greater than the actual cost of the prescription. But that's sort of a
rule of thumb; I don't know that everybody would subscribe to it,
but I certainly subscribe to it. I think diabetes in particular-and a
couple of the witnesses mentioned that may well be a good exam-
ple. I can't envision how much it would cost for treatment if one-
half of the elderly diabetics in the United States were not on medi-
cation. We would be looking at tremendous costs.

Dr. SCHLEGEL. Well, you heard a perfect example with Mrs.
Morris this morning, who has decided not to take her beta blocker
for her heart problem. And yes, a dollar per tablet seems very,
very expensive, but the alternative from her not taking that is
going to throw her into a crisis situation that, if it doesn't kill her,
is going to put her into acute care in the hospital.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. It's a very risky procedure that she's follow-
ing, and yet I know that she's typical of millions of other elderly
who skimp or avoid taking their prescribed drugs and take the
risk.

Dr. SCHLEGEL. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, do you think that we're ready to do

something, rather than continuously saying, as the Administration
witness just testified, that a drug benefit costs too much and is too
difficult to administer?

Dr. SCHLEGEL. Sir, I don't think we can afford not to do it. We
cannot afford not to include the coverage of prescription drugs. Al-
though some view the cost of prescription drugs as a cost center, in
fact, there are reasonable data that show that ultimately, in the
total system, they reduce costs.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, and I think we ought to have a little
wisdom and look beyond the nay-sayers in this case and just move
on to what we know is right, correct and needed.

Thank you very much, Doctor.
Dr. SCHLEGEL. Thank you, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Robert Allnutt, Executive Vice President,
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT ALLNU'IT, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. ALLNuir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will summarize the
testimony very briefly. I thank you for bearing with me this long;
it's been a long morning. What I'll do is just run very quickly
through the statement and highlight some parts of it.

The first few pages cover the obvious fact that prescription medi-
cines are helping people to live longer, healthier, and more produc-
tive lives. They're doing that for less than a nickel out of the na-
tional health care dollar for outpatient drugs. They are cost-effec-
tive, as many witnesses have said here this morning, in avoiding
surgery, hospitalization, and other more costly forms of therapy.

It is through the sales of these products that the pharmaceutical
industry raises the money that pays, among other things, for the
research and development that is conducted, about $5 billion worth
this year; and as you know, Mr. Chairman, that is roughly the
same amount of money that the whole of NIH spends on all bio-
medical research in a year.

What we have been testifying for in recent weeks around the
various fora here in Congress is in favor of a targeted Medicaid-
type State-administered program to help people like those that you
heard from this morning. I gather that is the kind of program that
you are thinking of, some sort of targeted or means-tested program.
Certainly, Senator Simpson also agreed with you this morning, as
did-as I understood her testimony-Dr. Levens-Lipton and the
AMA.

In addition, we have been saying that beyond a targeted pro-
gram-for example, a program of Medicaid at 100 percent or 150
percent of the Federal poverty level-there should be in addition to
that a study of the kind suggested by the Bentsen bill of what fur-
ther needs there may be. That may not be all that's needed, and
there should be a study to look beyond that. The kind of study we
think should be conducted is outlined on pages 10 through 13 of my
statement.

I believe beyond the obvious case of the poor who are in need of
help with outpatient drugs, Mr. Chairman, there is inadequate
knowledge at present of what further is needed. Page 7 responds to
your letter asking us to testify by mentioning one additional study
that we are aware of, a Johns Hopkins study a couple of years ago,
that indicated about one percent of the elderly do not purchase
drugs because of the cost. That's consistent with the two percent
that is the figure that AARP comes up with in their study.

I also, on page 8, set forth a table that lists the various estimates
that are being made as to the likely outcome of the bill that is
moving through the House this week. And as you can see from that
table, the estimates between the Congressional Budget Office and
HCFA vary widely, as does experience under the various State
Pharmaceutical Assistance to the Aged programs that are in place.
There is wide divergence among those programs; that's the kind of
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thing that needs to be understood before a general, universal enti-
tlement program under Medicare is adopted, in our opinion.

On page 9 of the statement I have set forth what I characterized
to the committee staff on Friday as a very preliminary attempt
we've made to look at what the premiums would be that the elder-
ly would pay under the House bill as it presently stands, as we un-
derstand it. That's a 150-page bill; it's kind of complex to look at.
But for a family with an income of $28,500, we believe that in 1991
the premium for all of Medicare Part B would approach $2,500, and
by 1995 would exceed $3,500. So we're talking, obviously, about the
kinds of premiums that are most unlikely, ultimately, to be
charged to people with an income of between $25,000 and $30,000 a
year. But again, that's indicative of the kind of problem one could
hit if general Medicare legislation is enacted at this time. That's
why we urge targeting or means testing of the program.

Finally, the statement points out that Medicare legislation,
unless other amendments are made to the law, would have the
effect of making outpatient drugs for AIDS patients eligible for
Medicare coverage. Clearly, the Federal and State governments are
going to have to deal with the tragedy of AIDS, with the unbear-
able costs-not only in pharmaceutical products, but in other costs
that AIDS patients are bearing. Whether that should be done
under Medicare, I think, is a serious question that needs to be ad-
dressed.

That's a quick summary of the statement. I'd be glad to try to
answer any questions you have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Allnutt follows:]
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ROBERT F. ALLNUTT
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

PHNAEACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THdE

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
U.S. SENATE

JULY 20, 1987

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee

to testify on the important subject of prescription-drug coverage

for elderly outpatients. PMA represents the more than 100

research-based Pnarmaccutical companies that discover. cevelop

and nrodice most of the pSesclpLron !ledJuines used .l) he ullte-

States.

Prescription medicines are a critically important component

of the national health-care system. Our industry strongly

belienes that all older Americans should be able to receive the

medicines they need, and we welcome the efforts of this Committee

to focus on this issue.

The modern medicines our companies develop enable people to

live longer, healthier and more productive lives. Drugs extend

lives. cure illness and improve the quality of life for all

Americans, especially the elderly. Indeed, senior citizens are

among those who most use the medicines our companies discover and

develop, and who benefit the most from these drugs.

Prescription drugs not only save lives--they save money.

Prescription drugs are the most cost-effective form of modern

therapy. They save billions of dollars a year by reducing the

need for alternative, more expensive forms of therapy, such as

Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers

IAssociation
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hospitalization and surgery. The use of drugs also reduces the

cost of physicians services and the nIuber of work days lost due

to illness. One anti-ulcer drug alone, Tagamet, saved Americans

an estimated $4 billion in health-care costs in its first decade

on the market.

Even though prescription drugs are the most cost-effective

form of therapy, they represent only a small portion of health-

care expenditures. As a nation, we spend less than a nickel of

each health-care dollar for outpatient drugs. Drug prices have

remained well below the Consumer Price Index ever since that

Index was established in 1967 (Figure 1). And the cost of drugs

has actually declined in terms of purchasing power.
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Every five years since 1970, the pharmaceutical industry has

doubled its investment in research and development (Fieure 2).

This year, our companies are investing $5 billion in RiD, nearly

equalling the total being spent by the National institutes of

Health for all biomedical research. The period of time during

which this investment in R&D can be recovered through sales

revenues, however, is being dramatically compressed due to a

number of converging forces. Foremost among these forces is the

unprecedented surge in competition from generic products as soon

as the patent on a pioneer drug expires. Other major forces
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include the intense competition within the research-hased

pharmaceutical industry to develop and market new patented drugs;

increasing delays in the approval of new drugs, and increasing

foreign competition both from developed countries that have

targeted this industry and from newly. industrialized countries

that blatantly condone patent piracy.
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Figure 2

It is because prescription drugs are necessary to ensure

that all people receive the very best health care and because

they are the most cost-effective form of health care that the

industry believes older Americans should have access to the full

range of prescription drugs. In recent weeks, I have testified

before the Health Subcommittees of the Senate finance Committee,

the House ways and Means Committee and the House Energy and

Connerce Comnittee. The main thrust of that tcstnmonv was to

urge Congress to take the time to carefully craft a plan to

reimhurse needy elderly persons for their drugs, through an

appropriate mix of federal, state and private programs-

The danger we see in hasty adoption of a new universal

entutlement programn-without carefully defining the problem so an

appropriate solution can be devised--is that the costs of the
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program, and of its administration. will quickly exceed the

initial estimates. This will lead inevitably to ever higher

premiums and budget deficits, and to proposals for cost-

containment measures. These measures typically would restrict

freedom of choice from the full range of approved drug products,

diminish quality of care and discourage the investment needed for

future drug breakthroughs. Those in need thus would be denied

the very benefits intended for them, resulting in second-class

care for the beneficiaries of federal programs. Indeed, several

such undesirable cost-containsent features have already appeared

in various bills.

In a few days, the House will consider a bill (H.R. 2941) to

extend Medicare to cover prescription drugs for elderly

outpatients. Adding this benefit to Medicare would, of course,

reimburse all elderly and disabled persons for their

prescripticn-drug costs (above the deductible and co-insurance

amounts specified in the bill). regardless of their ability to

pay.

The vast majority of Americans, including elderly people,

arc financially able to obtain drug therapy. At this time,

however, there are no reliable data defining the number of

elderly people who cannot obtain adequate drug therapy for

financial reasons. It is absolutely essential to determine the

size and characteristics of such a group of older persons before

it can be determined how to design an appropriate--and

affordable--program.

One of the specific questions you asked us, Mr. Chairman,

was about the impact of the cost of drugs on the use of drugs by

elderly persons. We know of no definitive study of this issue

thaL would a; ow a program to be carefully designed to provide

drugs for those elderly people who do not have the resources to

obtain them. This is one of the main reasons we have urged that

a comprehensive study be undertaken before a drug-benefit program

is enacted. Two recent reports do suggest, however, that cost

has a limited impact on drug use by the elderly.

In a March 1987 Issue Brief, the American Association of

Retired Persons cited a survey (of oersns 45 years of aie and

77-493 0 - 87 - 4
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older) in which 2 percent of the respondents said they had
decided not to fill a prescription within the last two years

because of the cost of a drug. Th:s result is consistent with a

more relevant study by the Center for Health Services Research at
Johns Hopkins University, funded bv the National Institute on

Aging in 1985, of '40 low-income, elderly patients at the Francis
Scott Key HospiLal in Baltimore. This study (Drug Side Effects

and Functional Capacity in the Eldecly) found that about 1

percent of the group discontinued the use of a drug because of
cost. The main reasons given for not continuing to use a drug
were improved health, confusion about directions and side

effects.

Even the strongest Proponents of expansive new drug coverage
acknowledge that little data exist on the potential uise of a new
drag benefit under Medicare, the costs of such coverage and the
administration of such a program.

The Congressional Budget Office and the Health Care

Financing Administration have been hurriedly preparing estimates
of the cost of covering prescription drugs under Medicare over

the past few weeks. These estinates differ by a considerable

margin, as the following table shows:

Medicare Drug Coverage for the Elderly
Variations in Key Cost Elements

Expenditures Per % of Enrollees
Enrollee (1986 Spending More
Unless Noted) Than $500

CEO $250 * 17%

HCFA $342 x 25%

Blue Cross/
Blue Shield
Group Plans

-Michigan $312

-Illinois $388 ^?

-New York $380 x 27t

Medicaid $368 a?
(1985)

New Jersey $380
Pharm. Asst.
Program

Pennsylvanma $473 ' %
PACE Program

* Estimated (1988)
*% Based on Actual Data
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Clearly, a new drug benefit under Medicare should not be

enacted until reliable estimates can be made of how much such a

benefit would cost, and what premiums or taxes would be required

to pay for the new program.

II} considering toese matters, we believe the Senate should

also keep in mind the overall result of the anendments being

proposed to Medicare Part B- Based on a draft of the Hokse hill

available to us last wenk, it appears the premriums for Part B

would reach extremely high levels in a few years For teample,

according to our preliminary estimates, the premium for

catastrophic coverage for a family of two with a current annual

income of 12i.500 would be $1,650 a year in 1991. That family's

premtum for drug coverage would be $227 a yedr. Their total

annual premniu¶ for Medicare Part B would be $2,484, compared to

$429 today.

By 1995, according to our estimates, the total premium

(again, for a family of two with a current annual income of

$28,500) would rise to $3,718 a year, including $2,554 for

catastrophic coverage, $470 for drug coverage and $693 for

current coverace. Vnat is an eriht-fold increase over today's

level, and calls into serious question tne realism of the

henefrits nd urtoiunms neing considered.

In ltght of these potential costs, Pm believes it is

essential to identify the group in need of a drug benefit so a

limited, affordable program can be designed. A well-designed

program should have several important features. It snould:

* Be targeted to aid the elderly who need assistance,

so the added premiums or taxes required to cover costs can

be minimized.

* Assure that patients receive quality care.

* Provide physicians and patients with the freedom to

choose from the full range of approved drug products.

* Include a low-cost, non-burdensome administrative

procedure.
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* Encourage--and not stifle--the continued development

of new and more effective medicines.

Before Congress provides any new entitlement program, PMA

urges that a comprehensive study be undertaken. A study is

required to develop and. analyze the data necessary to determine

the most appropriate way for the government to provide

prescription-drug coverage for the elderly in an affordable

manner.

We note that S. 1127 as reported by the Finance Committee

contains a requirement to study drug benefits, and we urge that

the study include these additional factors;

* Determination of current levels of spending by the

elderly for prescription drugs, as well as the number of

older persons unable to afford adequate drug therapy, should

be the top priority.

* The long-term fiscal integrity of Medicare should be

preserved. As discussed above, the danger of driving the

elderly to adverse selection of Part 5 should not be

overlooked.

* There are other pressing medical needs as well.

including the billions of dollars in previously unplanned

expenditures that we now know inevitably will be required in

federal and state budgets to meet AIDS-related demands in

the early 1990s. None of the estimates of providing a neu

program of drug coverage under Medicare take into account

the substantial cost of medicines for AIDS victims that

would be paid under the lou;se bill.

* Nine states (New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois,

Maine, Rhode Tsland, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware and

Maryland) already have enacted Pharmaceutical Assistance for

the Aged programs for low-income elderly persons who do not

qualify for Medicaid benefitr. These programs cover 1.3

million people. Six additional states (Massachusetts, Ohio,
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Michigan, Vermont, Florida and Alabama) are considering such

programs. These efforts should be carefully studied, and

consideration should be given as to how a federal assistance

program should relate to existing state-administered

Medicaid drug programs--under which 2 1/2 million elderly

Americans received drug benefits in Fiscal Year 1985--and

Pharmaceutical Assistance for the Aged systems.

* The manner in which a federal program would inter-

relate with other forms of drug coverage should also te

considered. Many elderly people are covered by private

insurance, Veterans programs, private retirement plans and

Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs). The AARP has

testified that sore than 41 percent of the elderly

population has some form of drug coverage. More than 50

percent of the enrollees in the Pennsylvania assistance

program have other coverage.

* Special attention should be given to administrative

procedures, in view of the fact that, because of the large

number of transactions, administrative costs tend to be very

high for drug programs- Secretary of Health and Human

Services Otis R. Bowen, in testifying before the House

Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health and the

Environment on May 27, said the administrative costs of a

new drug program under Medicare would greatly exceed $500

million. HCFA estimates this cost at $510 million by 1992.

In a 1986 report, the House Appropriations CommIttee pointed

out that less than 8 percent of Medicaid benef its are for

drugs--but that these benefits account for 50 percent of the

paperwork. And the United Auto Workers noted in recent

testimony that it would be very costly to administer a

program of drug benefits with a high deductible.

* The incentives for continued investment in

pharmaceutical research and development should be preserved,

and not impaired. The best hope to treat disease--including

diseases of special concern to the elderly such as heart

disease, cancer and Alaheirer's disease--lies in the R&D

efforts of the researcn-based pharmaceutical industry.
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Finally, Mr. Chairman, the legislation being considered by

the louse contains a cumbersome generic-prescribing scheme that

would sweep aside the laws of all 50 states and establish

different rules for Medicare patients. Under this scheme,

elderly Medicare patients would be given a generic drug, unless

the prescribing physician specified otherwise in quite precise

language. This would make it very difficult for physicians to

ensure that their elderly Medicare patients receive the medicine

they intend to prescribe, and could be especially risky for those

patients with serious chronic conditions stabilized on a

particular product. We maintain that eaisting state prescribing

laws should apply to elderly Medicare patients as well as to all

other patients.

In conclusion, PMA strongly believes that older Americans

should receive the very best and most cost-effective medical

care, including the full range of modern medicines. At this

time, however, there are far more questions than answers about

the best way to design a new drug-benefit program in support of

this goal. Congress should authorize a comprehensive study. on

an expedited basis, to develop the data necessary to design an

appropriate and affordable program. PMA will continue its own

review of the options, and would be pleased to cooperate fully

with a Congressional study.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I would be

pleased to respond to any questions you or other members of the

Committee may have.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I'm trying to digest both your statement
and your comments. By the way, all of your statement will be
made a part of the record. But after scanning through your state-
ment and then listening to your comments, I'm a little bit con-
fused.

Mr. ALLNurr. That's my fault and not yours, sir, if I've confused
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think your last statement was to the
effect that you approve of some sort of means testing. Does that
mean that you advocate some type of broadening of Medicare or
not?

Mr. ALLNUTT. Whether it's Medicare or done strictly under the
Medicaid program. We have supported over in the House in recent
weeks the proposal that has been made to simply mandate to the
States coverage of outpatient drugs through Medicaid up to 100 or
150 percent of the Federal poverty level. As you know, Mr. Chair-
man, many States have set their Medicaid reimbursement levels
for drugs well below the Federal poverty level. This would mandate
that it goes to 100 percent or 150 percent. We think that kind of
program makes sense.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, this is what bothers me, and it's been men-
tioned several times, "well, tie it to Medicaid." None of the three
people we heard from are on Medicaid.

Mr. ALLNUrr. I believe you'll find-and I'm not an expert on the
State-by-State limitations on Medicaid-but I think if you had a
Federal requirement that States cover outpatient drugs for people
up to 100 percent of the Federal poverty level, or 150 percent,
which has been proposed in the House, I suspect that all three of
these people would have been covered.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't believe so. First of all, we're talking
about women who are single; and secondly, we're talking about
people who really don't want to be associated with being labeled
"welfare recipients." And so, while I am very much convinced that
we're going to have to have some sort of means testing, I'm not cer-
tain that when we say "Medicaid" that we're getting to the prob-
lem at all.

Mr. ALLNurr. If the term, "Medicaid," has a stigma and people
would not want to be covered that way, then I would presume that
a clever draftsman could reach the same result under Medicare
with means testing. The end result should be the same. Obviously,
no one can listen to the kinds of stories that we heard this morning
and not be touched by them, not feel that there needs to be some
form of assistance, Federal, State, local or otherwise, for such
people. It's a question of what forum is right to use to do that.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Allnutt, for
your testimony.

Mr. ALLNurr. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. That concludes our hearing this morning. The

hearing record will be held open for two weeks for anyone who de-
sires to augment the testimony received today, just simply by
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giving to the committee written testimony in any form they care to
make it. We'll make that part of the hearing record.

Thank you all very much. The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:37 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to re-

convene at the call of the Chair.]
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MATERIAL RELATED TO HEARING

Item I

O *n tdnl" 'esO Geral Acanteg OMc
Wahington. D.C. 20548

Pmgtaa Evalsation and
Mcthadology Dhidio

July, 1987 MEDICAHE

Prescription Drug Issues

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman, Spe 1 Committee

on Aging
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On July 14, 1987, you asked us for information about
prescription drugs as they relate to the needs of the
elderly. In particular, you were interested in the
following questions:

1. To what extent do the elderly need and use
prescription drugs and what are the costs'to the
elderly?

2. What prescription drug benefits, other than
inpatient benefits, are covered under Medicare?

3. To what extent does Medicaid provide prescription
drug benefits?

4. What states have separate programs to provide
assistance to the elderly for prescription drugs?
What kind of assistance do these programs provide
and who benefits from them?

5. What provisions are included in H.R. 2470 and S.
1127 that pertain to prescription drug benefits and
to what extent will these benefits meet the needs of
the elderly?

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

The information in this letter responds to these questions
and is based, in part, upon the results of the ongoing
study of catastrophic illness insurance that we are also
performing at your request. Matters pertaining to
prescription drugs will be only one small part of the
larger study, on which we expect to issue a report to you
at a later time.

(101)
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Our information is for the most part derived from documents
that we have reviewed, but which we have not independently
verified, and from two legislative proposals to expand
Medicare coverage for catastrophic illness: the House Ways
and Means Committee bill H.R. 2470 as amended by the House
Committee on Energy and Commerce and the Senate Finance
Committee bill S. 1127, both entitled 'The Medicare
Catastrophic Loss Prevention Act of 1987.

We begin with demographic information about use and cost
and then briefly discuss prescription drug coverage under
Medicare, under Medicaid, and in states that have developed
programs specifically to meet this need. We close with a
discussion of how H.R. 2470 and S. 1127 would provide
benefits for prescription drugs for the elderly and the
groups of the population that would remain without benefits
if these hills were enacted.

USE AND COST

That the cost of prescription drugs is rapidly rising is an
important fact for the millions of the elderly suffering
from diabetes, high blood pressure, various heart
conditions, some types of cancer, and other conditions.
They depend on medication to help control these problems,
so that buying prescription drugs is a major out-of-pocket
health care expense for them.

More than 75 percent of the persons older than 65 in this
country use prescription drugs; for the elderly who are
chronically ill, this figure is 90 percent.

Persons 65 and older use 30 percent of all the prescription
drugs used in the United States--approximately three times
the rate of the population younger than 65.

For three of every four elderly persons, prescription drugs
are the largest out-of-pocket health-care expense. A 1986
study commissioned by the American Association of Retired
Persons (AARP) estimated that drug expenditures for persons
65 years old and older are $9 billion annually and that
$7.3 billion of this is out-of-pocket expense.

From January 1980 through 1986, the cost of prescription
drugs rose about 80 percent--two and a half times faster
than the rise in consumer prices in general.

According to a report by the Public Health Service, 15.5
percent of the elderly patients who require prescriptions
said they are unable to pay for their drugs. An AARP
survey reported the cost of prescription drugs as an
important reason why the elderly often do not get their
prescriptions filled.

MEDICARE COVERAGE

Under current law, Medicare generally covers inpatient
drugs but pays for outpatient drugs in only a few
instances.

Outpatient prescription drugs are generally not covered by
Medicare Part B, with the exception of drugs that require
injection by a physician or nurse. Injections that
patients commonly administer to themselves, like insulin,
are in general not covered. (Self-administered drugs that
must be administered by a physician or nurse in an
emergency are covered, and so are blood-clotting factors
for certain hemophilia patients.) Pills and other oral
medications are excluded from Part B because they are self-
administered.

Medicare does pay for outpatient use of immunosuppressant
drugs (such as cycloserine) in the first year following a
Medicare-covered transplant operation.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that the
costs of providing immunosuppressant drugs to 9,000
Medicare beneficiaries with organ transplants will approach
S35 million in 1987, or about $4,000 per beneficiary.
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Immunizations are covered only in specific circumstances:
vaccination against pneumococcal pneumonia. and hepatitis 8

(for those at medium or high risk only), and immunization

directly related to the treatment of an injury or direct

exposure to a disease or condition such as rabies or
tetanus. Most immunizations, such as for smallpox and

influenza, are not covered.

Medicare beneficiaries may enroll in health maintenance

organizations (MO's) and competitive medical plans that

cover all Part A and Part B benefits and that may include
prescription drugs. In most cases, the beneficiaries pay

an additional premium for drugs and other benefits directly
to the MO or plan. In May 1987, the records showed
914,715 Medicare beneficiaries enrolled under 'risk
contracts' with 152 IMO's or plans. Outpatient drug
benefits were offered by 115, or 76 percent, of the

contractors.

MEDICAID COVERAGE

Medicaid provides optional prescription drug coverage for
the low-income elderly in most states. As shown in
appendix I, all the states except Alaska and Wyoming
reportedly provide some coverage. As indicated in the
appendix, 10 states impose major restrictions on drug
coverage.

According to the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCPA), 2.2 million Medicare enrollees are covered by state
Medicaid programs.

Also, according to HCFA, the 2.4 million recipients of drug
benefits under Medicaid in fiscal year 1986 accounted for

$972.6 million in expenditures.

Medicaid pays the lower of the cost of the ingredients of
prescribed drugs plus a reasonable dispensing fee or a
provider's usual and customary charge to the general
public.

Some states may limit the benefits they will pay, requiring
the recipient to pay any costs above an estimated
acquisition cost--a state Medicaid agency's best estimate
of the price that providers are generally paying for a
prescribed drug.

Medicaid limits benefits for the cost of drugs--including
generic drugs--marketed by two or more drug companies to

the lower of the maximum allowable cost established by
NCFA's pharmaceutical reimbursement board (and published in

the Federal Register) or the estimated acquisition costs.
A state may also establish its own list of maximum
allowable costs. (The cost of a multiple-source drug is
not limited by this list if the physician certifies in

handwriting that, in his or her professional judgment, a
specific brand is medically necessary for the patient.)

Of the 48 states with a prescription drug program under
Medicaid, 22 charge recipient copayments which range from
*0.50 to $3.00.

State Medicaid agencies may place additional limits on
benefits for prescription drugs, such as limits on the
number of prescriptions that can be filled in a certain
time period or limits on the quantity of each prescription
that may be filled at one time.

COVERAGE UNDER STATE PROGRAMS

Nine states offer specific programs covering some drug

benefits for portions of their populace: Connecticut,
Delaware. Illinois, Maine, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,

Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island. (See appendix II for the

basic structure of these programs.) This means that 41

other states do not have such programs; even in the 9
states with programs some portions of the population do not

receive assistance in purchasing drugs because of
eligibility requirements or copayments.
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All 9 programs have an income level above which people are
ineligible, and 8 have some copayment provisions. Some
states set their income thresholds higher than others, thus
allowing more people to participate. For example, New
Jersey's level is $16,750 for couples, Connecticut's is
$16,000, and Pennsylvania's is $15,000. Other states, such
as Delaware, Maine, and Maryland, set their income
eligibility relatively low, increasing the chance that the
nearly-poor will not receive benefits. Some states set
copayment levels relatively low--$l or $2 per prescription-
-and one program has an upper limit. Other states, such as
New York and Rhode Island, set higher copayment levels (New
York's sliding scale approximates a 40-percent copayment)
in order to keep the costs of the program down and to
create incentives for the recipients to seek the lowest
drug prices and to use generic drugs.

Individuals receiving benefits as a percentage of the
elderly population in a state range from 4 percent to 27
percent. This leaves a sizable number of elderly who do
not benefit--as many as 96 percent in Illinois. Lack of
participation may be because people need prescription drugs
but do not meet the eligibility requirements or because
they do not need the drugs covered by the programs. We do
not know the proportions of the elderly that fall into
either category.

Some of these programs have features that can be
instructive for a federal program. For example, New
Jersey, the first state to establish a program, has
experienced considerable cost growth. The cost was $35
million in 1978, $70 million in 1984, and $96 million in
1986. An initially large cost doubled in 6 years and
almost tripled in 8 years. In order to deal with this cost
growth, New Jersey increased its copayment from $1 to $2,
included a provision for prescribing generic drugs, set a
maximum-allowable-cost provision, and tightened the
residency requirements. The lesson is that precautions
should be taken from the start.

In Maryland, eligibility is based on income and assets, not
on age. Currently, 62 percent of the recipients are older
than 64, 26 percent are between 64 and 45, and 12 percent
are younger than 45. In other words, in a program that
does not base eligibility restrictions on age, a sizable
proportion of nonelderly individuals who have
pharmaceutical needs will take advantage of benefits, if
they are offered.

In Pennsylvania, copayments can go up or down, depending
upon the actual costs of the drugs. Pennsylvania is
concerned with rapid cost increases. In the first year, it
paid out $62 million: in the second year, it paid out twice
and in the third year three times that amount. To control
its cost increases, the Pennsylvania program developed
three forms of cost controlt (1) it developed a review of
the program's use, (2) it targeted various education
projects to consumers, physicians, and health and social
services practitioners, and (3) it expanded its efforts to
recover money from insurance companies (since the state is
a 'payer of last resort'). It is clear that cost control
must be addressed.

Rhode Island designed its program intentionally to be what
its director calls 'conservative.' Having examined the
experience of some other states, particularly Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island saw the need to create a small program that
could function within limited budget constraints.

COVERAGE UNDER N.R. 2470 AND S. 1127

On June 17, 1987, the House Committee on Energy and
Commerce reported out an amended version of H.R. 2470 that
would cover the cost of prescription drugs for Medicare
beneficiaries. We discuss its scope below, as well as that
of S. 1127.

The amended H.R. 2470 would expand Part s to include 80
percent of all reasonable costs for self-administered
prescription drugs, insulin, and approved 'biologicals,
over a deductible amount. The deductible would be $500 for
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calendar year 1989 and indexed to the medical component of

the consumer price index. The deductible and other

expenses that enrollees incur for drugs would not count

toward the bill's proposed limit of $1,04: for drugs for

catastrophic illness.

Medicare beneficiaries are liable for 20 percent

coinsurance for each prescription after the deductible has

been met.

It is estimated that for the elderly, the 1988 annual per

capita expenditure on prescription drugs would be $250 in

1988, $268 in 1989, and $331 in 1992. Further, it is

estimated that 5.5 million, or 16.9 percent, of the

Medicare Part B enrollees would exceed the $500 deductible

on prescription drugs in 1989, at an estimated cost of $965

million.

COo also indicates that the use of prescription drugs would

rise only slightly under this proposal because of the 
large

deductible and the fact that drug use is determined by

physicians.

The new benefit would be financed entirely with a monthly

premium that would be paid by all enrollees under Part B of

Medicare, and the amount of this premium they would pay for

drugs would increase $0.30 in 1988, $3.60 in 1989, $5.60 in

1990, 56.30 in 1991, and $6.80-in 1992. However, the bill

would require the states, through their Medicaid programs,

to cover both the Medicare Part B premium (including 
any

increment attributable to the prescription drug benefit)

and the $500 deductible for all elderly and disabled

Medicare beneficiaries whose incomes are below the federal

poverty line and whose countable resources are no more than

twice the level permitted by the Supplementary Security

Income program ($3,600 in 1987).

The amended version of 5. 1127 focuses directly on only

immunosuppressive drugs for organ transplants. Broader

coverage is to be determined at a later date. The relevant

provisions would count the cost of immunosuppressive 
drug

therapy toward the Medicare Part B copayment cap. Medicare

now covers 80 percent of the tost of the first year of this

therapy after an approved organ transplant operation, but

patients must pay all costs thereafter.

The Senate bill also calls for a study by the Institute of

Medicine to examine prescription drug use, costs, and

coverage policy.

In summary, the addition of coverage for prescription drugs

for Medicare enrollees under H.R. 2470 and S. 1127 would

reduce their out-of-pocket expenditures. The reduction

would be greater under H.R. 2470. However, the proposed

deductible of $500 might limit the participation of the

nearly-poor, limiting the extent this provision would help

them, particularly the elderly who do not have

supplementary insurance under private coverage. The

provision in H.R. 2470 that requires the states to cover

through Medicaid the program costs for the elderly below

the federal poverty level would provide protection for the

poor.

FINAL COMMENT

We have reviewed the issue of prescription drugs from the

perspectives of use and costs, and we have looked at

proposed assistance to the elderly as they pay for their

prescription drugs. We note the tension between an

identified need and the question of how to control costs.

Many of the elderly need drugs and cannot afford them.

However, we see that when state programs provide these

benefits, costs are sometimes sizable and fast-growing.

The substantial deductions and copayments in H.R. 2470 and

S. 1127 are intended to address this issue. We hope that

the facts that we have provided will be useful to you.
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VISWS OF AGENCY OFFICIALS

Because of the time, we did not obtain official agency
comments on this letter. Unless you plan to publicly
announce its contents earlier, we do not plan to distribute
it for 30 days.

if you have any questions, please call me at (202) 275-
3092 or James Solomon at (202) 275-0200.

Sincerely,

Carl Wisler
Acting Director
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Wlr :( G National Council
of Senior Citizens

925 Fdfteenth Street N W . Wahington D C 20X5 . (202) 347-8800

Testimony Before The

Senate Special Committee on Aging

by

Jacob Clayman
President

National Council of Senior Citizens

Kr. ChairmanX

Thank you very much for holding this hearing to take a closer

look at one of the most important issues in the catastrophic debate:

coverage of prescription drugs. Thank you also for giving us the

opportunity to testify this morning. The National Council of Senior

Citizens has worked tirelessly for many years on this specific issue

and we are very grateful for the sincere interest in prescription

drug coverage that you and the Members of your Committee have shown.

Without a doubt, the list of changes, improvements, and

additions that should and could be made to our Federal health

programs is nearly limitless. But our ability to sake these

changes is severely limited by our ability to finance them. So we

are forced to choose only a few from a long list of meritorious

ideas. When we talk to our members and ask them what the most

important changes or improvements are that could be made--when we

ask them what they really want--I suspect the answers we get are

very similar to what your constituents tell you. Almost without

fail, the most important items to seniors themselves are long-term

care and prescription drug coverage under Medicare.

Some of our members place a higher priority on long-term care,

others on prescription drugs. As an example, I offer you the words

of an NCSC member who wrote us just last week.

'...sure do hope that you will be able to convince our
govgrnment to add prescription drugs on Medicare; more so than
nursing homes, as everyone likes to stay at home. We wouldn't
even mind paying something extra for the prescription addition
to Medicare, as drugs are really getting so high in cost....'

Victor Mance
Madison, Illinois

!'
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I. NEED

For 75 percent of the elderly population, prescription drugs

represent the largest out-of-pocket expense they will face. Many

elderly individuals take four to five drugs a day and, on average,

fill at least 12 prescriptions every year. In fact, while people

over age 65 represent only 12 percent of the population, they take

30 percent of all prescription drugs used in this country. It's

also important to realize that the over-65 population is prescribed

drugs three times more often than the under-65 population. The

elderly in one year take, on average, 10.0 prescription drugs

compared to 4.2 prescriptions for the rest of the population. Many

seniors with the chronic and debilitating diseases of arthritis,

diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular disease must take prescription

drugs every day of their lives for a period of many years.

II. COST

The costs seniors face for prescription drugs are enormous.

The elderly's drug bill amounts to over $9 billion annually--more

than twice that of the rest of the population. Payments for drugs

represent 20 percent of the elderly's total out-of-pocket health

care costs.

Unfortunately, unlike most other health care costs, there are

extremely few sources of coverage for the costs of prescription

drugs. Neither Medigap nor Medicare will pay for the cost of these

drugs outside of a hospital. In fact, a recent statement released

by Aetna on this subject said, 'Medicare doesn't cover many items,

such as drugs... .Neither do most Medicare supplement policies,

which are generally based on what Medicare does cover. * Even

Medicaid only covers the costs of prescription drugs for one-third

of the poor, leaving without protection 6.2 million near-poor

seniors whose incomes are less than twice the Federal poverty

line. This means that 80 percent of the elderly have to pay these

costs out of their own pockets--amounting to over $7 billion

annually.

For many seniors, prescription drug costs are catastrophic in

the truest sense. As witnesses for the Department of Health and

Ruman Services stated in a hearing held in March, more than two-

thirds of the elderly population has out-of-pocket expenses due to

prescription drugs each year. 6.3 percent of the elderly accounted

for SS percent of total out-of-pocket expenditures, and one percent
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of the elderly accounted for 15 percent of total out-of-pocket

expenditures. Clearly, the burden falls very heavily on a few, and

for most seniors, no coverage alternatives exist.

The costs of prescription drugs can be prohibitive for these

seniors. According to one Public Health Report, 15.5 percent of

elderly patients with prescriptions said they were unable to pay

for the drugs. Many of these patients find themselves 'too

wealthy to be on Medicaid, but too poor to be able to meet these

costs themselves. For many of these seniors, being handed a

prescription amounts to being handed a choice: pay the rent, buy

groceries, or fill the prescription. Not surprisingly, seniors in

this situation often choose to do without the drugs they need for

no reason other than they can't afford them--a truly disgraceful

situation and one that should not exist in our health care system.

Neither is the situation a good one even from the straight

dollars and cents point of view. Outlays for drug costs can be

more than offset by savings. After the State of New Jersey

implemented its Pharmaceutical Assistance to the Aged (PAA)

program. Medicare recipients had, on average, $2238.50 less in

inpatient hospital reimbursement costs than a comparable group had

in Pennsylvania where no program was offered. (Unpublished study,

Department of Pharmacy Practice, University of South Carolina,)

Juxtapose high costs with the extraordinarily high rate of

inflation and high rates of profit in the prescription drug

industry and it's easy to see a big part of the reason for the

increased financial burden borne by the elderly. Since July 1985,

while the CPI has risen 2.7 percent, retail prescription drug

prices have risen 12.2 percent--a record four and one-half times

greater. Last year, prices for prescription drugs outpaced all

other medical costs. Tranquilizers and sedatives, which are often

prescribed for older people, posted the biggest price increase of

13.2 percent. Between 1981 and 1935, while the CPI rose 23

percent, drug prices rose 56 percent. Costs of medications vital

to the elderly in treating heart problems, high blood pressure, and

arthritis have risen twice the rate of annual inflation since 1980.

At the same time, pharmaceutical corporations enjoyed profits

of 13.2 cents on the dollar, compared to 4.6 cents for all

manufacturers, and profits in this industry have traditionally

outpaced the average profit for all other industries by two and

even three times.
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The ability to finance and put in place a long-term care

benefit may be beyond the current debate, but the ability to

finance and put. in place a prescription drug benefit under Medicare

is clearly within our reach. In my opinion, the addition of a

modest prescription drug benefit to the catastrophic package we

have before us would greatly enhance the usefulness and

attractiveness of the whole package.

We believe that the best, fairest and most logical way to pay

for prescription drug benefit is to require state and local

employees to pay the HI (Hospital Insurance) payroll tax. This

would raise about what is necessary to finance a drug benefit with

a $300 deductible and a $2.00 to $3.00 co-pay. It is simply

unfair to continue to ullow one group of workers to receive

privileged treatment in terms of paying for and receiving the

benefits of Medicare protection.

I think those who would say this should be done but for the

purpose of deficit reduction, are being greedy. Let's not forget

that out-of-pocket costs for the elderly have risen 34 percent,

between 1980 and 1985, as a direct result of high health care

inflation and Medicare beneficiary cuts. We believe it's time to

give some of that back.

However, if the Congress chooses not to use state and local

coverage as a financing mechanism, we would urge that alternative

financing be found. Although we would be extremely reluctant to

increase the Part B premium any further, as you have heard, our

members would be willing to pay for a prescription drug benefit if

it would help relieve this terrible burden.

IV. COVERAGE OPTIONS

The National Council of Senior Citizens strongly urges the

Congress to include a prescription drug benefit in the catastrophic

health care package. This coverage is badly needed and is not

available from almost any other source. At the same time, it would

give the catastrophic package broad appeal and give this nation's

seniors a real source of protection from the high cost of drugs.

We suggest that a Medicare drug benefit should include some

combination of deductibles and co-payments, and should include cost

controls.

Deductible

Ideally, a deductible should be set at a point where it would

be low enough to enable needy seniors to benefit from the
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provision, but high enough to help keep costs down. Of course, as

the deductible moves higher, fewer people are helped and those who

are helped are helped for shorter amounts of time. As has been

pointed out in this regard, a high deductible might be reached only

in the last month of a year, meaning that coverage would kick in

only one month out of 12--hardly worth the administrative

effort.

Co-Po

At the same time, NCSC would hope that any co-pay would be

set at a point low enough so as not to be prohibitive for lower

income seniors. A co-pay could be structured either in the way

of a straight dollar amount per prescription filled or as a

percentage of the cost of the prescription. However, we would

point out that a percentage co-pay avoids the problem of paying

the same amount for a prescription whether it is for 100 pills or

ten.

Other Cost Controls

One of the most important concepts to keep in mind in

discussing a prescription drug benefit is the inherent ability it

gives the Federal government to control escalating drug costs.

Just as PPS helped reduce the problem of double-digit inflation

in hospital care, so too could inclusion of drugs under Medicare

help solve the problem of inflation in that part of the health care

industry. The Federal government, an a major purchaser of

control mechanisms that would likely be followed by private

prescription drugs, would have the ability to institute cost-

payoers. The ability to control these costs is a tangential, but

important, advantage of including drugs in a catastrophic package.

Some suggestions for cost controls follow.

13 A formulary would significantly help to control the cost

of a prescription drug benefit. A formulary is simply a list of

approved drugs for which reimbursement can be made under the

program. This list, which can be compiled through an Institute of

Medicine Consensus Conference or same other group of medical

experts, would include drugs that were found safe, effective, and

medically necessary in the treatment of various conditions. An

exception process could be easily added for cases where a physician

feels it necessary to prescribe an alternative drug to one that is

on the list due to a patient's particular circumstance. Many of

the nation's top hospitals already use formularies with ease and

high levels of physician acceptance.
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2) A maximum allowable cost (MAC) program, especially when

coupled with a formulary, can significantly control costs. Many

states, east notably New York, which has the largest prescription

drug coverage program in the nation, successfully use a MAC

system to control costs.

3) A MAC system can be put in place that would allow

pharmacies to charge patients over the MAC limit and rely on

competition to keep costs low. If pharmacies are excused from

assignment under this option, we would urge that they be required

to post lists of prices they charge for commonly required drugs

within plain view of purchasers to encourage people to shop

around. After all, it is easier and more likely that senior

citizens will change drug stores on the basis of price than that

they will change doctors.

4) Utilization review is an important element of keeping

costs low and quality high. This will hopefully avoid the serious

problem of over and duplicative prescribing. Perhaps Medicare peer

review organizations could play a role in this area.

5) As another option, each senior could be required to select

a pharmacy at the beginning of the year. Selected pharmacies would

handle all prescriptions for that senior and notify HCPA when the

deductible level has been reached. North Carolina successfully

uses this type of approach. One clear advantage to this approach

is that a single pharmacist is aware of all the drugs being

prescribed by several doctors for one patient. This would greatly

reduce the problem of duplicative prescribing, as well as mixing

inappropriate drugs.

6) Competitive bidding could be used as a very important and

potent form of cost control. Already used by the Department of

Defense and the Veterans Administration In their prescription drug

benefits, these two agencies invite bidding from qualified drug

manufacturers. The price breaks available to these two major

purchasers through competitive bidding are startling. In fact,

when prednisone's wholesale price was $18.50 per hundred, the

DOD was buying it for *0.73 for the same amount and from the sane

company.

7) Alternatively, a prescription drug benefit could be

developed to address only the costs of drugs used in the treatment

of chronic illnesses suffered most by the elderly, like arthritis,

diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer.
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V. CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, this issue is not a new one. The specific

coverage and administrative issues we're grappling with have been

dealt with many times in the pest. Not only do we have a body of

knowledge to draw on from the states, we also have approximately

136 bills that have been proposed over the past 20 years to cover

prescription drugs. Many of these proposals include formulary

provisions, many include specific methods of cost containment, many

include various arrangements of co-payments, deductibles, and

financing. And still no action has been taken.

As a result, older people in 41 states still have no

protection from these onerous costs. I urge the Congress to

consider that reasonable solutions to many of these problems have

been developed and proposed. The problems and solutions are not

new.

The timing and possibility for action is the only new part of

this debate. It is entirely possible and entirely warranted to

include coverage of prescription drugs in the catastrophic package

before us. We stand on the verge of doing the right thing, but

seem a bit reluctant to take the plunge. On behalf of the 4.5

million members of the National Council of Senior Citizens, I urge

Congress to enact such a proposal this year--going slowly as

necessary, phasing in the proposal, and collecting additional data

as we go along in a careful and measured way.

But, an opportunity for action missed on this issue this year

will mean that we've missed the opportunity once again for true

catastrophic reform of the sort for which seniors themselves are

asking.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN M. RECTOR

BEFORE THE SENATE AGING COMMITTEE

JULY 20, 1987

Mr. Chairman, Members-of the Commnittee*:

I am John M. Rector. I serve as General Counsel and Vice
President of Government Affairs of the National Association of
Retail Druggists.

The National Association of Retail Druggists represents the
owners of 30,000 independent pharmacies, where more than
75,000 pharmacists dispense 70 percent of the nation's
prescription drugs. Together, they serve 18 million persons
daily and provide 82 percent of Medicaid pharmaceutical
services. Over 60 percent of NARD's members provide home health
care pharmacy services. NARD has long been acknowledged as the
sole advocate for the proprietary and professional interests of
this vital component of the free enterprise system.

NARD members are primarily family businesses. They have
roots in America's communities. The neighborhood independent
druggist typifies the reliability, stability, yet adventuresome-
ness that has made our country great.

As owners, managers and employees of independent pharmacies,
our members are committed to legislative and regulatory
initiatives designed to provide them a fair chance to compete.
We appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Committee
to present recommendations to be considered in the fashioning of
Medicare Part B outpatient drug coverage.

We believe that a major strength of the health care system
is the thousands of independent community pharmacies readily
accessible to virtually every segment of the population. Any
revisions in the Medicare program should capitalize on the
strengths of the existing retail distribution network for drugs,
and related products and services.

__________________________

* John Melcher (D-MT), Chairman
MAJORITY: (10-D) Senators Melcher, John Glenn (OH), Lawton Chiles

(FL), David Pryor (AR), Bill Bradley (NJ), Quentin N.
Burdick (ND), J. Bennett Johnston (LA), John B. Breaux
(LA), Richard C. Shelby, (AL), and Marry Reid (NV)

MINORITY: (9-R) Senators John Heinz (PA), William S. Cohen (ME),
Larry Pressler (SD), Charles E. Grassley (IA), Pete
Wilson (CA), Pete V. Domenici (NM), John H. Chafee
(RI), David Durenberger (MN), and Alan K. Simpson (WY)
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Competition in retail pharmacies is alive and well.
Competition is an incentive for efficiency and the price
competition in retail pharmacy is typically greater than can be
found among other providers of health services and products.

We have approached the subject of today's hearing with
considered reluctance. Not because we oppose the concept, in
fact we support it. Our statement of positions addresses it as
follows.

"NARD supports the position that any national health
insurance program adopted by the Congress include outpatient
medications as an integral part of its benefits. Patients
participating in these programs also must be ensured that
they will have the right to select the pharmacist and
pharmacy of their choice to obtain their prescription drugs.
Pharmacies providing prescription medications should be
compensated on the basis of the marketplace price for such
products and services. Independent retail pharmacists
should be assured a key role in the planning and development
of any such drug program."

The source of our caution is predicated on the less than
favorable experience that our members have had from the outset
with the non-statutory Medicaid prescription drug program, and
in recent years with the home health components of the Medicare
program. We are concerned that a Medicare outpatient drug
benefit program not replicate unsatisfactory aspects of the
current Medicaid prescription drug program. Likewise, with
more than 60% of our members involved with Medicare home health,
it is critical that an outpatient drug coverage benefit be
designed in a manner that will avoid the scandalous failure of
Medicare to pay its participating providers in a timely,
business-like manner, and avoid the constant barrage of
arbitrary and inconsistent regulations dictated by HCFA.

More sophisticated aspects of program design become
secondary, or even irrelevant, if when operational, appropriate
resources are unavailable or if, as has been the policy of the
current Administration, the government refuses to pay its bills
promptly. Additionally, program continuity and stability is
vitally important.

Fortunately, these especially severe Medicare cash flow
problems, caused by the failure of HCFA and its agents to make
timely payments, were addressed in the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1986 by requiring that claims
submitted for Medicare Part B Services be paid within 30
calendar days in FY 1987, 26 days in 1988, 25 days in 1989, and
24 days in FY 1990 and in subsequent years. We strongly support
the initiatives on prompt payment, and as a member of the Prompt
Payment Coalition, urge you to oppose all efforts to repeal the
1986 amendments.

This past October our House of Delegates unanimously passed
a resolution calling for the establishment by law of the
Medicaid prescription drug program reforms it has been
advocating for more than a decade. Its full text is as follows:

-2-
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WHEREAS, Congress never intended that the normal
business practices of retail pharmacy such as earned
discounts or marketplace pricing be placed in jeopardy, such
as under MAC, EAC, PhIP and CIP, when a pharmacist serves
patients in the Medicaid program; and

WHEREAS, the concept of a government discount, whether
in the form of a discount off ingredient cost or a total
charge, is totally unacceptable:

BE IT RESOLVED that NARD continue to oppose the
concepts of a discount and instead, together with a
coalition of pharmacy practitioners wholesalers,
manufacturers and physicians, support the establishment by
law of (1) marketplace pricing at the 90th percentile, and
(2) a direct payment voucher system to reduce Medicaid
administrative costs and assure prompt payment.

The two core themes of suggested reform: marketplace pricing
and a direct payment system to reduce administrative costs and
help assure that prompt payments are universally supported
within the industry. In fact, National Association of Chain
Drug Stores, Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, American
Society of Hospital Pharmacists, American Pharmaceutical
Association, National Wholesale Druggists Association, American
Society for Consultant Pharmacists, and NARD all endorsed a
document, "Principles for Reform of Medicaid Payment for
Outpatient Drugs" in correspondence to HCFA's Administrator
Roper on May 26, 1986. The principles, in our view. are eqsuallv
aDplicable to the subject of today's hearing. Unfortunately, the
Administration has not embraced them. We have provided the
Committee with extensive information on these core ideas,
including the NARD\Pracon study Marketplace Economics --
Alternatives in Medicaid Prescription Reimbursement (Oct. 1986).
The full text of the "principles" follows:

PRINCIPLES FOR FEDERAL REFORM OF

PAYMENT FOR OUTPATIENT DRUGS

Followving the implementation of the Medicaid program in 1965. pharmacisis.
more than other provider groups. enthusiastically supported and participated in
this important health care program for the needy. Ten Sears late,. in 1975.
the Federal government adopted the Maximum Alloweable CostEstimated Acquisition
Cost program. This controversial approach established a complex set of
formulas that imposed artificial controls on the retail marketplace and
interfered with prnfessional judgmnriis regarding the selection of prescription
drug products provided to the poor. Iii more recent years. the Medicaid program
has beeli nioving toward a reiniliursenient scheme that would further reduce
ieiimbursensent to pharmacies

-3-
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The Federal government seems content to capture limnited. short-run savings
at the expense of retail pharmaci providers and the rescaich-intensive
pharmaceutical manufacturing indusiry, while ignoring significant opportunities
for reducing health care costs by allowing the competitive marketplace to
function efficiently and effectively. In response mainy prominent national
organizations representing all components of the nations drug distribution
system--pharmaceutical manufacturers. drug wholesalers independent pharmacies
chain drug stores, hospitals and the pharmacy profession--have bee, advocating
a complete overhaul of the Medicaid drug reimbursement si item. These
organi:ationis are calling for less goveriment intrusion so thai ihe nations
pharmacies can constinue to provide the highest standard of care and service to
needy people.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

Reduce needless federal regulation. Anerican societJ experienced a virsual
explosion in Federal Goverinienft egulatioi during the past decade Between
1970 aiid 1979 the iunsber of pages published annuall in the Federal Register
iearly tripled and the number of pages in the Code of Federal Regulations
increased by over two-thirds The current Mtedicaid drug program iwas part of
this growth

Although well-inteided wtheni vi-igiiiali developed the Medicaid drug program
has failed to keep pace with rapid chaiges in health care delivers over the
past tei years. This has resulted in pharnzacs providers subsidi:sng the
Medicaid progran; because thet frequeiils lose nioner whei they fill a Medicaid
prescription. Moreover the hardship aiid uicertanity imposed ois busiiiess by
this over-regulation has impeded husiiiess decisions and expansion plans
ultimately reducing economic groivth and the creationi of jobs is the private
sector. This over-regulation, is particularly burdeisome to small avid
independent businessmen and womenv such as pharmacists ivho a,. proprietors of
community pharmacies and causes them to defer or tern~iisale pl. s; for
expansion.

Our position on Medicaid drug reimbursenseis is directed at *-! 'lvmaiing
govern.nental iitrusioi by reforniisg or elininatiing regulatiois which are
utnnecessary and couiterproductive.

Improve adniisnistrative practices. ApproximsatelY 171 milliois Clainms are
processed each sear by the Medicaid program. Wasteful adsntisst,,,ioe overhead
coisumes resources that should be targeted oi the health sieeds of
beneficiaries. Furihernmore. curress inefficient administrasive pracil es
impose ieedless hardship oss retail pharmacies due to sloiv and ei !.:ic payment
and excessive paperwork. Iniitiatives to improve adintisitative pit. :tces ca,;
reduce both public and private costs to process Medicaid claims a' I inisure
timely payment to pharmacies.

Rely on the marketplace. We do siot szeed excessive Federal rei::dation to
solve the problems of Medicaid drug costs. As loing as ive le the ivirces of the
marketplace work without usidue interfereisce. the ingestuit of con.rvimers
businesses. producers and insventors will do that for us. The retail drug
market is domissated by self-pay customers who, along with increawtigiv
cost-conscious third parts' payers. impose competitive disciplisse oas niarketplace
prices. If we allow it to. the magic of the marketplace eill ussleash iew
competition, giving the Medicaid program loswer prices. and Medicaid
beneficiaries more choices a,;d better serrices.

-4-
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To achieve meaningful reform public policies governing the Mfedicaid drug
program should be revised along the following lines:

- Base drug reimbusemenir on soued economic prinriples through the
elimination of artificial coniiiols. This ,ould be achieved bY replacing
the current provisions goveisning re,.ihusenieiri with marketplace pricing
i.e.. usual and customary charges tor all products and services capped
for example at the 90th percenalti for all charges "ittin a state.

- Implement a iteiw and vreantlined reitnmbsement merhaniint that vould
greatly lower administrative expenrse5 ito the progiam. Surh a wotih'ihile
objective can be easily acconiplished hy coupling marlettplace pricing
with an innovative sYstem of drug mucheis.

States shall build upon this basic set i/ pitmtciples esiahlithed bI the
Federal Government. tailoring their indi idual programs to fit local
circumstaitces

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Additionally, we recommend that the Committee seriously
consider the following:

a) The reinstatement of the 60 day or longer public notice
for changes in the Medicare reimbursement method or level of
reimbursement for the prescription drug program;

b) Interest and penalties for late payments;

c) An administrative fee for the extra cost of processing
or transferring Medicare forms;

d) Inclusion of both short and long term I.V. antibiotic
products and services;

e) Require and reimburse for pharmacist consultation. Face
to face communication between patient and pharmacist has
been a vital component of pharmacy practice since its
inception. Pharmacists interact daily with patients in their
stores; they monitor their patients' health status, assess
their compliance with drug therapy, answer questions, make
recommendations, and communicate with their physicians.
Patients know they can count on the pharmacists to provide
expert advice on drug therapy on the spot and personally
attend to their individualized health care needs. This
interpersonal communication is an especially key element for
Medicare eligible persons.

f) Reject suggestions to confiscate the discounts that
pharmacists earn. Discounts extended to pharmacists on drug
purchases from manufacturers or wholesalers as rewards for
prompt payment, prudent purchasing, and other sound business
practices are an earned portion of the pharmacist's business
income. Such discounts are earned by pharmacists for
operating their businesses efficiently. They serve as
incentives to help a business to prosper and to continue to
serve patients in the community.

- 5-
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g) If copayment is established, require that it be mandatory.
More than 60% of our members' sales are for prescription drugs,
10-15% of our members sell only prescription drugs. They rarely
"loss lead" prescription drugs and would be placed at a decided
competitive disadvantage if the copay is not mandatory. Equally
problematic are the copay forgiveness aspects of the Medicaid
program for select beneficiary groups.

h) To address the problem of tax-exempt competitors, consider
adopting provisions similar to OMB Circular A76 for bidding on
federal contracts which, to assure a level playing field,
requires the advantages of nonprofit status to be reflected.
This should be reflected in reduced payment to any eligible
nonprofits.

i) Require that manufacturers eliminate multitier pricing
policies for prescription drugs, or in the alternative,
permit independent retail druggists to acquire for Medicare
purposes the drug products under the same pricing structure
available to non-profit entities.

j) Review the present reimbursement for prescription drugs
under Medicare Part A with an eye to determining present
cost to the government in contrast to cost in the
prescription drug retail marketplace.

k) Consider, as the Energy and Commerce Committee has
recommended in its Oversight Subcommittee Report "Dangerous
Medicine"(May 1986), denying Medicaid and Medicare funds to
hospitals and other health care institutions convicted of
diverting prescription drugs.

1) Consider a provision to assure that nonprofit purchasers
of prescription drugs utilized in the Medicare programs
comply with the 1938 Nonprofit Institutions Act. This Act
permits price discrimination for purchases by true
charities. We recommend that an appropriate standard would
be the percent of uncompensated care provided by the
nonprofit entity coupled with bad debt.

m) Include a provision that would limit physician
dispensing to rare rural remote circumstances when it can be
demonstrated that a pharmacy is not available. Prescription
drug samples which were retained under the provisions of
H.R. 1207, (which passed the House of Representatives on May
4, 1987, after having been unanimously reported by the
Energy and Commerce Committee, which with S. 368, was the
subject of a hearing on 6-15-87 of this Committee's Trade
Subcommittee) are available for any true emergency when a
24-hour pharmacy emergency number, which is common, is not
available.

n) Consider the profit guaranteed to entities that are
awarded Contracts to administer state Medicaid prescription
drug programs and Medicare fiscal intermediaries when
attempting to establish an appropriate level for pharmacy
providers.

-6-
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o) Consider the prescription drug benefit program that
Marion Laboratories, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri, has
established for its employees. It is based on marketplace
pricing and rejects the cumbersome arbitrarily fixed
dispensing fee. It reflects the variety of professional
services, and importantly, it has helped contain the cost of
the prescription drug benefit coverage that Marion
established for its employees.

COMMENTS O0 MEDICARE CATASTROPHIC
PRESCRIPTIONQRV

We support the effort to provide appropriate Medicare
outpatient prescription drug coverage and would characterize
this. legislation, as we have that developed by the Chairman of
the Health Subcommittee of Energy and Commerce, namely, a giant
step forward.

We cannot stress too much, however, our very real concerns
that the shortfalls and disasters for pharmacy providers,
especially under the non-statutory laissezfaire Medicaid
program, not taint the excellent opportunity which the Committee
has to address the drug needs of the elderly. The following
chart effectively demonstrates one of the major problems our
members have experienced under the Medicaid Prescription Drug
Program.

Cumulative Percesnt Charge
CM. Medicaid tees. Ra Dir Pices

.C> CPi ALL
so0- _ izECDFEES o

78 78 w0 82 84 86
From Previous Yea,

In 1977 the average unweighted dispensing fee for all states 'vis
$2.46. This fee had increased to $3.21 In 1984, representing .in
increase of only 30.4 percent for the eight year period. During this
same period, the Consumer Price Index for all items had Increased 71.2
percent, and the cost of prescription drugs to the consumer increased
91.2 percent.

__________________________

* 'Pricing of Pharmaceuticals: An Independent Community Pharmacy
Perspective' by D.C. fuffnian Jr Ph D- et al. Presented to the Second
Annual Conference on Pharmacy Policy Issues at the Hubert Humphrev
Insitute, University of Ainnesota 1987.
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We have three general observations which are made in a
constructive vein, each of which relate to the need for
fundamental fairness in whatever program is designed. Although
we prefer a marketplace pricing standard, if the Committee is
intent upon setting our prices, you must address the prices
of others participating in the program over which the pharmacist
has no control.*

1) We have no control over manufacturers' prices. One
approach under the Waxman bill, for example, would be to
require manufacturers to submit prices to the Secretary
twice a year in conjunction with the "calculation period",
e.g. October 1/April 1. They would guarantee such prices
for that period, just as is the case presently for Medicare
inpatient prescription drugs. We should not continually
take a bad rap from the public, especially the needy and
elderly, for the price of prescription drugs over which we
have no control.

2) Hospital reimbursement for inpatient prescription drugs
under Medicare similarly should be on the same terms as
Medicare outpatient drugs. If cost-plus based reimbursement
is rejected for outpatients, it should be rejected for
inpatients and comparable cost-control mandated for both
hospital settings, for example, an average wholesale
hospital cost (AWHP) could be developed by the Secretary.

3) Likewise, those entities which would administer the
Medicare outpatient drug program should be subjected to
comparable cost controls. Such criteria should be specified
in the determination of the actuarial rate.

Among our specific comments on various recent legislative
proposals are the following:

1) We support the 20% co-insurance cost-sharing provision
with perhaps a flat fee on single source drugs.

2) Regarding a $4.50 administrative allowance for the
pharmacists, we recommend the automatic annual application
of an index.

3) A national formulary could prove to be complex and
costly to operate. In any case, the details of the
formulary should be, to the extent possible, expressed in
the statute and/or the committee's accompanying reports.
Additionally, it's important in our view, that the Secretary
be required to consult with individuals of recognized
professional standing and distinction in the fields of
medicine, pharmacology and pharmacy. In fact, if a national
formulary is established, it is essential in our view that a
statutory formulary committee be set up that would establish
the appropriate involvement of such individuals.''

* See attached copy of price list and flow chart.
** See attached copy of 1972-73 Senate Finance Committee bill on

Medicare outpatient drug coverage providing for a formulary.
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4) We-support provisions which would encourage electronic
billing and other cost-effective direct payment mechanisms,
i.e., voucher and smart cards. If such systems are mandated,
we suggest flexibility for rural areas. Perhaps the
definition of rural recently developed in conjunction with
the authorization increasing the speed limit to 65 m.p.h.
would be appropriate.

5) We recommend that' Medicare payment be limited to a
34-day supply. or 100 dosage units, whichever is greater.
Recent studies, including that by the Pharmaceutical Data
Services, documented the phenomenon known in the trade as
'"wastage' -- the percentage of prescription drugs filled but
not used when more than this supply is authorized. The
International Ladies Garment Workers Union is typical of the
plans which permit its members to buy only a 30-day supply
because of wastage.

We have endorsed on substantive and pragmatic grounds the
compromise bill, H.R. 2941, recently approved by the House
leadership and likely to be considered by the House later this
week.

It's important to emphasize that the national Pharmacy
Services Administrative Organization (PSAO) movement and other
developments have brought independent pharmacies to the point
that the recordkeeping required in the various proposals to
monitor expenditures by Medicare beneficiaries is readily
achievable.

CONCLUSION

NARD seeks the support of the Committee for our
recommendations and will assist its members and staff in the
refinement of your proposals.

On behalf of the Officers, Executive Committee, and members
of the National Association of Retail Druggists, we thank you
for the opportunity to appear and continue to participate in the
formulation of Medicare Part B outpatient prescription drug
coverage.
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Tylenol tabs.,

Proventil inhal4

Omnipen-N, inn.,

Velosof, 250 mg.

Lotrimin lt crei

Garamycin, 80 mc

Alupent tabs., I

Depo-medrol, 40

Transderm Nitro,

NSi5tst Susp., I

K-Lor, 15 mg., I

K-Tab, 10 mg., I

taon-ce tabs, IC

PBARMACEUTICAL DIVERSION

EXHIEIT 1

PRODUCT A.NALYSIS BY TIER PRICING

AU (S)

325 mq., 1000 32.S4

er, each 9.18

19., 105 148.69

caps., 100s 38.71

iM, 15 g. each 5.27

;./2 ml. inj. 84.50

10 mg., 1008 12.22

mg. inj. 4.95

2.5 mg. 28.70

)owel 13.84

.00 28.58

100 10.44

Q0 9.49

Reference: Statement of Eddie Ronald Burklow before the House
Subcommittee on Oversight & Investigations, Committee
on Energy a Commerce, September 19, 1985

Th. f.Z.,-lh A ,.. e ~
= 55 R Ol D Ugtstx

CmYELe,9MT AM^S 0r0MZ

77-493 0 - 87 - 5

Connact (9)

2.84

2.95

35.70

14.80/10

.99

10.20

2.99

2.30

.30

1.78

3.50

.62

3.00
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M6O

Exhibit 2

Coverage of Certain Maintenance Drugs Under Medicare

(See. t15 of tlhe hill)

I IM Kt-i IU N I'>

The committee added an amendment to the House bill which would
provide coverage of certain maintenance drugs nider part A of medi-
care. Medicare presently covers the cost of drugs given to an inpatient
in a hospital or extev(ie(l vare facilitv. but does not. however, pay for
prescription dirullgs on no olt patient basis.

Beneficiaries and others have frequently indicated the lack of cover-
nge for outlpatient (Iligs ni lie illost Significait gap) in thie Iledicare
ie lentit st md liilre. P

4 e-swr i pt ion ;ii ri p'l'q.t a (Tolilt for :a lnrge
alut if tile licalti ex'nea of oiler people. NIome imlolrtlnlt. per-

li as:, than t lie fnict t hat dilrgrs represent ;I irlgr' out-of pocket expense
for the elderly is that this expense is distributed unevenly among the
elderlv. Those with chronic illnesses siuch as heart or respiratory
d ist-amee :1,- oftfen f:t(acedl %%itl n tirri ng drug exipieses and many of
I Iesi' il llgs arc e it nIal to tItn smnr% ival of thiese chronically ill patients.
As a Irsullt. tht liderly withl niuronic illnesses have. on tlie average.
pr'eleript ion driug exipendittires nearly three times Its high as those
withouit irotllif' illnesse's.

'HIIe .i- inittee ibelieves thlat all mmll patient prescription dIrug benefit
is tint 1n1ot imnn1 ntl-lit andil logic al Is'ne lit adIdit ionl to the ledicale pro-
g-i-an. Iltetver. tilt- fi 11iniitte' W-is qulifte ont-ernied wzith the cost and
administrative problems associated with proposals to cover all out-
pIitienil tInseriptiol li lh gs under ined icaren. ('overing all d(ruis for the
:Ag'dl f1lli disabled, %vital h1 ',Il 4-opinillefit. QaS s tslinltte(d li -it. social
Security Admuinistration to cost about 921; billion. lIn addition. the
adinlilist ratki;. Ilimde'l of cover-inig all Ildrigs l^ould i' enormious since

ite p'ogair in i nild have to deal % itit miiillions of small preserirtions.
an11 thf iji itiivtioll *uol i-olhs to thsaue hat presclriptiOnis reeitir.d
mdi'er nem di ta ;) Welt 4 (' lsoMl abh and nlecessa:) I V d uiSed onliV bV lbene-
Iiarlli4's. wojihi41 Ii' 1int( i-IWlllelrsol1ic.

Inl st1il'in!ig t1h. pjil'ini1lus posed withIi respect toestablishing all out-
I ltt4 lelt dr i n' teli ti , ti n omittee cone lihi td hilat thle problems could
ilt la rge I i -t Is ysl1lt lI h! l all nop p ic I hiwI foci ised oil provid-
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ing specified drugs which are necessary for the treatment of the most
common crippling or life-threatening chronic diseases of the elderly.
This approach would have four advantages: (1) It would result in the
medicare dollar being targeted toward patients with chrdnic diseases
who need drugs ol a continuin.g hasis for a lengtihv lperioid of time;
(2) it would substantially simplify administration of a drugs h)ene-
t; (3) it would incorporate almost self-policing utilizatiou conl-

trols at a relatively lo"i aunli inistrative roi'lt sine tihe program would
involve only a relatively smimall miinilier of dling entities aoi(d t he neces-
sity for these drugs Wouhld lie coniparat iv4lv :tisv to e4 a bllisilh and (4)
this approach would substaut ially lo-wertlie cost of loroviding a drugs
benefit. Tlhe cost of t1,- aineiuiuIment is 'tiniaitedl ;t $7411 nillijogi for
the first fiil year lieginiiiiig .11 ly 1, 197:.

The committee aipproachl is consist vit with i t le reconilmlend(lation of
the Task Force on I Drugs of the I )-De :palmet of Illlt l. Education,
and Welfare. 'l'ie Task Force, ill :ctgirdlane withi tihe Social Seentriv
Amendments of 1'Jl67, undertook muianiy unniths of s;udy concerning
the appropriateness :ond possible lletfhiods of coverling mIrrgs uder
medicare. ln their final relport. issued iii FebruarY 1969. the Task
Force stated:

"Availiable d*ata o1 d*Iug ise. liv t lie cide:ly support tlie
hypothesis Ihat coverage of onldy Nhose drugs- which are im-
portant for the treatnieni of chronic illiess among the
elderly, and which usually are re(1 Inired on a icontinuing or
recurring basis, would concentrate tile inmotection Iprovided
by a drug program where it is most clearly needed.

After reviewing the relative dflvanta:ges of Ithis apllroanell, thle Task
Force recommended:

"In order to achieve maximum benkelits "it ih whatever funds
may be available, and( to give nuiximnium hell, to those of tile
elderly whose drug needs ire tile miost litirdewisomiie, t lie Taisk
Force finds that patieliilar -otisideratlim should lie given to
providingcoveragealt Ile oitst-n mainlv for 1 I(ist. prescription
drugs which are most likelv it lit- esemil ;ul ill Ille eat milenit of
serious long-term illness."

The committee commends ilhe Task Force for its exhaustive and
definitive efforts and agrees withI its revommintdtlationl.

SU'MMARV or (' trMa': AMt:XlMv'NT

Basically, the rommittee amendmenit wonli ific drugs
ulee~aslumy for the t rent nient of the mInllmiy cripl- i ,I t hreateniiig
diseases nf tite eldterly witIi the lieleficiary suiljec tto a 4eolmy ilient of
$1 pIer prescription.

The chronic illneows c*rvered Iti rth am mci id ii mnl were iarfu 1lv
hosen. Thie Task Fonre til Prescrilptinnl ISImimgs iss'uel iti nVlliliilaoS

study coztaiuiimg extu':usiie dlata * ithrlxnspt ̂ to il tng ut i Iixust ionl among
the elderly. The table iwi.v tuien from:: flie Task Force relort, list';
the more roinskmi clhronici illnesses of tile elderly. ill *rder of the numn1
lierof prescriptiols n htl toeach comiditinn
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DESCENDING ORDER FOR NUMBER OF PRESCRIPTIONS USED IN TREATMENT
OF ILLNESSES AMONG THE AGED

[Excluding mental conditions, gastrointestinal disorders, chronic skin diseases
and anemia]

Number of Mi's
Diagnod Conditions In thousands

Heart ... 46,512
High blood pressure . . ....... .......... 19,681
A.thritis and rheumatism . . ................. 17.343
Genito-urinary conditions .... ............. .... .................... 9,127
Diabetes .................. 8,085
Colds, coughs, throat conditions and influenza '... .. 7.504
Other disorders of circulatory system .... 4.... ...... . .4776
Injuries and adverse reactions '.. . .. .... 4,000
Neoplasm.. .... .............. 3,701
Eye ......... ........... .... ........ . 3,683
Emphysema .... ... .................... 2,766
Asthma and hay fever .... ................ 2,547
Other respiratory conditions .... . ..... ...... 2,415
Sinus and bronchial conditions .................. ..... ...... .138
Ear .... .. .. ................ ................................ 2.113
Pneumonia ...... 1.531
Thyroid ...... 1,491

'Not included in amendment becaus. of generaily short-term nature of condition and need
for prescriptions.

The amendment woild eover serious chronic vonid itions niecessitat-
ing long-terin drug trentaient with the exception of mnental and
nerivous condlitins. chriom skin disease, anemia, and gastrointestinal
disorders. TIhlese diignosts ni-e excep)ted because many of the drugs
used in their trentinient (for exanmple, tranquilizers. antavids. anti-

spasinatflics, antfidiarrheals, *'itamins. iron. and skin ointments) are
drug-s which are also used by many people for general reasons and
are, therefore, difficult to confine to alpl)rolpriate usage by Ibeneticiari(s
only ( for exal lde, they could be acquired for use by nonbeneficiaries)
as ;)pp)osed to ( rugs such as insulin or digitalis which are almost in-
Valriahly used mniv by those who have a specific need for themn. In addi-
tion. concern has lbeen expressed that covetage of the 'inajor" tran-
quilizers u-sd in t l(i treatnment of mental illnesses might encourage
over-preswribing oof plotent tranqitllizers for older people.

The amendinent would further limit coverage to only certain drugs
iseil in the treatiment nf covered conditions. Iln other words. people
withl chron1iic heart disease often use. digitalis drugs to strengthen their
heartlbeat, anticoagilant drugs to reduce the danuger of blood clots and
other drull.gs to lower their blood preszsre. These types of drugs would
ibe cover-ed(liilder twle ielldlilenlitas t hev a l-eessarv in the treatment.

of the heart. conditiouu andri the-y are not types of drugs generally used

iIv lioldle witl hout livait condil ions. However, other drugs which might

be use( by thost with claronic heart conditions (such as sedativea. trait-
tilizeI-s and v itamins) would not be covered as they are drugs which
are geiuerailly less expe nsive, less critical in treatment. and much more
liffieclit to handler adlninistiativel . as many patients without chronic

lheart. disease mav also utilize these tvpes of medications.

l hre roviSion is designed to establish a basis for coverage of drugs

capahle of admtinistiation al reasonuible cost. In this form and scolie
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it is an approach capable of providing significant help and of allowing
for orderly futur expansion if that were later decided.

It is expected that the Formulary Committee will study the rob-
lems related to the question of possible medicare coverage of drugs
used in the treatment of mental illness with particular attention to
development of means of assuring appropriate usage of such drugs.
The Formulary Committee would submit to the Congress, through the
Secretary, a report concerning its findings, conclusions and recom-
mendations with respect to this matter.

EIAUiBIL!TY

All persons covered under part A of medicare would be eligible for
the new outpatient drugs benefit. IUnder the provision, the drugs cov-
cred are necessary in the treatment of the following conditions:

Diabetes
High blood pressure
Chronic cardiovascular

disease
Chronic respiratory disease
Chronic kidney disease
Arthritis and Rheumatism

(Tout
Tuberculosis
Glaucoma
Thyroid disease
Cancer
Epilepsy
Parkinsonism
Myasthenia gravis

The fact that the patient needs the drug would indicate that lie
suffers from one of the above illnesses. Thus generally ti e existence of
a specific chronic illness would not have to be establisl ed in connection
with the application for payment for the l)pvscrilption.

BENEFITS

The covered drug theralpeutic c ategories arc as follows:
Andrenocorticoids
Anti-anginals
Anti-arrhythmics
Anti-coatgulants
Anti-convulsants

(excluding phenoharbital
Anti-hypertensives
Anti-neoplastics
AntiiPa.irkinsntisois ageiti s
Anti-rheumatics
Bronchodilators

Card iintoi Iics
(lholiu,:sterasc : 1itlllilaitr,
I )iul et ' s
G~out Supl-ess:IantS
I lyiOglyeewillics
Al iot ic s
'l'Imiroid hormones
'I ulawn-rlosit ies

IV it II h IIs hese' ct OP rie('S. elii I) Il v rugIs woi 1 11 I(. t I0 Isc I It I II 0I
dru, entities %%Ihi('l: atr i d'l mlt';d lv *di sa ge form,; allu d .4 ii gt ll iI) thne
Me(icare Fori n I lar i('4scrii S't s'low 'T'h4' ;tt i cll a l 'Xilt.
*Irugs nlot requiri'ug a lilhysician's prestriptilon (tex:t':.t for il:silli:.
drugs such as anoticiotis salici: :1re ger al~tly 1se;-d for- it shioll In;l'itm
of tinle anll drugs such as triallqllilizers ant steda4 t ies %%liih mI;tl l.
used not only by bl(neficiaries suffering fotim s rinnms clihromit illlesses.
but also by many other personss ns well. lie fvlia rtirs wSotild incuiri a.I
copaymnent obligation for ea:uci lprescrip ion. 'll'y w,, ai ls., lo
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obliged to pay any charges in excess of the product price component of
the reasonable allowances where a higher-priced product of a drug
included in thle Formuliry w-as prescribed and where the allowances
were based upon generally available lower cost products (see "reason-
able allowance" below). Payment under this program would not Ix
made for drugs supplied to beneficiaries who are inpatients in a hos-
pital or skilled nursing facility because their drugs are already cov
ered under medicare.

IFloRMUi.lRY ( CIOMMLTTEE

To assure rational and professional control over the drugs covered
and the cost of the drugs beniefit, and to assure that funds are being
targete(l towa rd the Imiost necess;irv driig entities u ithin each cover(ed
therapeitic category, a Medicare Formulary would be established.

The Frinisiiii:ur- wuI INK rollx. : "inlied II% ii iomittee consistillu of
fivC me nrilx, a, :L itajOriity of uhom uotid be physicians. The members
would inclhde the Cominissioner of Food and Iirugs and four individ-
uials of recognized pIrofessiolial standing and distinction in the fields
of nmedicine. phalirimacologv or pinarmiicy v w 11o are not otiher wise vii-
ploved by the Federal Governinenit and who do not have a direct or in-
direct financial interest, in the economici- aspoects of the committee's deci-
sions. Members would be appointed by the Secretary for 5-year stag-
gered ternis and would not bxe eligible to serve vlot inuoiisl% for mole
than t wo termis.T'[lie (C'ha iri-man % Oill Id l' cIted bv and fromitt(- pthe lip
mem be rs for re ewab1)le of'e-vea r termis.

It is expected that apoloiiittX's to the lFormiularv Committee will
have the stature and expertise' to assure objective efort and informed
decision-ninkinp of a level engendering lpublic and professional con-
fidence in their integrity and jidgnient.

Tl'he Fornildary ' Committee would be authorized. with the approval
of the SecretarY, to enlage or contract for such reasonable technie;lI
assistance as it determined it mighit need from time to time to enhance
its capacity for judgment concerning inleusion of drugs in the Format-
larv. 'T'his coild inclInde utilizing tie services of the committees :ind
techmnical staff of tle official eompendia (the UInlited States Pharnia-
COui&'ia aidil thle National Fornilary -)' The committee expects that such
Contl.11ting would INw iindertaken on a limlitedl ad hoc basis. and will
be' ilse(l to slipiplelient. as necessary. the services available within the
I )epartment.

'I-hle Foim'lllilary Cnivmiittlees jorimaryl re1-1l~ionbiiity wuolld Ile to
ainiiile. piuliisli. aiio revis' periolically ;a Medicare orimiuilarv ivlwhici

would eontain a listing of the driug enitities land dosage fornis andil
wtret'lgills) withuin tile therliuljitio* categories 4overed hby tile plrogr:i
UI'lichl. ItlaSt' I iji itS irofessiom li jidliiint tIn'eliiiit,; liti ds ne, 'es-
sa ry for 1llo01Z- pa.tit-lt ai-ki. g ii iitl ;iccol it lvlll'V ot i ru-ll titi-te
imic1lined ilieFl thieli ri 4 'a'" ;iid fuilly its, 4.1iderutioiuzil as to whetiri
a1 drug t viltitv smlouillI i zic I It l,, ill til' Forinl :%. tle 'orn i'relarv
Colilillttce11 tvilllld aINztiori cd tooZllt~mit mmtil 11 i- ord.s I l lzuinig ito ;l
driug whic'hn were' :iv: iilihlc to' ;.iiv othie i depliaisient or :ugentieV of thlt
Ft~-1 l. imII v ; u ullimi met al u~i~l ttl i' '4j;ho-Sit {f lsuii IY *'h cs uf ol rutS atith ~t lit' i'
lknozvlehlgeauh~lel' 1)4ilS org~lui ';it jttitjIilteAl- illiformim;m t n eetil
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ing the drug. The committee would be authorized to establish pro-
cedures which it might require to determine the appropriateness of
including or excluding a given drug front the Formulary.

The Formulary Coommittee wotild exercise titmost care in main-
teiining the (oifildentiality of any material of a confidential nature
made available to it.

For purposes of inclusion in or exclusion from the Formulary of anv
*Irug elitity (in a given dosage forim and streugtill), tile prilcip:ijil
factors to be tIaken into account bIv tihe voininittee Avolild be: ( 1) (lili-
cal equivalence, ill the case of the sinle dfosage formis il tfile sinle
strength of thle saine (drg entity andi (2) relative therapueuitic value
in the ease of similahr or dissimriilar (Iruig entities in I lie sanite thera-
peutic category. Tire price of iI driug entitv. would not iMe aI coiisiler:i-
tion in the judgmnenit of t i Formulary ( 'oummittee.

In eomisidering h ich dri dir g * it it n's a mid st reg mrthls, ail i dosage forms,
to include in the Medirare'Forinitrir, tle Fonaiullarv ( onunittec is
expected, on the basis of its professional and scientific analysis of
available informn:tion, to exclude sivch drugs as it deterin ines a me rIot
necessary for proper puatient cliir. t eking into ;iccouiit those d1ru1gs (or
strengths and dlosage formnis) wh :ich me irich Incled iln tie Forinili :ry

Forexaiple, in their consider-ation of dlrigewtities ill tie lieill'e r: r Ltit
category known as anti-an-ginials, a the r apeuitic categowr included iii
the covered categories. the iForimiilary (Comminittee wvould In eximreted
to take into aevouint i rofessiolial app ra;iisals such ais tile foilowilig
which appealr ill)ring r ' ailmitioius--l 1."nl ni.t' ethiitatiV(e p1 ubliva-
tion of the. American Medical Associat ion:

"'le. e' etlft iilteSS of (lit, siliont-act illh it-gentts. sii-I Ii as lliii-oi
glycerin and ain1yl nit rite, has leii-t estahl isied t hroiig-i IIaI;IIV
years of use. * t * The oral adminiiristration of the so-called
'long-acting nitrates e.g., penitaerIytIritol tetran it rate. .
erythrityl tetranitiate.... isosorihide-diiiit rate. as well ais
sOrtie* pre p matioIs of aliit l .e liii i :lleaIgCl to redillace tii('
iuinber of eprisoles and the severitv of file praill of anlgina

pectoris. Tlhe effectiveness of tesli; agelnts is evwe inlore d ifli
cult to deterimiiie thian that of tie sho-rtactinrg nliirsits. :ulnt
thus the berneficiala valuIe if their loig-te!i-i lise is cilitror
versial. a ' 't Tis. it anrnoit le co1 il] lded that tIhi louigaet-
ing nitrates are of definite tteralwlitic valhiw for jroloruelil
use.

"ManIly piroliu'ts are available' thltnt ciintfail :a irrixiI orie 4f

atnItitnigtit n- l aIgetit ortanll I :11 IIIIit laigiI agent1 Iwit 1i a st,(l n I% or

other drug(s) ; however. irofre .r thesi, fixed. -d-se .llllii l-
tions is ratioiial. Theme iS 11in evidenell thalt :1 voirilnllirt il of
antianginal agents h;S nnv arlly e;iit:rge oven1 tire illiulidi'll
agents and. if orIoe f ll"n, o0e I11w *} of Irig is lieedei. thle
siiould be prescriloed selilalrtely.'

The above quotation is ilrilstrativ*t *f the tvle of son ni-c arIul 111for-

mation to vhichi tIe Foriliuinlarv ( 'iiiiilittee is ait icililite togi seri-
ous considerat ion aid weight it, leterillintillg thst Itilsdrg ellt it (eY t rio d
dosage forms and strengths) wvhich are reasoldyb aly llapoprinate ns- eli'

gible drugs for purposes of medicare reinilnirsmnent
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Prior to renmoving any drug entity (or a psarticular dosage form
or strength) from the Formulary, the committee would afford reason-
able o portunity for a hearing on the matter to persons engaged in
manufacturing or supplying the drug involved. Similarly, any person
manufacturing or supplying a drug entity not included in the F orniu-
lary, but whicli he beleved to possess the requisite qualities for inclu-
sion, could petition the committee for consideration of the inclusion of
his drug and, if the petition was denied, might, at the discretion of the
committee, upon reasonable showing to the Fornnulary Committee of
ground for a hIearing, ie atforded a hearing on the niaitter.

In addition to tile list of drug entities included in the Forinular%.
the Formulary would also include a listing of the prices (generally
the average wholesale prices) t. which the various l)roducts of the
drug entities aie usually sold by suppliers to establishments dispensing
drugs.

The Fornintlary Comimittee Iould he solely responsible for profes-
sional judgment as to %%hicil drlug e"t iiies (aid dosage fornis ort
strengths) are included in the Formuliry. The Secretary would not
be involved in the making of those professionial determinations.

Reimbursement would be based, generally, on the average wholesale
price at which the prescribed product of the drug entity inclided in the
Flormnulai- is sold to lphilalniacIes lu)is a p)rofessional fee or other
dispensing charges. except that reimbursement could not exceed an
aiiioit whivli. alien atdlleAl to the eopavillent reituired of tile bene-
ficiary, exceeded the actual customary charge at wrhich the dispenser
sells the prescription to the general public.

lBoti compontents of the reiimbursewent wotuldl he su)ject to o -erall
limitations just as mnedicare's reimbursenient to physicians. hospitals
:ald other snlllithrs is S14b0ject to oivera1ll linilitatiollS. Tile plofessiolnal
fee or other dispensing charge would not be recognized for mnedicare
rehnimlirseniehnt lpulrlo-s) s to the extelt thalt it was iHi vxes:s of tile
75tIi ilxiviittile of fees or elia rges for ntlher phiaritilasis ill thie suine

reulals, rgiont. In estaldishling the 75th peveentile limit in an areai
WVIrrl u .oe pIl ia in l\Si ' Olloe syst' it of calciliation ai d othlu is lse a
dilrel-liit s stemii. it is tlie intent that tit *e .th Ip ls entile of cluiries W.
calculated independentlY for the two systems only where I substanitial
unimiber of phiarimacists iu all area1 used each of tile niethods of charg-
ing for dispensing costs. Otherwise. use of tlme percentile -,onld have
tilhs result that a scattering of pharmacists using a given forizi could st
tihir ,m II liimit whitlc \\iglut nlot I.s rea-alsu1le ill relatio it tilt- ,msil

.rices ill it cmuIituu\\itiimt. Ill order to ;Imoj'il this tililesir:nble effect.
wnrv -*llilv a feu%% lihirlliaists ill anl aream uIstd a givvli foriti of dispenls-
ing charlge. the, liniit of) this charge ai 0111dl 11iomimi;i1a I' lst ;It al la-hel
vsselit i:lls evmiiailltll to flit, 75th 1lwrmeitile, for thie, forim of disjueisiitg
rlh:mrlge Illost fil'm11Ueilik i ISA41 IhV li inm ;s m ;iI1-e:1. In lii1'tel illill-

illg the' pl hm-emitfile. plualrluacies -withi a l 4ssa- a'111111ii *r f I) IscL-ipI-

t;OII IUIS;IueSI. "\olild Iw OII:Ie Vthle;U 11o~lw :lnl ;111 1:rIt-lI %oIIllie
ti~hihumsiies aould lM. t4iiij6ilt'4Y woith eacd wthi- va;h itt:ill lrge oun

tI:IIIII I{in ' inc rs ,iihI Ic{ vili ila ll'a\ t'ti il; 'I rt I a-itl I;i ea] 4tut le .
Ii nlrrss ill the prevaling llirofesoi.lllal feets 01- oilier dkiIpensiiig

charges wouil hem recognized ill a1 tnaliuer sinliflar toI) ret-ogilitioII of
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increases in prevailing physicians' fees. That is to say, increases in pre-
vailmig fees or dispensing charges could be recognized (not more than
annually) up to limits established for program purposes by factors
based upon changes in costs of doing business and average earnings
levels in an area during a given period of time. A given pharmacy
could (chanlge fro0i; a professional fee to anotler dispensing charge
basis or vice versa, but for program reimbursement purposes the net
effect of such change should be neutral.

Program payment for the drug entity (in given dosage forms and
strengths) would be limited to reasonable allowances determined by
the Secretary on the basis of the average wholesale prices at which tile
various products of the drug entity (in a giveR; dosage form and
strength) are comnonly sold to pharmacies it n region plus the pro-
fessional fee or dispensing charge. rhe beneficiary would be obligated
to pay $1 of tht reasonable allowance. If thiere was only one supplier
of a dru entity, the price at which it vas generally sold (plus the fee
or dispsensing charge) would represent the reasonable allowance. If,
however.several ploillletsoft lie drug (inll thesstmestrengtliknd dosage
forim) were generally available, reasonable allowances would be estab-
iislied whichu would encolipass the lower priced products which were
gc enerally availabl liald sold to pharmacies ill n iregion. he nuiimber of
loweer priced prodhicts selected would stop a1t tile point where reason-
able availability of the dru.g enatity is assured. Il the latter case, other
products of t Ile drug entity (ill the ccovered dosage form and strength)
could also Is' reinmbrsable-ven thouglh not s )ecitically included iln
te ranige of lhoer-ipriced products --where tie a'verage whliolesale
prici' of auy suchi prodtict iwas at or below I lie point usedi 1o tlie Secre-
tary iln estailisliin g a reasoi iaI all ow; lc . Hllis proc d r( lu avoids the
plrolleill of having to list every eligible drugt, product fallilng within
the ran ge of acce ptablIe supp lier prices in onrder for it to be re-
inihursable.

P'rodlicts of a dru-g cut it t icllcildile ill ti14 I1 Faril;larv wIlil art,
pricedl above tlii ihigilest reasoilile allowainli wouldl In. IilliblbirsltlxII

bilt only to the exteint (if thi'l Ili-l;est rv;itst;lle Th 'l'l.e Itit;i,
ficialy woul(d be olbligatedl toi p tI ili i'ci'ss ..st,

'There wouldl ll' tilri'i' (ciril(istlict."i' iudeul wbitil the progrlam11 piy\-
ment. for a 1lrescriptioui colid excedl reasonlable n:llowai;ces. First, if
the supplier of a given dIug ploductl (of IL dIrug eIl iti ill ;t Stength
and dosage formn included ill the l Forintilarv) call dleioinstrate to tili(
Formulary Committee thidt his plrodUlit jaOssesses dist ilh; t helrapetitiC
aidvantages over other products (of til(e s;; iit dos;tge fo ti allii
strength) of that dr1mg ut itithlen tle n'aln;all ;zilhowaiie for th;at
drug proxltict would lwl bnsvd uponll fliv In pie ;it I l iIih it w~as gen-erall
sold to pharmacies. Seconod, where the Formnularv ( Coiimiitt ee be*lieved
there was legitirinlte question concerning the clinical ('4juivaelenv of
tile vari lns pr;oduct s of Ii ffeelit sil ie rs of it cove ret I diIg e uItity
(or of gi;eii dosgis forms :tih I sienigtfis) the Formidarv (C'omuittee
wVoulId be expected to list all of ti irodiicts of tileci v *ivil' ;4Idrg entit
(i; flt, dosage ftl ;:i; a tilnd strengIls il 4ulest ionl) so II, to p rovide 04 lie
pleswrill \l withl "I1t1ptlee dhisietiholl until suicl trinn,' as the matter wIs
'l'St1l\''. 'IHils. tl,,' r'iisonabile' allowa\ne141 Would I ld;I b l l;lqt;o tile- I-ea;:

Soillaluii* clistitilaN .price Ito tj le p1 i; l;iw i fort IeI(' p lii Y Iill
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the physicianr iu such cases. Third, if the physician felt in a specific
instance that a particular manufacturers product of a drug entity
included in the Forimulary, but which wvis priced above tile highest
product price component of the reasolnable allowvanice, provides su-
perior therapy to his patienit anid if Irel prescribes that product in his
own handwriting by its established iatie and the namie of its supplier.
the reasonable allowance for tire product. would be based upon the
price at which it was generally sold to l)piarmiaitcies. Thus. a physicianrs
reasonable discretion to prescribe at particiuar pro(dictof R drug entity
included in thi Formulary would be accomiiiodated. In suci cases.
however, the re asoiable allowance wouid not lie grernter than thle actual
usual or ctistomary charge at wi id1 tIre pliarirmacy sellS t hat, particular
drug prodiuct to tIe' geVneral Ilbllie. The commriiittee ex pects that these
imilslial pire.s iribrg St nitw;tiis wilI occur in only :I simrall percent of
CAses. 11A tIiis oildde In c 11 n1 Ilot llegat e tIlt ovI nytill metlicare re-
tiirerllwit that sertvices iN' I-,rsoialdi, ;1and( iuvssary. The Professional
Stanrrdards Review Oi girnizations (or, in flit. alAsenci ofa PSRO,other
;aipropriate lprOfessiOnaill review), wohid bH available to routinely re-
view prescribing l)prac(ticeS.

III Cinirilflstallies otlher til a t hose *t lieo(d a %i4n * ilere tiuth (ei-st
of thle druig prolthlot preswr.iied I1 H l ilrsici:rii ex:c.eds tilt highlest
product price component of the re:lsoil lie llowance. tire beneficiarv
would IK liable for charges to tie .xlent of thiis excess including any
relate(d disliensing fee or rharge.

Ordinarily, however. thie lieneticia ryf old igation would be $1 per
prescription, with thle progmi Inivigng thIe hirliee to tile plhfrnrac.

Reimlimrremenet to providers parti iripnjit ing under medicare for
other thaOn thle drug-s Ipogragin (s irclr as hospitals) %%ould be made on
i1(r regIlalr 1r;rsisnialde costs hirisis.

lit tlie (;sc of ill.411lin. viilrurs.~eieltil wouildl 1w n1r:rdt to :r phlhri-
macy for its reasoranble. usual aried visimto I isxr h hiarge to tile general
puli(, phlls ;a i ;,141;iive billing a llow;Ini. less th. sl -I nlml linent.

IReitilhibrrsenlent. %oluld general lIy hIm rrideh our Y to partiicipating
llarmileies. lIT'e exc4lptioill would I e thItt paiyeuit iieiv lie iniade

for overed (ldirgs diswim-ised bly i physician w-l-r tile Ssecretary de-
termirres t hat tie drug -as requintred iiu ai emerueiv% oi- that nIo
plharmnacy was reaso)litlailv available ill the area.

I' turucr'1' ,*'rx'l'ar §W.%rr: s~a Irs

AXs urienntimied alwivu. rimbitilsUn s enrerit uridler this prograin wvould lIe
lihilitcd tO .1 1t nirt iatrig ll.l ; ic-ar ies. No progr;un r .iilmuihiusemieit %%onnltl
i4, 1IrarlI' vit her to itrl iri iii 141 aVhle;iuri;l.Y whex4 the4 i)IVS4TiI)-
ti ear was (dislIWInsetl Ihn ; liaonupati.vi .;Itilatr plhl.;11iur. |Tihe rISe of pal-
ticilritinig l)iarurrnlclies WOUh1 srlinstirrtilk decl realse the dnmirnistrartil e
co(sts *f tile prog-ulil1. as lalrticipaltinig lilriirnnr;ries voluldl geiuler:rll
Silhubmit hartelies of pre*s iitiprlns a1nI lie plrowrrll %tonmhd riot irl to It
reimburse inudividual I eneliviclit'S o0n ;1 irollibitivelY cn'zt hy lpr'e54.hill-

tiorn-by-p res4ription basis.
Such pdialrnllravies . rnlld lri;rm to} i#- lit icA-d41 t8i here required i ill

tihe StHite ini which tlhv% t4ilt'riitil' antI tairilil hiav to4 11wt conditions
of pllmtiilmlil un A'st;ldilishi'l l.y t hi' S:,ct-arYv *.f lealtl. Iln:vacation.
rralnd WvtIfir. P':nrlivipltiltg prl ranrmcics aa rulnl tile with tlte S.ecretarl
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a statement of their professional fee or dispensing charges (including
minimum charges) as of *Inne 1, 1972, so that the Secretary could
determine the initial prevailing fee or charges in tile census region for
purposes of calelaht ing reasonahle allowaneis.

Participating pharmacies would agree to accept medicare reim-
bursement as payment in fuill and would further agree not to charge
the beneficiary more than $1 opayment (except to the extent that a
product prescribed by a physician was one whose cost exceeded the
reasonable allowance).

The participating pharmacy would be paid directly by medicalr
on a pi-omlpt and timely basis with rnspect to eligible prescriptions
submitted. The prescriptions from each pharmacy vwould be audited
from time to time. on a sample basis to assure compliance with pro-
gram requirements.

AI[NIRTIIAlION

The committee amendment lhts been str mtured in stell a w'I as
to simplify and facilitate provision of and payment for hencfits.

However, the coninlittee hI:Is choleu not to speeifv it p;rtieullar
method or mold of administration. Because this is a 'new benefit, it
is difficult to forecast which methods or organizational structures
anlight aiost suit ai'v ili plenl ent thit colnlinlittees intent thint the druhgs
benefit be administered in the most effivient, exlpeditious and economi-
cal fashion. Fulfillment of the cominittevs intent would not neees-
sarily entail uniform organization and l)roeedlires in each region. The
Secretary could find that different means of administration in differ-
ent regions or atreas were nppropriate in achieving the audilministrative
objectives of the committee.
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OCTOBER 1986:
Talk About Prescriptions Month

Tips on How to Use the Healthy Older People Program
During the Upcoming National Observance

Steven R. Moore, R.Ph., M.P.H.

uring the last two vears, theP U.S. Public Health Service has
organized a national health

effort for older Amencans called
Healthy Older People. A variety of
pt and broadcast materials have
be developed for older people
that promote healthy behaviors, in-
cluding the safe use of medication.

Healthy Older People is based
upon market research that indicates
that older people are actively seek-
org reliable sources of health infoe-
rnation and are willing to change
their behavior in order to maintain
good health. The materials outline
simple steps older adults can take to
improve their lifestyles and their
health These materials include skill
sheets, posters, media kits, radio
and TV public servce announce.
ments, and preproduced radio and
TV nesss segments.

Ewomut appoh.Vty
October is Talk About Prescriptions
Monalh. wlich provides you with an
escelent opportunity to use the
Healthy Older People matertals to
encourage older adults to use medi-
cntes safely. The messages urge
older adults to ask their phannacists

Steren Mcanret s strtar adreisr on
geriatric dr-agso prthe OCjcec fDsitse
Prerilion and Hmlth Prmiort, U.S.
Public llaeth Seroiu, De.partr t rqf
Helth and Hirnwr Series. Waishig-
t", DC.

and doctors questions and to keep
a medication schedule

To take advantage of this oppoI-
trinity, the first thing you should do
is contact your state contact for
Healthy Older People, *ho has been
appointed by the governor. The
contact can discuss the availability
of the various taterials that have
been developed for your use. To fod
out vour contact's nante, see tie list-
ing at the end of this article or phone
the national hodlae for Healthy Older
People 1-800-626-5433

The television public scrvice an-
nouncernents (PSAs) or the TV news
segments are good matetials for la
television stations interested or high-
lighting the health promotion topics
or in doing special interest news
series on geriatric drugs during Oc-
tober However. due to competition
for air time and the tune involved to
protnote such an effort, you'll need
to omnsider ho s much bine you have
to devote to this particular effort.

ddoitsat in oIni

Infonmation on the safe use of
medicines should also be dis-
tributed to local new.spapers since
older people read newspapers
regularly. Press packe, havt been
mailed to state contacts that contain
neswspaper copy for editorial pages,
a column on thc safe use of medi-
dines written by the U.S. Surgeon
General that points out the critical

role of the pharmac st i lhis area.
and other factual information that
reporters can use to write a story.
Don't hesitate to link the effort wisth
the Healthy Older People logo in
your newsspaper adveteet copy.
especialy if you sil be following up
with specific print materials to be
distributed at your tore.

h~dwe -r"fo
In addition to these materials,
several other print materials in-
cluding skill sheets, medication
schedules, amd personal medication
records ha-e heen developed for
use us your store These can be
photocopied or repr nted, each with

yow d d are a
hs famia r

space for adding your store ides-
tifLcation or logo, and distributed at
your prescription department check
out. You could also reproiduce them
on dispenrsig bags or use them as
hag stuffers Thes materials ace
suitable for wide distribufion. not
only to customers, but also through
community outlets and local
government providers that servtce
older consumers.

Pfizer Phacmaceuticals wil also
supply a complimentary loan op
of its geriatric ealth promotion fi

We Still Are, which comes com-
plete with copies of several Healthy
Older People print materials, its

NARt .Jusosa * S.9b.trsr 1tu

(y(-493 0 - 87 - 6
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cluding the skill sheet, personal
medical record, and medi ation
schedule, for audience distrnburiot.
To obtain the film write Pfizer Phar-
macesrrcal. rDo. Box 168, Staten
Island, NY 11305.

Be sure to coordinate your efforts
with others that may already he
under way. Your local or stare phar-
macy association for example. may
have activities planned, which
would make your media efforts
easier because they would benefit
all the pharmacis-i in the area not
just your store.

You might consider joint sponsor-
ship of several speua3 activities.
indudinig:
. a "brown bag clinic where
seniors bring all of their mecications
in a bag for inspection and recom-
mendations are made on items to
discard or discontinue
. a blood pressure or glaucoma
screening effort
• a heait fair
* a special program at a retirement
community or with a senisr citizens
dub

Additional ideas and help in orga-
nizing your efforts can be obtained
through your state coordinator or
the national hotline for Healthy
Older Pople. Schools of pharmacy
may also help you plan and carry
out such activities, as well as pro-
vide externs who are doing clinical
or community rotations or other
student volunteers.

The long-term positive benefits of
getting included in an actvity of this
sort should more than compensate
for the lime and effort you put into
it. Do your homework so you are
able to make the psrper promo
bonal effort to benefit both you and
your customers. Carefully analyze
the quantity of materials that you
will need so you'll have ad uate
supplies Think also about eraliat-
in your effort, even subjectively. to
aid you in similar future efforts. Try
to analyze what succeeded and
what didn't.

Special promotions for older
Americans not only provide a
valuable service to these important
customers, they also give you the
opportunity to participate in Talk
About Precptions Month in a
meaningful way. The Healthy
Older People materials can be an
important aid to you in this effort.
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Before your doctor pre-
sarUes something new, let
him know what medicines
you already take. Include
slise you buy without a
prescription, such as lax-
ativei .,r aspizin, and
medicines another doctor
has preScribed. When you
get a new prescipton, ask
what ists wha, it's spowd
to do. Ad what d& effets
It could have.
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Item 4

mintL ow atm ,S O ON

bwt tW~~ttL _ ts~August 21, 1987

Pt tsi _ nty rtt

Aeia Ph armaceutical A soiation

2215 ConstItutlon Avenue, N.W.
Washtngton, D.C. 20007

Dear Dr. Schlegel!

I would like to thank you once again for appearing beforethe Senate Special Committee on Aging on July 20 and testifyingabout the burdens of prescription drug costs on the elderly.Due to time constraints, Senator Grassley and I were unable toask a number of questions that we believe are important. Iwould like to take the opportunity to request your cooperationin answering the following questions:

1. AARP suggests one possible way to keep administrative
costs down In an expanded Medicare prescription drugbenefit would be to enroll "participating pharmacies".
This approach would be similar to Medicare's
"participating physician" program. What does APhA
think of this program?

2. During the hearing, we received Information about theelderly who don't properly use their presciptions
because of costs, or because they forget due to thefact that they are taking too many medications, orbecause their physician has unintentionally
overprescribed medications. How can the Committee helpto formulate a prescription drug plan that will
encourage greater compliance among patients? Further,what can we do to encourage cooperation between thepharmacist and the physician as a means of providingbetter patient care?

3. Has your association taken a position on the Medicareprescription drug benefit included in H.R. 2941, thecatastrophic health care legislation? What would beAPhA's highest priority If it could modify the Houseversion of the drug benefit?
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John F. Schlegel, Pharm.D.
August 21, 1987
Page 2

4. Is APhA uneasy about the potential administrative

headaches Its members would probably have to face with

new Medicare prescription drug program, to say nothing

of dealing with a bureaucracy that would likely set

prices administratively? Has your association given

full consideration to the effects of such a program?

The Aging Committee is keeping the hearing record open and

will be placing our follow-up questions and your answers in our

print of the hearing's proceedings. It is our intention to

submit these additions to the record by September 4. Therefore,

we request that you relay your answers to the above questions

prior to that date. Once the hearing print is published, we

will be sure to send you a copy.

Your continued cooperation in this matter is appreciated

and we look forward to your responses.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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Q) American 2215 CortutMAwnue. NW
hmiaracautaal ftshigo., DC 20037

Assodatkf (202)628-4410 7m b vfvofj r m

APMA d Cl'

September 3, 1987

The Honorable John Nelcher
Chairman. Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510-6400

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of August 21 and the opportunity to respondto further questions on the issue of pharmaceutical services and
prescription drugs for the nations's elderly. We very much
appreciated the opportunity to present testimony before your committee
in July.

The quesctio.n raised in your August 21 letter are certainly relevant
to the issue at hand. Without restating each question completely, let
me address each in turn.

1. The concept of participating pharmacies is consistent with our
vieu of how any insurance program, catastrophic or otherwise,
should be structured. Pharmacists should always have the option
of choosing to participate in a given program based on a thorough
evaluation of that program. Whether or not this approach has a
significant potential for cost saving is nor entirely clear
because administrative costs generated by prescription drug
benefits programs are generally driven primarily by claims volume,
not by the number of pharmacists participating in the program.

If large numbers of pharmacists choose not to participate, that of
course would be another matter. If that were to occur, access to
the program by the nation's elderly would certainly be adversely
affected. It is therefore crucial that any proposed insurance
program provide for adequate reimbursement to the pharmacist for
professional services to ensure their willingness to participate.

2. As was brought out several times in the hearing on July 20, the
issues of medication use in the elderly, patient compliance and
"polypharmacy" are of concern to many, and certainly to
pharmacists, A very effective way to deal with many of these
issues is to encourage an ongoing and consistent professional
relationship between the patient and his/her pharmacist. Patients
should be encouraged to parronize the name pharmacy consistently.
This allows the pharmacist to maintain a more complete record of
the patient's medicatiun regimen, and improves the chances for
identifying compliance and drug interaction problems. APhA has
also argued for limiting the supply of medication per encounter to
30 days, which allows for more frequent re-antry of the patient
into the "system" for eval:,arion and screening for such problems.

With regard to the issue of pharmacist/physician cooperation, we
feel that the professional dialogue between physicians and
pharmacists is certainly crucial, and we have always encouraged
both professions to work together cooperatively on behalf of the
patient. However, this must be primarily a responsbility of the
professionals themselnes based upon the level of trust and respect
that already exists. Attempting to legislate suc, interaction
would be neither functional or prudent.

3. APhA has indeed worked clonely with members of the House of
Representatives and their staffs on HR..2941. We have been
clearly in support of inclusion of pharmaceutical services and
prescription drug products in any program of catastrophic care
coverage. In our July 20 testimony we stressed the importance of
not artificially unbundling pharmaceutical and medical services,
since they are so necessarily intertwined in benefitting the
patient.



We continue to be concerned about certain aspects of the proposed
legislation, however, and are continuing to work with those
involved in both the House and Senate to promote provisions bhich
insure both a high quality program for beneficiaries and a program
which will engender pharmacist participation and support.

thir major coocers uith the bouse hill is the uacceptably
infrequent (bi-annual) revision of the data used to calculate
reimburiement to the pharmacist for acquisition costs of
pharmaceuticals. As is well known, the prices of pharmaceuticals
have risen both frequently and substantially in recent years, and
this ecpense impacts just as ouch on the pharmacist an it does o-
the patient. The pharmacist must have the pharmaceutical products
in his inoentory to be able to provide that portion of his
services to the patient. Adjusting the reimburse=cnt calculations
for acquisition of pharmaceuticals only onoe or twice yearly will
require the psarlzacist to absorb what can often be substantial
increases in pharmoncticol prices. Ao eq,.irahle resolutin of
this issue is essential to the willingness and ability of
pharmacists to pur icipate in the piogfa...

4. APhA has indeed given full consideration to the effects of the
program currently under counideratio-. APhA han advocated the
inclusion of pharmaceutical services and prescription drug
products in the Medicare program for many years -- lng before rhe
current discussion related to catastrophic illness. Certainly any
program of this type and magnitude presents administrative
challengen; houeoer, careful design and planning, utilicing
currently available and accepted systems and procedures, can
ncerco-e any anticipated problems. For enample, uniconsal third
party claim form usage, promotion and utilieation of electronic
clacis processing, and other easures nol, minimie adoirictrat tice
problems and costs. Mest pharmacists have participated in .

providing pharmaceutical 6ercicer to beoeficiaries of other third
party programs for quite some time. The difficulties encountered.
particularly in recent years, often relate much more to Adequacy
of compensation for services than to major problems with the
bureaucratic and administrative system. Simply stated, maximun
participation in any such program by pharmacists will be assured
if the pharmacist's toll range of services are recognized,
in I iced and fairly compensated.

Agist we thank you for this opportunity to presont our views on this
issue of importance for both our nation s elderly and our pharmacist
membern. Pleose do nor hesitate to nail upon un fnrther if ce can, be
of assistance to you and your staff as you deliberate on this issue in
the weeks ahead.

Sincerely yours,

Ct./
JA., F. Schlegel, Phar.D
President

JFS/m.p
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August 21, 1987

Mr. Robert P. Allnutt
Executive Vice President
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
t100 15th Street, N.W.
Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Allnut:

I would like to thank you once again for appearing before
the Senate Spe05al Committee on Aging on July 20 and testifying
about the burdens Of prescription drug costs on the elderly.
Due to time constraints, Senator Grassley and I were unable to
ask a number of questions that we believe are Important.
Therefore, I would like to take the opportunity to request your
cooperation In answering the following questions:

1. From January, 1980 through 1986, the cost Of
prescription drugs has increased about 80 percent,
which is two and one-half times faster than the rise
In consumer prices In general. According to data put
into the record for a hearing on pharmaceutical drug
prices held by the Consumer Interests Suboormsittee of
the House Select Committee on Aging in October of
1986, the pharmaceutical manufacturers are making up
to three times the average profits for all
manufacturing corporations. (The Comm.tte00s data was
taken from a FTC report and covered the years from
1967 to 1984). This is a sizable Increase, and it is
difwdcult to e h yothat It can be completely
attributed to greater research and development
expenditures and the Food and Drug Administrathon
(FDA) drug approval process. What portion Of these
increases can be diSe ectly attributed to these last two
factors? What other factors are involved in these
ancreases that we hear so much about when we visit
senior centers?

2. Mr. Allnutt, you stated in your testimony that any
program providing coverage for the costs of
prescription drugs should be targeted to those most ,n
needw . What are PMAo's recomendations as to how this
would best be accompleshed? Do you think states are
better able to adthninster this type of program,
through an expansion of the Medicaid program, for
example, than the federal government?
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Mr. Robert F. Allnutt
August 21, 1987
Page 2

3. You advocated in your statement that a comprehensive
study be undertaken before a drug-benefit program Is
enacted. An earlier witness cited studies, including
the National Medical Care Utilization and Expenditure
Survey, which appear to contain abundant data on the
prescription drug utilization and expenditure patterns
of the elderly. Given this, why do we need another
study?

4. You noted In your statement that none of the estimates
of providing a new program of drug coverage under
Medicare takes into account the substantial cost of
medicines for AIDS victims that would be paid under
H.R. 2941. Most AIDS victims have to wait 24 months
after qualifying for social security disability before
qualifying for Medicare and most victims die before
they can qualify for Medicare. Can you elaborate on
why you believe the House legislation would result in
substantial costs because of AIDS?

The Aging Committee is keeping the hearing record open and
will be placing our follow-up questions and your.answers In our
print of the hearing's proceedings. It Is our Intention to
submit these additions to the record by September 4. Therefore,
we request that you relay your answers to the above questions
prior to that date. Once the hearing print Is published, we
will be sure to send you a copy.

Your continued cooperation in this matter is appreciated
and we look forward to your responses.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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September 3, 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400

near Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of August 21, 1987, asking for my
answers to additional questions that you and Senator Grassley
propounded in connection with the Committee hearing of July 20 on
prescription drug use by the elderly.

I have set forth below your questions and my answers.

Question 1. From January, 1980 through 1986, the cost of
prescription drugs has increased about 80 percent,
which is two and one-half times faster than the
rise in consumer prices in general. According to
data put into the record for a hearing on
pharmaceuttcal drug prices held by the Consumer
Interests Subcommittee of the House Select
Committee on Aging in October of 1986. the
pharmaceutical manufacturers are making up to
three times the avorage profits for all
manufacturing corporations. (The Committee's data
was taken from a FTC report and covered the years
from 1967 to 1984). This Is a sizable increase,
and it is difficult to believe that it can be
completely attributed to greater research and
development expenditures and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) drug approval process. what
portion of these increases can be directly
attributed to these last two factors? what other
factors are involved in these increases that we
hear so much about when we visit senior centers?

Answer 1. The pharmaceutical industry's commitment to
research and developoent is a major factor in drug
price increases in recent years; we have never
stated that price increases are completely
attributable to increases in R&D expenditures.

In recent years, the costs of providing health
care, and the prices charged, have risen
substantially. The same is true for prescriptiun
drugs. But modern prescription drugs are a very
good value. Prescription drug prices have
remained well below the overall Consumer Price
Index ever since that index was set at 100 in
1967. And drug prices today are less than two-
thirds the overall price index for medical care.
Prescription drugs and related products sold In
retail pharmacies in 1985 were half of the 1960
level as a percentage of health care costs. In
1967, a typical worker had to work one hour and
twenty minutes to pay for an average prescription;
by 198>. it took only 63 minutes to pay for that
prescription.

Research and development are the hallmarks of the
PMA member companies. Their investment In R&D
continues to double every five years. Moreover,
the industry is investing an increasingly higher
percentage of sales -- currently 15% -- to finance
its growing investment In R&D. measuring
increases in R&D expenditures the same way we
measure price increases, the index- for R&D
conducted by PWA companies now stands at over
1,000, three and one-half times the prescription
drug CPI.
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The period of time during which this enormous
investment In R&D can be recovered through sales
revenues is being dramatically compressed due to a
number of converging forces. Foremost is the
unprecedented surge in competition from generic
products as soon as the patent on the pioneer drug
expires. Other major forces include the intense
competition within the research-based
pharmaceutical industry to develop and market new
patented drugs, Increasing delays in the approval
of new drugs; and increasing foreign competition
from developed countries that have targeted this
industry and from newly industrialized countries
that blatantly condone patent piracy.

Nevertheless, our companies so far remain
competitive in world markets. The U.S.
pharmaceutical industry, despite its relatively
small size, ranks fourth among the ten leading
high-technology industries in contributing a
positive trade balance. In 1986. for the first
time, those ten industries had a net negative
balance of trade, totaling $2.6 billion, but
pharmaceuticals contributed a positive balance of
$764 million. But our industry's leadership
position in world markets is not assured. From
1976 through 1980. the U.S. pharmaceutical
industry contributed 70 new drugs to world
markets, more than one-fourth of the total and
twice the number originating from Japan. in sharp
distinction, during the last five years, Japan
introduced 60 new drugs into world markets as
compared with 58 originating from the United
States.

Congress can -- and should -- take several
important steps to help restrain the forces
tending to drive up prices of modern medicines.
These include appropriating the funds necessary to
streamline the new-drug approval process at the
Food end Drug Administration; continuing to
encourage other countries to strengthen the
protection of patents and trademarks; protecting
U.S. process patents from foreign pirates;
reforming our chaotic product-liability system;
and strengthening the tax incentives for research
and development.

As the FTC study cited in your question indicates,
the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry Is
profitable. Both the research-based industry and
publicly-held generic-only manufacturers offer
good returns to investors. I believe that most
economists would agree that rilk-taking companies
like the research-based industry should strive to
produce higher-than-average profit margins.

The research-based pharmaceutical industry stands
on the threshold of a golden age of development.
New and exciting knowledge about molecular
biology, and new methods of research and
development -- including computer modeling of
molecules and cells and advances in biotechnology
-- will enable PMA companies to develop new
treatments and cures for such deadly diseases as
cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer's disease,
leukemia and AIDS. These dreams will become a
reality only if incentives remain for the
research-based pharmaceutical industry to continue
its enormous investment in research and
development.

Question 2. Mr. Allnutt. you stated in your testimony that any
program providing coverage for the costs of
prescription drugs should be targeted to those
most in need. what are PMA's recommendations as
to how this would best be accomplished? Do you
think states are better able to administer this
type of program, through an expansion of the
Medicaid programs for example. than the federal
government?
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Answer 2. The most effective way to ensure that
pharmaceutical assistance is "targeted to those
most In need' is to adopt a means-tested program,
through extension of Medicaid or through a new,
separate program. In such a program only those
individuals below a certain income level would
qualify for assistance or, alternatively, the
benefit would decrease at higher income levels.
Given the finite limits on the ability of the
elderly to support a program through premiuns, and
on available government resources, this ensures
that program funds for the most part will be
focused on assisting individuals in need of help.
This approach also corrects a major deficiency
associated with a high deductible for all
individuals -- namely, that for someone with very
low income, a substantial deductible may have the
effect of denying access to pharmaceutical
assistance.

There can be little doubt that state governments
are in a much better position to administer a
pha rmaceutical assistance program -- whether or
not it is a mcans-tested program. The best
evidence of state governments' capacity in this
area is provided by the fact that 49 states now
administer a Medicaid drug benefit and 9 states
have already recognized the need for a
pharmaceutical assistance to the aged program. and
have developed programs that are menus-tested and
designed to meet the needs of their own citizens.

Whether a state program of this type is
established as a separate program (as has been
done in these 9 states) or as an adjunct to the
Medicaid program, it is apparent that
administration of such programs Is better left to
state governments.

State administration takes advantage of the unique
benefits of the Federal system. For example.
states are better able to develop policies that
ensure proper utilization of the program.
Recipient restriction programs, whereby the small
number of individuals who abuse the Medicaid drug
progra-n can be "locked-in" to specified pharmacies
or physicians, can be implemented at the state
level, and have been shown to be extremely
effective in reducing unnecessary (and costly)
utilization. It is difficult to see how such a
program could be operated out of Washington, D.C.
Similarly, there are other 'fraud and abuse'
initiatives that are most likely to be successful
if left to the states.

Additionally, some states have successfully
implemented drug utilization review (DIR) programs
under Medicaid. These DUR programs have been
shown not only to be cost-effective in preventing
unnecessary hospitalization, but also have led to
improved drug therapy. Such programs have
generally involved practitioners in a non-coercive
and cooperative arrangement with administrators --
a relationship which could hardly be implemented
at the Federal level,

Recipient restriction programs, other fraud and
abuse initiatives, and DUR represent only a few
obvious examples of why state administration of
pharmaceutical assistance programs for the elderly
makes sense. Other illustrations, such as
prescribed limits on the quantity of drugs
dispensed per prescription, could be used to cite
the advantages of state policy determinations
which are based on factors that may vary
significantly from state to state. Finally, a
program involving state administration, even if

ted to Federal funds, could afford greater
flexibility and innovation in terms of providing
incentives for states to experiment with various
policy options.
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Question 3. You advocated in your statement that a
comprehensive study be undertaken before a drug-
benefit program is enacted. An earlier witness
cited studies, including the National Medical Care
Utilization and Expenditure Survey, which appear
to contain abundant data on the prescription drug
utilization and expenditure patterns of the
elderly. Given this, why do we need another
study?

Answer 3. The wide variation in estimates by the actuaries
at the Health Care Financing Administration and
experts at the Congressional Budget Office
demonstrates the problem of dealing with a paucity
of current data. There are several studies that
include outdated data on drug utilization and
expenditure patterns of the elderly. These
studies include the Current Medicare Survey (last
conducted in 1977). the 1977 National Medical Care
Expenditure Survey, and the 1980 National Medical
Care Utilization and Expenditure Survey. Taken
together, these studies might have been
appropriate bases upon which to plan a
prescription drug benefit for the early 1980s.
Unfortunately, we are faced with planning a
program for 1989 or 1990 with decade-old data.
Projecting these data to 1989 requires many
assuIsptions about how utilization patterns may
have changed since 1977 or 1980, given significant
improvements in drug therapy. major changes in
opportunities for insurance coverage of drug
expenses and strong improvements in economic
status of the elderly. Depending on the
assumptions adopted, two independent analyses of
the same data base can reach very different
conclusions, as have HCFA and CBO.

we believe that the costs of a drug benefit
program need to be assessed based on accurate data
to ensure that the program Is not seriously under-
funded. If a new drug benefit Is to be targeted
at those most in need of assistance, as we feel is
necessary, then it is essential that new
information be assembled so that we can describe
the size and nature of this segment of the elderly
population.

Question 4. You noted in your statement that none of the
estimates of providing a new program of drug
coverage under Medicare takes into account the
substantial cost of medicines for AIDS victims
that would be paid under H.R. 2941. Most AIDS
victims have to wait 24 months after qualifying
for social security disability before qualifying
for Medicare and most victims die before they can
qualify for Medicare. Can you elaborate on why
you believe the House legislation would result in
substantial costs because of AIDS?

Answer 4. Clearly, the financial plight of most AIDS victims
needs to be urgently addressed by Federal, state
and local governments, as well as by private
organizations. Under the House legislation (m.H.
2470), AIDS victims who wait 24 months to qualify
for Medicare as disabled persons also would
qualify for the drug benefit. As your question
notes. at present, most AIDS victims do not live
24 months and, therefore, would not receive drug
benefits. However, one drug -- AZT or Retrovir --

has been approved by the Food and Drug
Administration and shown to be effective in
arresting the development of AIDS and prolonging
the lives of victims. And in view of the massive
effort by the research-based pharmaceutical
industry to develop drugs to treat AIDS, we
believe that an increasingly large number of AIDS
victims will live more than 24 months and
therefore qualify for the drug benefit under
Medicare.
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Apart from extended life expectancy for AIDS
patients, legislation is pending In the House to
accelerate the eligibility of AIDS patients for
Medicare (H.R. 276).

Studies have shown that the number of AIDS victims
and treatment costs are expected to rise
significantly in coming years. At present,
according to the Centers for Disease Control,
about 36,000 people have AIDS and 1.5 million
people carry AIDS antibodies. Within 5 years, up
to 30 percent of those with AIDS antibodies are
expected to develop the disease. The CDC
concludes that, if present trends continue, there
will be 10 million to 15 million AIDS carriers in
the United States by the year 2010, and 3 million
to S million diagnosed cases of AIDS.

In early June, the Rand Corporation released a
study estimating that the cost of treating AIDS
patients will exceed $37 billion from mid-1986
through mid-1991. The figure is based on 400,000
AIDS patients with medical costs of $94,000 each
and included only hospital and outpatient care,
not the cost of social services or earnings lost
due to illness and premature death. An earlier
study by the University of California at San
Francisco found that the cost of treating AIDS
victims would be $66.4 billion in 1991 alone,
including $8.5 billion in medical costs, $2.3
billion for social services and research and $55.6
billion in lost earnings. To repeat, we do not
take a position on whether the medication costs
for AIDS victims should be covered by the Medicare
trust fund or some other program. But we wish to
point out that neither the CB0 or HCFA estimates
take these substantial costs into account.

I hope these responses are useful to the Committee.

Thank you again for allowing us to present testimony in your
recent hearing.

Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Robert F. Allnutt

cc: Senator Grassley
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August 21, 1987

Mr. John Rother
Director, Legislation. Research and Public Policy
American Association of Retired Persons
1909 K Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20049

Dear John:

I would like to thank AARP once again for appearing before
the Senate Special Committee on Aging on July 20 and testifying
about the burdens of prescription drug costs on the elderly. Due
to time constraints, Senator Grassley was unable to ask a number
of questions. I would like to take this opportunity to request
your cooperation In answering the following questions he has
submitted for the hearing record:

1. The Senate Catastrophic Health Care Bill contains a
provtsion which calls for a study of the prescription
drug benefit. At several points in AARP's testimony,
you refer to things we should know more about, Including
what private health insurance companies cover, what
states are doing In this area, and the potential
utilization of a full Medicare prescription drug
benefit. Why shouldn't we undertake the kind of study
or studies called for In the current Senate legislation,
and wait for the reults before proceeding with this
benefit?

2. You endorse the Idea or catastrophic coverage for
prescription drugs. It can be argued that the Idea of
catastrophic coverage Implies coverage related to
income, but your proposal contains any income-related
element. Why shouldn't a catastophic prescription drug
benefit be related to ability to pay?

3. You noted in your statement that "if actual experience
in administering the benefit falls withIn reasonable
projections, then we believe It would be approprIate to
lower the deductible In years to come. Ideally, the
deductible should be no higher than $200." It is hard
for me to think of a program in which cots twere lower
down the road than were projected. Why should we expect
our experience with this program to be any different?
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The Aging Committee Is keeping the hearing record open and
will be placing Senator Grassley's rollow-up questions and your
answers in our print of the hearing's proceedings. It is my
intention to submit these additions to the record by September 4.
Therefore, I request that you relay your answers to the above
questions prior to that date. Once the hearing print Is published,
I will be sure to send you a copy.

Your continued cooperation in this matter is appreciated and
we look rorward to your responses.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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September 17, 1987

Senator John Melcher
C ha r t08
Special Committee on Aging
U. S. Senatr
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Melcher:

I aa responding to your letter of August 21 in which you asked scaeral
questions on behalf of Senator Crassley for the record of the July 20
hearing on the high cent of prescription drugs for the elderly.

1. n. Why shouldn't we undertake the kind of studies called for in
the current Senate legislation and wait for the results before
proceeding with thin henefir

7

A. More studies are, of course, Aiwayp uaeful. Rowever, they are
often -sed as a convenient excuse for delay. The prescription drug
benefit is a tough Sasue. Many of the hardest qacati n.. relate to
cost and uitiltcatton the answers for which will only come with
experience after a benefit is put into place. While there is en
federal experience with a dr-g benefit analagous to what the amendment
would do, we do have experience in several of the states. Hence, the
best way to gain the information and experIence we want, while at the
name time not ignoring a critical need, is to proceed with implemen-
ting a benefit incorporating both a high enough ded-ctible and
coinsurance, Ilmits on costs, and then prepare to refine the technical
conponents of that benefit over a period of time. Ultiarltely, we
believe that thin in a aerious problem that needs to he addressed now.

2. Q. Why ahouldn't the drug benefit he related to ability to pay?

A. Medicare was founded on the principle of social insurance--a
principle which recognizes the importance of the Medicare program to
all of society, while at the sane time requiring that each beneficiary
should pay something toward the cost of his or her benefits. This
principle ensures broad support for Medicare and gSuarantes equal
access to esseetial health care benefits.

Our nembern legitinately fear the erosion of the social insurance
tuncept that would occur If Medicare were to become means-tested.
AARP has argued that the caiastrophlc package should be financed
through a combination of premiums, inclusion of all state and local
government employees under Medicare, and an increase in the tobacco
tax (for the Medicaid conpunents of the package).

3. 0. Why shouldn't we expect thts program to overrun costs further
down the road?

A. We have learned a lot ahout cost control In the health area In
recent years. Indeed, it w.a only a few years ago that Medicare's HI
Trust Fund wan estliated to be insolvent by I987. However, by
applying cost constraints, many of which the Association has
supported, the Trust Pand in now seen as solvent to the year 2002. If
we are prudent and apply our knowledge from the beginning in enacting
legislation to establish effective cost control mechanisms, our task
should be easier.

Some of our earlier problems resulted from the effort to gain Initial
acceptance for the Medicare program. At that time, we stressed access
and virtually ignored cost controls. We should not make the same
mistake again.

_4v+,2 7 4w~tt-
John Rotber
Director
Legislation, Research and Public Policy
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August 21, 1987

Helene Levens Lipton, Ph.D.
Assoclate Proressor
Institute for Health Policy Studies
School or Medicine
1326 Third Avenue
San Prancisco, Calirornia 941I43

Dear Dr. Lipton:

I would likc to thank you once again for appearing before
the Senate Special Committee on Aging on July 2D and testlfylng
about the burdens of prescrIption drug costs on the elderly. Due
to time constraints, Senator Grassley and I were unable to ask a
number of questions that we believe are Important. Thererore, I
would like to take the opportunity to request your cooperation
In answering the rollowing questions:

1. You state that, whilc there have not been many studies
on this Issue, there clearly appears to be a
relationship between noncompllance and high drug costs.
Are there any rigures at all that you are aware of that
could give us an idea of the extent of the problem or
noncompliance as a consequence or drug costs?

2. Dr. Lipton, you mention In your prepared testimony that
some physicians overprescribe or innappropriately
prescribe mcdications for the elderly. Are you aware
or any studies which docr'ment this problem and do you
have any recommendations about ways In which we could
alter this situation?

3. Dr. Lipton you also describe the problems associated
with the multple use of drugs. Elderly who require
great numbers of medications -- like anyone else who
must rollow many different directions everyday of their
lives -- can get conrused or Just plain lazy. Do you
have any Ideas about how our elderly can better comply
with directions their pharmacists and doctors give them
when they prescribe drugs for them?
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Page 2

4. We know that older people take more prescription
medications than do younger age groups, but can you
give us any idea of how common the need for multiple
medications among older people la? Do we have any data
which tell us how many different medications are taken
simultaneously by different percentages of the elderly?

5. It is unclear from your statement that the non-poor
experience financial hardship as a consequence of
prescroption drug outlays. For instance, you said that
five percent of the elderly Incurred total drug
expenditures of $600 or more, and paid 80 percent of
this amount out-of-pocket. For what part of that five
percent or the elderly do those outlays constitute a
financial hardship?

The Aging Committee is keeping the hearing record open and
will he placing our follow-up questions and your answers in our
print of the hearing's proceedings. It Is our intention to
submit these additions to the record by September 4. Therefore,
we request that you relay your answers to the above questions
prior to that date. Once the hearing print is published, we
will be sure to send you a copy.

Your continued cooperation in this matter Is appreciated
and we look forward to your responses.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

Chairman
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Additional Testimony Pertaining to Prescription Drug Costs and the Elderly

Submitted by: Helene Levens Lipton, Ph.D.

1. You state that, while there have not been many studies on this issue,
there clearly appears to be a relationship between noncompliance and high
drug costs. Are there any figures at all that you are aware of that
could give us an idea of the extent of the problem of noncompliance as a
consquence of drug costs?

We do not have sound data about the extent to which drug costs influence

elderly patients compliance with drug regimen. There are very few rigorous

studies examining this issue. Available studies are limited by small.

nonrepresentative samples of elderly patients, vague definitions of

compliance, and failure to measure drug costs and compliance independently of

patients' self-report. A 1986 national telephone survey conducted by AARP

indicated that 17 percent of the respondents did not purchase prescription

drugs and the second most cited reason was high drug costs. These figures

provide some general indication of the extent of the problem. However,

these figures may underestimate the magnitude of noncompliance as a

consequence of drug costs because they do not measure the extent to which high

drug costs limit the amount of medications the elderly take each day, the

regularity with which they take chronic medications, and the frequency with

which they fill needed Prescriptions. We need to know more about this

critical issue.

2. Dr. Lipton, you mention in your prepared testimony that some physicians
overprescribe or inappropriately prescribe medications for the elderly.
Are you aware of any studies which document this problem and do you have
any recommendations about ways in which we could alter this situation?

Inappropriate Physician Prescribing for the Elderly; The Extent and

Nature of the Problem

Effective prescription drug therapy depends on rational prescribing by

physicians. Too often, this critical element is absent in the care of the
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elderly. Although we lack precise data regarding its magnitude, available

studies suggest that inappropriate prescribing for the elderly is widespread.

Many physicians do not recognize that the elderly are especially susceptible

to drug-related problems because of age-related changes in the body's

functions regarding drug distribution, metabolism, and excretion (Lamy 190R).

Consequently, commonly used drugs such as digoxin and cimetidine are

frequently prescribed in dosages excessive for elderly patients (Whiting,

Wandless & Sumner 1978; Manning et al. 1980; Campion et al. 1985).

There is also the more insidious problem of side effects that go

"undetected, untreated, and unexplained" by physicians (McKenney et al.

1973). These side effects often result from ingestion of many kinds of

medications concurrently and contribute to more serious adverse drug

reactions. For example, one of the most common causes of reversible dementia

Is the injudicious use of medications (Kane, Ouslander & Abrass 1984; Beck et

al. 1982).

Overmedication is often seen as the major drug misuse problem plaguing

the elderly, but undermedication may be an equally serious and frequently

overlooked phenomenon. One area in which undermedication is apparent and

potentially serious is in the treatment of depression. Physicians may fail to

treat depression in elderly patients because it can exhibit atypical symptoms

(e.g., mental confusion). When it is correctly identified, it may not he

treated at all, for physicians may consider depression an inherent part of the

aging process. Even when antidepressant drug therapy is initiated, dosages

may be too low because physicians either are overly cautious or are unaware of

the availability of a wide variety of antidepressant drugs with differing

side-effect profiles. Such variety permits physicians to individualize
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therapy by monitoring blood levels (Task Force on Use of Laboratory Tests in

Psychiatry 1985).

Another instance of undermedication can be observed in the use of

chemotherapeutic agents for cancer. Geriatric patients often are omitted from

chemotherapeutic treatment for fear that they will develop life-threatening

toxicities. When they are placed on chemotherapeutic treatment, clinicians

may assume that the dosages of these drugs should be reduced because of the

potential for serious adverse drug reactions. In fact, recent evidence

suggests that in order to produce any therapeutic effect in older adults,

these agents must be given in full dosages (Kelly 1986).

Inappropriate prescribing of medications, especially psychostrpic agents,

is particularly acute in nursing homes. About one-half of all nursing home

residents take some form of tranquilizer. Residents often receive sedatives

on a nightly basis for extended periods of time, and a considerable number of

these residents experience adverse reactions (e.g.. mental confusion) from

chronic use (Marttila et al., 1977). Because they can decrease alertness,

affect judgment and balance, and cause dizziness, sedative-hypnotics

contribute to an increased risk of falls among elderly nursing home residents

(Sobel & McCart 1983). Such falls can lead to hip and vertebral fractures,

with accompanying morbidity and mortality (MacDonald & MacDonald 1977; Ray et

al. 1987). Other drugs routinely given to nursing home residents--major

tranquilizers, tricyclic antidepressants. antihypertensives and diuretics--are

also suspected of causing falls because of effects similar to those of

sedative-hypnotics (MacDonald 1984; Sobel & McCart 1983).

Strategies for Action

One exciting and innovative approach to improving physicians' prescribing

Involves the public interest detailer--a physician or pharmacist sponsored by
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a medical school or medical society. The public-interest detailer provides

physicians with up-to-date and unbiased information about drug therapy.

Studies have shown that these health professionals can improve the accuracy

and appropriateness of physician prescribing (Avorn and Soumerai 1983;

Schaffner et al. 1983), and that the reduction in unnecessary drug

expenditures produce savings greater than program costs (Soumerai & Avorn

1986).

Given these promising results, the Medicare program should consider

funding large-scale demonstration projects to evaluate the effectiveness of

using clinical pharmacists and physicians as drug consultants to physicians.

Public-interest detailing could be performed on a regional basis by medical

and/or pharmacy schools under contract with HCFA. If public-interest

detailing proves effective on a national scale, it could be integrated into

the Medicare program.

3. Dr. Lipton. you also describe the problems associated with the multiple
use of drugs. Elderly, who require great numbers of medications--like
anyone else who must follow many different directions everyday of their
lives--can get confused or just plain lazy. Do you have any ideas about
how our elderly can better comply with directions their pharmacists and
doctors give them when they prescribe drugs for them?

Physicians and pharmacists can reduce the risk of noncompliance in

patients who have multiple drug regimens by placing not only the name hut also

the purpose of each drug on the prescription container. Labeling of this kind

reduces chances of errors, especially the errors that can be made when there

are prescriptions from more than one physician and/or when prescriptions are

filled by many different pharmacists.

Careful labeling requires that the physician be willing to write the

purpose of the drug on the prescription and that the pharmacist be willing to
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talk to the physicians if the instructions are not clear to the patient. Such

labeling should be simple, direct, and in terminology easily understood by

elderly patients: for example, 'digoxin - heart pill;' 'ampicillin -

antiboiotic for infection;' and 'lasix - water pill.'

Another way to help patients taking multiple medications involves

simplifying the regimens. Physicians and pharmacists should examine each

regimen and make certain that it is the safest, simplest, and most effective

therapy available. Every effort should be made to simplify scheduling. For

example, instead of prescribing digoxin every other day, a physician might

change the scheduling so that a smaller dosage is taken every day. Given the

slower renal excretion rate in the older adult, this change would result in

more effective therapy as well as provide a means to improve compliance. A

physician might also prescribe a medication with a long half-life on a once-

daily or twice-daily basis, as opposed to three or four times daily. In

addition, efforts should be made to titrate medications against treatment

response in order to determine the smallest amount of medication required.

Finally, whenever feasible, unnecessary medications should be eliminated

(Sherman, Warach & Libow 1979). For example, the prescription of potassium

supplements for a patient taking diuretics is not always necessary if the

patient does not have a clinically significant potassium deficit or is not

taking a digitalis preparation.

When it is not feasible or desirable to simplify a complex regimen,

pharmacists may use a patient profile system to question patients about drug

use and to determine whether drugs are being refilled promptly. The format of

patient profiles can range from file cards to the computer-based systems that

are now readily available. Prescriptions in such computer systems are filed
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by name as well as number. The system requirements vary, but the basic

components involve a brief history of the patient to determine health status,

diagnoses, Current drug regimen (including both prescription and

nonprescription drugs), dates of drug refills, drug allergies, health

insurance coverage, and names and specialties of physicians. By maintaining

patient profiles, the pharmacist can also guard against adverse reactions,

drug-drug interactions that may mitigate the effects of prescription drugs,

and drug-food interactions that may enhance or inhibit drug effects.

Patient package inserts (PPIs) or similar drug information materials can

be provided to elderly patients on multiple medications in order to reinforce

health professionals' oral instructions and to serve as home reference guides.

Written information works best in combination with oral counseling from

physicians and pharamcists. Patients' use of medications should be monitored

at periodic intervals since patients' compliance with drug regimen often

decreases over time. Drug consultations should be provided by means of a

nonthreatening and nonjudgmental line of questioning.

4. We know that older people take more prescription medications than do
younger age groups, but can you give us any idea of how common the need
for multiple medications among older people is? Do we have any data
which tell us how many different medications are taken simultaneously by
different percentages of the elderly?

The 11 percent of Americans who are elderly receive almost 30 percent of

all prescription drugs used in this country. Among the elderly who are not in

hospitals or nursing homes, 85 percent use drugs on a regular basis: 67

percent take at least one drug daily, and 25 percent take three or more drugs

daily. The corresponding figures for younger persons are 43 percent and 9

percent (American Association of Retired Persons 1984).
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5. It is unclear from your statement that the non-poor experience financial
hardship as a consequence of prescription drug outlays. For instance,
you said that five percent of the elderly incurred total drug
expenditures of $600 or more, and paid 80 percent of this amount out-of-
pocket. For what part of that five percent of the elderly do those
outlays constitute a financial hardship?

We need much more comprehensive and detailed information about the nature

of drug insurance coverage for the elderly. There is information suggesting

that many of the private health insurance policies purchased by elderly

individuals to supplement Medicare include some coverage for prescription

drugs, but we do not know how comprehensive such coverage is (e.g., deductible

levels, co-insurance and co-payment provisions, etc.).

Some information regarding the burden of out-of-pocket drug expenditures

can be derived from national health surveys. A national household survey

sponsored by the National Center for Health Services Research in 1977 found

that the percentage of annual expenses for prescribed medicines paid out-of-

pocket by the family was about 73 percent for the entire population; this

share was only slightly higher for the elderly - 77 percent (Kasper 1982).

The share of annual expenses for prescribed medicines paid by private

insurance was 13.6 percent for the entire population and 10.3 percent for the

elderly. The share of annual prescription drug expenses paid by Medicaid was

7.7 percent for the total population and 9.5 percent for the elderly (Kasper

1982). These figures are fairly consistent with results from a 1980 national

survey indicating that approximately 68 percent of total charges incurred by

aged Medicare beneficiaries for prescription drugs were paid out-of-pocket;

13.9 percent were paid by private insurance; and 10.8 percent were paid by

Medicaid (LaVange & Silverman 1987).
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Unfortunately, these data are not analyzed by socioeconomic status of the

elderly nor by their drug insurance status. More information is clearly

needed about these critical issues. Interestingly, H. R. 2470--a bill that

would cover prescription drug expenses for elderly Medicare beneificiaries

whose drug charges exceed $500 per year--includes a provision authorizing a

study to examine the distribution of drug expenditures incurred by Medicare

beneficiaries and the sources of payment for such expenditures. Such a survey

would provide valuable information with which to inform public policy.
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